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Are the MOST PERFECT

as

well

A cold or sore throat may not seem to
amount to much, and II promptly attended
lo can easily be cured; but neglect 1b often
followed by coiuumptlon or diphtheria.
No medicine has ever been discovered which
acts so quickly and rarely in such cases as
PERKY DAVIS’ FAIN KILLER. The
prompt use of tills invaluable remedy bos
saved thousands of lives.
FERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER Is
ttvt an experiment. It has been before the
publlo for forty years, and Is most valued
where it is beet known.
A few extracts from voluntary testimonials
read as follows:
Pain Vtt m has been my household remedy for
colds for the past twenty-seven years, and have
never known it to fall in effecting a cure.—
L. 8. Chooser, Wlhlamsvllle, N. Y.
For thirty years I have used Pain Killer, and
found it a never-falling remedy for colds and sore
throat—Barton Beaman.
Have received Immediate relief from colds and

INSTRUMENTS IN USE.

a

Kates ok Advbbtiseng: One Inch of space, the
angth of oolumn, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily first week; 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Hall square, three Insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of Amusements” and “AUCTION
Balks,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less, $1.60.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Pkbss (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 60 oents per square for each tubs neat
Insertion.
Aildress all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING (X».

Let .all who wish to be convinced of this TRY their

consider

your

Pain Killer

For

an

nnwhcjnetojake

and croup
whooping-cough"
made, we would

It la the best
not be without It—
Routs, Liberty Mills, Va.
For twentv-flve years I have used Pain Killer
for colds and chapped Ups, and consider it the best
medicine ever offered.—GEO.HooTXB.Wilmlngton,

—

preparation
A. P.

BOSTON IPEAL OPERA 00.
will give cuje performance of Gilbert & Sullivan’s
Hatirical opera

..

with the following oelebrated artists in the cast:
Admiral. H. C. Barnaber
(apt. Careorau.M. W. WUitnvy
Kalph Bsclutmv.W. H. Feiwdes
Dick Deader*.Geo. I'rothinghvm

®a“™frlee
Josephine..Geraldine llninr
Gaief
Beat, wain..

.May

Litsie Burton
Dial* Buttercup.
Hnsicnl Director.N. h. Bindley
Ideal
AO People.
Mpcdsl Scenery.
Chorus. Ideal Orchestra of 14 Bo«l*e
Instrumentalists.
Tickets 68, 76 and $1, according to location. For

For Chills and Fever PAIN KILLER has
equal. It cures when everything else falls.
Belays are often dangerous. A bottle of
Pain Killer 4n the house Is a safeguard that
no family should be wtthout.
All drugglatoaeU it at 95c., 50c., and $1.00
per bottle.

R. and G. T. R.
mhlodtd

PERSY DAVIS A SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

Stockbridge’s

sale at

Half fare
g.

Music store.
M. C. It. R., I’. & R.

on

The Ladies of Plymouth Church
will hold

nn

SALE

APROHT

and

Wednesday Aflernoon

will be served

Manner

at

O.iiO.

__^31
The Last Lecture

In the Young People’s Coarse will bo given by the
REV. F. E. CLARK,
in the Vestry of the Second Parish Church,Wednesneeday evening, March 29tb, at a quarter before

eight. Subject:

“BEADING, GOOD AND BAD.”
mar27 d3t
Admission 10 cents.

1$ lonng Ladies from Deering,

who recently gave such a successful Entertainment
at the Vestry of the Chnroh of the
Messiah, will repeat

REBECCA’S TRIUMPH
Or, THE COOKING CLUB,
be followed by an
AMUSING FARCE
AT

(MECHANICS BCILDING,)
Wednesday Evening, March 29th,
for Ube Benefit of the Swedenborgian Society.

Tickets 20 cents each or three for 60 cents. For
eale at the door. Performance commences at 7,46.
d2t
mh28

THE WEBER CLUB
an

entertainment

STIFF HATS
,
$1.00, 81.33. 81.50, 81.73, 89.
83.30, $3.75, $3.00, $3.50.

Pine Street M. E

Church,

SILK HATS
$3.50

and

Entire New Stock.
made oxer.

exchange.

All new, not oTd

SUPERIOR TONE AND FINE VOICING, then EXAMINE

At ABYSSINIAN CHURCH, Newbury
■tree!. The last in tho couise will be given by
Church, on
Rev. F. E. CLARK, of Willlston
THI1BSDAY EVENING, March 30th.

This is full of Interest and all

invited. Proceeds for the benefit of the ohurch.
Admission 15 cents. Refreshments for sale in the
vestry at reasonab e rates. Doors open at 7, lecture
mh28d3t*
to commence at 8 o’clock.
are

30c., 03c., 75c.,87c., 8100, 9193, 9199.

And

M

NEW ENGLAND ORGAN GO.,
No. 5 Free St. Block,
mar7

Umbrellas Warranted not to Fade.
TRUNKS AND BIOS, ALL GRADES.
Tke largest stock to select from.
$15,000 worth in stock.
A wholesale stock to select a single hat

from.

MERRY,
THE

The largest and most carefully selected
stock of fine Cloths, fine made-up Clothing
and Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods ever
shown in Portland, will be displayed at the
opening of our New and Elegant Store, Lapcaster Building, Market Square.

Opening Day, SATURDAY,

Hatter’S$
237 Middle St.

Allen 6c

SIGN OF GOLD HAT.
mar 2

IMMENSE
Cantatas! Operettas!
SUCCESS
Attends the sale of Ladies’ Front Lace

More than One Million
EVERYBODY WANTS IT.

OLIVER D1TS0N

&

I prescribe it as superior to any known remedy."
Dr. H. A. Archer, 82 Portland At., Brooklyn.

Castoria is not narcotic.

Mothers, Nurses
and Dootors agree that for Sour-Stomach,
Flatulency, Diarrhoea, and Constipation,
nothing i3 so prompt os old Dr. Pitcher's

FOOT WEAR
Ladles’ Front Lace Boots, French Mott. Kid Top
lea., cap toe, new and stylish. Ladles’ Donga
id button. Ladies’ Cloth Top button. Misses’ and
Ladies’ White Kid Slippers.

BOYD’S
Fine

Everybody Needs It.

Revised and Enlarged.

Self-Preservation. A Great medical Treatise
manhood; the Cause and Cure of Exhausted (
Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, also on
the Untold miseries arisingfromthe Excesses of mature Years.
300 pages. Royal N*o. The very finest
steel engravings.
125 invaluable Prescription", for all

KNOW THYSELF.

acute and chronic diseases.
Bound in beautiful Fronch
Price only l.t!5 by mail.

The Great

Muslin, embossed, full gilt,
(New Edition.)
CEn.112%

iiU

Healing Remedy.

An infallible enre for Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Wounds, Burns, Sprains,
Stiff Joints, Spavin, and lameness from

f»

Tho Science of Life,
extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.
There id nothing whatever that the married or single of either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what Is fully explained. In short the book is invaluable to all who wish for good health.—Toronto Globe.
The book for young and middle aged men to read just now is the Science of Life, or Self-Preservation. It
is worth many times its weight in gold. —Medical Times.
The author of the Science of Life is a noble benefactor.
He reaches the very roots and vitals of disease
and is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The book already is read upon both continents by millions.—
London Lancet
The Gold a^d Jewelled Medal awarded tfcc author of the Science of Life was fairly won and worthily
bestowed.— Massachusetts Ploughman.
Thousands of extracts similar to the above could be taken from the leading journals—literary, political,
religous anl scientific—throughout the laud.
The bodk i3 guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can be obtained elsewhere for
double the price, or the money will be refunded in every instance.
Thousand** of Copies are sent by mail, securely sealed and post.paid, to all parts of the
world, every month, npou receipt of price, $1.23.

any

cause,
_

P.T.Barnum.tho great Showman,

says i—

“Among my vast troupe of Equestrians, Teamsters, Dorses, Camels, and Elephants, somo are
always strained, bruised, or wounded. My Surand Vcterinariesall say, that for carnalities to men and animals, nothing is so
efficacious as Centaur Liniment.”
geons

433

Fifth Av., New York, May 9th, 1875.

feb28

dIuI*Seowiweowly9

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE or W. H. PARK LB, M.D.
4 Bii!flnc*i St., Boston, mass.

N.

for N. Y. Boots

Castoria, lty assimilating the food,
Castoria gives robust health and natural sleep.

Copies Sold!

>or
on

UiLtOlIUlLD OAiliriiL O
or Sel>-Preservation, is the most

clS)EL’ git.

E.—The author may be cODeulted

ou

all

diseases requiring skill and experience.

Nov22eodtaugl

BILLEE TAY-

) TRIAL BY
LOR (50 cents), LITTLE DUKE ($1.00), PINAFORE (50 dents), PIRATES ($1.0J.
cte

(New.)

258th Edition.

Boots

SPECIALTIES

SOT8V»#
JURY (50cents),

Pleasant, Harmless and Wonderfully Efficacious."
Dr. A. 3. Green, Boyerton, Ind.

eodtf

marll

formance

LIGHT OPERAS.

Especially adapted to children."
Dr. Alex. Robertson, 1057 2d At., N. Y-

APRIL 1st.

Company.

Keaaedy’o*iEttrorite Kemedy.”

Mr. S. W. Hicks, of Pleasant Valley, Dutchess
Co., N. Y., the son of Mr. E. S. Hicks, whose name
may have appeared in this journal in connection
with an artlclo similar to this, was, like bis father,
afflicted with Stone in the Bladder, only that his
ease was more serious than his father's. On the
appearance of the disease the father advised the
son to write to Dr. David Kennedy, of Koudout,
N. Y., who, ho said, would tell him what to do. Dr.
Kennedy replied, suggesting the use of “Kennedy’s
Favorite Kemedy," which had worked so successfully in the father’s case. Mr. Hicks, who had been
assured by the local physicians that they could do
nothing more for him, tried “Favorite Kemedy” at
a venture.
After two weeks’ use of it he passed a
stone % of an inch long and of the thickness of a
pipe-stem. Since then he has had no symptoms of
the return of the trouble. Here is a sick man
healed. What better results could have been expected? What greater benefit could medical science
confer? The end was gained; that is surely enough.
Dr. Kennedy assures the public, by a reputation
which he cannot afford to forfeit or imperil, that
the “Favoiite Kemedy” does invigorate the Blood,
cures Liver, Kidney and Bladder complaints, as
well as all those diseases and weaknesses peculiar
to females. “Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite Kemedy” for
sale by all druggists.
•
SITli&wl w
mch25

eodtf

5

limited number of reserved seats for sale at
Price 60c.
and at the Academy.
General Admission 26c.
Gilbert’s next Waltzing Party will be given Thursmar21dtf
day Evening, March 30tn.

CULPRIT FAY ($1.00), DRESS REHEARSAL
(50 cents), GUARDIAN ANGEL (60 ceuts)
HOME IN FAIRY LAND (60 cents), LESSON IN
CHARITY (60 cents), LITTLE BO-PEEP (60)
cents), QUARREL AMONG FLOWERS (35 cents),
SPRINU HOLIDAY '80 cts.), THREE LITTLE
KITTENS (60 cte.), TWIN SISTERS (50 cents).

eod3mos

-:::CARD:::-

75c., $1.00, 81.95, $1.30.

▲

FOR THE YOUNG.

Portland. Me.

-

KID GLOVES

Stockbridge’s

Now wind up the mnsical season with the perof one of our popular Cantatas Specimen
espies promptly mailed for the price here mentioned
O A flDMl JOSEPH’S BONDAGE ($1.00).
OAtlVLD KUTH AND NAOMI ($1.00),
BEL8HAZZER ($1.00), PRODIGAL SON (76 cts.),
or the easy DANIEL (60 cts.), or ESTHER (60 cts.
OUji/NTTI AH Bennett’s MAYQUEEN ($1),
BXiLIJ JLAut. Root’s HAYMAKER'S, ($1),
or NEW FLOWER QUEEN (76 cents).
BARBER OF 6BATH
A-np
A®
UJl Ltltlli L 1 AS. (60 cts.), PALOMITA
<■1.25,1 BOBINSONDALE (50 cts.), SLEEPING
QUERN (80 cts), CUPS AND SAUCERS (25 cts.
DIAMOND CUT DIAMOND ($1.00).

an

^^Instruments to rent and sold on instalments,
jyilluslrtttcd Catalogue mailed free on application.

75c., 81.00,81.35,81-30.

STREET AND

JUVEiLEllBillON BILL, at

CITY HALL.
Saturday, April 1st, at 2.30 P.

ELEGANT DESIGNS,
ORDER will INVARIABLY be the result.

THEIR

ones

Boys’ Hats, Something New

POPULAR LECTURE

GILBERTS

Dr.

50c., 75c.. ’81.00, $1 35, 81.50, $1.75,
89.00, $3.35, $9.50, $3.73,93.00, 93.30

THURSDAY EVENING, MARCH 30,
assisted by the following talent:—Mrs, C. IJ.
Pratt Mise N. Holland and Mie* Hattie
Thomas. Readings by Mr. David Moniton and
Fred W. Thompson. Tickets 25 cen’i, to be had at
Frank B. Clark's, 616 Congress Street and at the
mh28d3t*
door,

Subject—“Names.”

Stone in the Bladder Expelled by Cuug

.93,

SOFT HATS

From 50c.

—

O’. A. UFA. TTAIsli.

will give

AN INTERESTING ACCOUNT!

CHILDREN’S HATS

to

at

SPRING STYLES

Evening.

mh»7

—

oodAwly

CO.,

Boston

ST&Th&wtf

meh25

Portland, Me., March 22,1882.

T« the Harbor Commissioners of

LADIES’
wear.
Boyd’s French Kid Button. Boyd’s Cloth
Top Button. Boyd’s French Kid Button with Kid
Top. Boyd’s Oil Goat Rubbers, widths AA, A, B,
C and D.

I’ortlanti.
underaigned, owners of a piece of land lyto
ing in Cape Elizabeth, desire permi-sion
water

THE gate

or bulk bead to keep out the tide
build a
In order to convert said land, now flowed by
water, into grass laad.
W. G. OSBORNE.
(Signed)
GEO. H. PICKETT,

CHILDREN’S MS MISSES’

ALBERT S?ArJLDlNG.

Portland. Mr., March 22,1882.
the foregoing petition, it is* ordered that a
bad on THURSDAY, March 30th,
be
hearing
at B.30 P. M., on the premises, and that notice of
the above petition, together with this our order
theron, be given by publication In two daily papers

OrJ

printed in Portland, for

seven

(7) days preceding

the hearing.

(S.^ACOB McLELLAN,
B.

narbor

)

TIMOTHY
TOLFORD,} Commissioners.
1
CHARLES MERRILL,
dlw

mh23

Orders by mail lor fine and medium Boots and Shoes

salt

GBATBFI7U—COMFORTING.

White,

Blue and Pink Boots and
order for the Children’s Ball.

Slippers

made to

GENTLEMEN’S

Fine and Medium goods in all the leading styles.
Gents’ Pure Gum Rubber Boots. Gents’ Dress Rub*
Gents’ Jersey Cloth Top Congress.
ber Boots.
Fine Jersey goods a specialty

At 121 CONGRESS

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

ARTIST P

"By athorough knowledge of the natural laws
whleh govern the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Eppe has pro
tided onr breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage wbioh may save ns many heavy doctors
bills. It is by the judicious use of snch articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built np
until strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
We may escape many a fatal shaft by keepourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
Service Gazette.
properly nourished frame.”—Civil
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in
labeled.
and
lb),
tine only (^-rb
CO., nomoropaihic
JAnEH EPPH Sc
ChcmivtM, London, England.
Tu.S&wlyrAO
nov28

ELEGANT

TABLE LAMPS
With bean if ul Pottery
Centre*.

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Satsnma, Kioto, Ac.

Book, Garb, ana Job Printer

Fitted complete with the

Jffiiohsnge,

111 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

>

Fine. Job Printing » Specialty.
Orion by mail or tn person promptly atte’-iued te
Particular attention paid

te II

Pnnapblet Printing

U

@

WHY

CELLULOID

fHft

P

DR

F. H.

EYE CLASSEMJ

KJEIliOV
No. 276 Middle St.,
Edwards A Walker’s
Hardware store,
from
April 8th to 24th.
dtf

over

If
tep28

oetl

Hall,

A

f
m
•

Market

CATARRH. Elys’ Cream

Balm

Effectually

cleanses
passages of
virus, causing healthy secretions,

the nasal
Catarrhal

allays

has opened an office in
Portland andean be found

ata-Bl CPTTB BUST

EMiER Matt CO.. N. T
eod6m

^1

Market

inflammation,

protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the

sores and restores the
sense
of taste and
smell ;beneficial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unepialedfo
colds in
the head.
Agreeable to use. ApUAV CCUCD piy by the little finger
MAT rE> VtKa into the nostrils. On
of 60c will mail a package. For sale in Port
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owogo, N. Y.

receipt
uov24

mar2

generally.

T.ThS&wlm

a

Specialty

Sixe Crayons.
Jly7eodtf

kx ^m* L1 I lkx
^ Fl ■ 1 B M

and Harvard Burners.

C. E. JOSE &
CO.,
_dtf

Life

KENDALL &

Duplex, Oxford

oolO

for

Aim:—TO PLEASE.

For Sale Wholesale and Retail.

and

TuThStly]

English

ork

Facilities

Especial

Hostotter’s Stomach Bitters is the great household medicine of the American people, and is taken
everywhere as a safeguard against epidemics and
tshdemics, as a remedy for dyspepsia, biliousness
and irregularities of the bowels, as a cure for chills
and fever and rheumatic ailments, as a sedative in
nervous cases, and as a general invigorant and
restorative.
For sale by all
Druggists and Dealers

HOTEL.

Fine Portrait

MARKS,

M.

APHER,

OPPOSITE

Cit.

REASONS

fyi i

Cmos

STREET,

BBEAKFAMT.

V .•inters’

eo

COCOA

EPPS’S

WM.

jan24___

d&\vly48

WHITNEY,
Timothy, Clorer. Elax, Hun
ttnrian, Millet, Ked Top, Bine Gram,
Lawn Grata, Orchard Gram,
Garden, Elower, Bird Seed., Ac.

Dealer,

in

Square, Portland,

Mjg.

SCOTCH POTATOES.
1000 Bush. Received

To-Day.

For
table. Superior to “Early
Hose. Highly recommended for
seed. Call for “Champions.”

MPDCDON BROS.,,,
DRY DEBLOCK BOARDS
FOR SALE.

800,000 ft. dry Hemlock Boards, Ready
for immediate delivery.
ADDIIES?,

B. C.
fel>25

JORDAN, Alfred, Maine.
dtf

janis

d&wlj.'t

j

Bismarck is reported as endeavoring to
emigrating countrymen to Canada,
rather than to have them come to the States.
The precise point to be gained by this does
steer his

not appear.
At these times, says the Cincinnati Gazette, the Democracy will do nothing them-

thing.
way.

The Dominion Capital.
Ottawa, Feby 18,1882.
Tbe Dominion Government and tbe people
of Canada generally understand well the rela-

aa

tion of eduoatlon and intelligence to the general prosperity and welfare, and accordingly most
liberal expenditures are made in that directionThe public school buildings that I have seen
are models of excellence and architectural fitness.
They are all substantial and very well
built.
The Normal School and the Model
School here have accommodations of the very
first order, which would do honor to the oldest
and richest of our States. The'material is a
light gray limestone, like that so generally employed for building in Montreal, and is as hand•ume

a

of

neighbor

iu the next

our own rooms are

house,

even

and

as

good

as

the Hallowell or

Concord

granite.
Under the present able financial management of the government, the credit of the Dominion is firmly established on a solid foundation. The securities of Canada do not stand so
high in Wall street and in Lombard street as
those of England and the United States, hut
they are intrinsically as valuable; there cannot
be a doubt about that. The financial policy of

tenants of that desirable character. But we
do not solicit. We are satisfied to hare »•
some

permit anybody else to do anyThey simply stand stubbornly in the

selves nor

by ill-advised talk of annexation to the
States is, we are pleased to say, fast disappearing. We would all like to get so desirable an acquisition of brain and brawn, of
wealth present and prospective; but we understand the feeling in the Dominion toward the mother-country and the fear of absorption in a larger and richer land. We
would be glad to have Canada come Into
to
the Union. Our doors are always open

good

_

TnE Boston Advertiser says that by immigration and natural increase the population
of the United States is already at least 5 per
cent, greater than reported by the late census, or not less than 52,500,000, and adds
that by the end of this year the population
will be fully fifty-four millions.

is advantageous in many ways to them and
to us.
The antagonism excited in the Dominioa

no

ASSORTMENT

cago.

ourselves, we respect
them for their energy and skill, and we An**
them good neighbors, intercourse with whom

the same blood

I was Buffering severely with bronchitis, and my
throat was so inflamed I could scarcely swallow
any food. I was advised to try your Pain Killer,
ana after taking a few doeea was completely
cured—T. 'Wilkinson.
Dr. Walton writes from Coshocton: Your Pain
Killer cures diphtheria and sore throat, so alarmingly prevalent here, and has not been known to
fail in a single instance. This fact you should
make known to the world.
Mrs. Ellen B. Mason writes: My son was taken
violently sick with diphtheria, high fever, and cold
chills. Bo many children have died here, I was
afraid to call a physician, and tried your Pain
Killer.
He was taken on Sunday, and on
Wednesday his throat was dear. It was a wonderful cure, and I wish it could be known to the
poor mothers who are losing bo many children.

H. M. S. Pinafore,

regular

Curd

Gen. Dow and the Dominion.
General Neal Dow’s letters on our Canadian neighbors, the third of which we print
this morning, reflect, we believe, the sentiment of this country toward the Dominion. We are glad to see its people prosper,
not only because of the kindly feeling
should
that
always, and Indisputably
does, In this case, exist between kinsmen,
bat also because the neighborhood of a
strong, self-reliant and thrifty nation works
to our advantage in many ways. Our friendship for Canada is both sentimental and
practical. We like them because they are of

N. Y.
I have just recovered from a very severe cold.
Which I haye had for some time. I could get no
relief until I tried your Pain Killer, which
reeved me immediately. I will never again be
Without it —C. O. Force, Lowndes, Ga.
Have used Pain Killer in my family for forty
years, and have never known it to fail.—Ransom
Lewis, Waynesboro, Ga.
I began using Pain Killer in my family twentyfive years ago and have used it ever since, and have
founano
ita place.—B. W. Dyer,

CITY HALL,
Taesday Evening, March 28th,

Hebe

throat, and

■ore

a

We ila not read anonymous letters and sommencations. The name and address of the writ are la
all esses indispensable, not necessarily for nbUcatton bat as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or prefers* communications that are n<A need.

Invaluable remedy.—Oso. B. Everett, Dickinson,

ENTERTAINMENTS-

THE

attaoW of the Pbess Id furnished
certihoate signed by Stanley Pollen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hetel managers
will confer a favor upon ns by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent oar Journal.
EV2&Y

YrlUi

if

left vacant.

lower than In
the government may now he regarded as definEuropean country, being only 26 itely settled, which will assure for the governper thousand, while in Great Britain it ls34,
ment in the future, as at present, an abundant
in uermauy 40 and In Austria-Hungary 43.
revenue with a handsome surplus over all deThis fact, although the French death rale is mands upon the treasury.
There is no drsiu on the finances of Canada
also very low—21 per thousand against 32 in
for
and
20
inmilitary or naval purposes. She has no
26
in
Germany
Austria-Hungary,
The birth-rate in Franee is

any other

call whatever In that direction, except to main*
tain an efficient polioe upon her extensive west-

Great Britain—accounts for the very moderin the population of France as
shown by the recent census. Since 1870 the
increase has been only 389,670, while during
the preceding five years it was 802,670,
though it must be remembered that this was
partly due to the migration of families into
France from provinces that had been annexed to Germany. This is small growth
for a nation of 37,000,000 people, which
loses almost nothing by emigration. Another thing shown by the census is that the rural populations are gravitating towards the
cities and large manufacturing centers. The
ate increase

ern

northwestern
no

Like the
frontiers.
fear whatever that

friendly relations with other nations will
in any way be disturbed. She feels herself, as
we do, perfectly secure from any unfriendly attitude towards her of any other country, so
that none of her resources are devoted to preparations for attack or for defense. She is secure
bar

therefore from those exhausting expenditures
for military and naval establishments, which
weigh so heavily upon the people of all Europenations.
The only embarrassment she feels in her endeavors to develop her unbounded resources
rapidly and extensively is her position of isolation in Winter, when her groat water courses
But this will trouble her
are closed by Ice.
an

of

has declined

That the House of Commons would vote
Prince Leopold a handsome allowance in
pursuance of his royal mother’s suggestions
was a foregone conclusion, and with fifty
thousand a year added to his previous Income the prospective husband should be
able to keep house in a very comfortable
mauuer, and even to enjoy some of the luxuries of life. The action of the majority in
this matter was too much a matter of course
to call for comment, but there is some significance in the fact that forty-one members
voted with Mr. Labouchero In opposition to
the grant. That is about tew times as many
as would have supported a similar motion
made ten years ago, which shows that radicalism in the House of Commons is gaining

and

United States sha hts

all the agricultural departand there has been a
marked increase in Paris, Lyons, Lille, Marseilles, Havre and Bouen. The department
of the Seine, or Paris, has added 337,000, or
67,400 per annum, to its population since
1876; that is to say, the capital, with less
than a thirteenth of the whole population of
France, absorbs within 10,500 of the whole
annual increase.

population

ments

lew by and by than it does now,
ly pushing railways through

as

the is

rapid-

her territory,
which oan be run in Winter nearly as well as
in Summer, and will practically bring her great
interior down to the sea. At present the feeling lingers in Canada that she must seek the
Ocean through her own territory as a matter
of State pride, bnt she will soon seo that the
shortest and cheapest route to the salt water is
most for the interest of the whole country.
The present Governor Gene ral is a Scotch-

by birth and education, hut a Canadian by
position and conviction, and has commended
himself to the kind regards of the people here,
by bis downright hard, Scotch good sense and
by his genial manners. He takes in the situation thoroughly, that Canada has outgrown
her leading strings and pinafores, and has perman

and local interests ol her own to be consulted end provided for, and that it is her undoubted right to arrange her own policies cn
w hatever subject according to her own views
of her own interests, without reference to those
of other oountrles, as independent governments
always do.
There was for a time in Canada a feeling
that an independent governmental policy on
questions of trade and the industries would he
inconsistent with the relations of the Dominion
ground.
with the mother oountry. Somehow many
people thought the kind mother at the old
The committee of the Atlanta exposition
home should be consulted upon all domestic
has made its final report which shows that arrangements tn the new little household
ths exposition, besides establishing good across tbe great sea in the now world. I think
that feeling is now confined to very few. Cafeeling and friendship between Northern nadians now understand, as they did not thirty
and Southern merchants, and giving a ! or forty years,ago, that this is tbe permanent
“ome for themselves and their children, and
strong impetus to Southern manufactures,
they are addressing themselves earnestly to the
has proved a financial success as well. Af- work of building up here, as they will do, a
great, rich, powerful nation, an offshoot, to be
ter all bills have been paid the committee
sure, like the United States, of the dear old
finds on its hands a surplus ef $3,000, which
father land across the water, bat nevertheless
it proposes to give to the charitable institua nation by itself and for itself, with proper regard to the amenities that are dus to all other
tions of the city.
Atlanta is a town to be

watched during the next decade.

She i* the

sonal

1

peoples.

Some of the truest and ablest men of the
Dominion are looking earnestly lor the means
this
means—of accomplishing
i —whatever
within that
work. They have inaugurated here a policy
some of her Northern rivals.
of protection to Canadian industries that has
already indicated clearly that the results will
Among the many evidences of the success be most salutary to all home interests. We of
the United States would prefer, perhaps, that
of women in performing duties at one time
they would continue to dig and delve and send
assigned wholly to men, was one given by all their money to us in payment for our manufacturer, remaining diggers and deivers all
Mr. Fawcett, Postmaster General of Engtheir lives, while ewe should grot# rich on the
land, in the House of Commons a few days products of their hard work. But I am sure I
I
ago. He said that the woman telegraphists
express the thought of my countrymen when
bid God speed to our northern neighbors and
and clerks in his dapartment had given such
We
have
and
their
new
friends in
departure.
general satisfaction that the employment of oan have no jealousies towards them. It is
women was being gradually extended.
This dearly for our interest that Canada should become a great, rich oountry, governed by an inwas a compliment from high
of our
authority, and telligent people of our language and
will no doubt encourage many a struggling
blood.
The conviction is rapidly making its way
woman to persevere in her efforts to reach a
among the best of the people of tbe Dominion,
position of independence.
that the liquor traffic is a greater hindrauce
to tbs oountry in ths endeavor for national
In proportion to the deficiency of bre adproeperity than all other evils combined. They
affirm that the wages of labor spent in the
stuffs exports for our foreign csramsrce, the
grog shops are absolutely lost to the country,
regular packet steamers of New York and at
the same time that the return made to the
Philadelphia earry to Europe much larger
people for moneji spent in that way makes the
transaction a great deal wflfEe for society than
cargoes of cotton than hitherto. Fortunateit would be If tbe money were absolutely dely the stock of cotton on hand is immense, stroyed. The customers of the grog shops not
but by and by
as the speculation last year
prevented the only lose in iodination to work,that
instead of
tbe ability to work is gone, so
exportation of this commodity, jsst the same beiDg
become
waifs,
good, useful citizens, they
as the shipments of grain wore arrested or
castaways, beggare, vagrants, tramps, living
and
the
and
of
sober
ths
earnings
wages
upon
diminished. In consequence of this heavy
industrious part of the people.
off
the
of
American
cotton
exports
falling
The Canadians are therefore working vigorthe English market has been taking a larger ously and efficiently for the suppression of the
liquor trafflo. In Nova Scotia no one can bave.a
supply from India.
licence without first obtaining the signatures to
his application of two-thirds of all tbe vo'ers of
Desertion from the army is becoming so his town, and two-thirds of the grand jury,
and then two-thirds of the judges must, concur
common as to cause serious embarrassment.
in granting the license!
The soldier who enlists in the East is generThis ie, practioally, prohibition, with sharp
enthan
the
officer
who
much
shrewder
and severe penalties for selling liquor against
ally
the
law. In more than half of New Brunswick
to
The
former
weald
like
rolls him.
go
and in the whole of Prince Edward Island,
West, but the cost stands in the way. Sent there is prohibition by local option. The same
thither by the Government he soon has mon- is true with many couDtiei in Upper Canada,
and in Manitoba there is absolute prohibition
ey in his pocket, clothes on his back, and
by special statute. Those who are working for
the free world smiles upon him. In looking
the complete extirpation of the liquor traffic
are embarrassed by the border line, not yet exover the books it is found that about eleven
actly marked between the power over this matper cent, of the whole army is deserting ev- ter by the provincial and general governments.
ictiu
uio
Al nr»t, lucre was fJiumuiwua
ujr
ery year.
legislatures. Then those learned in the law said
Although early in the campaign, yet it is the devil of drink can only be exorcised by the
at Ottawa. Then the Dominion parliaproposed to run Lucius Robinson for Gov- powers
ment passed the “Scott Act”—prohibition by
ernor of New York, against the Republican
local option—and the rum-trade of St. John has
Maj-sty to say that
candidate, whoever he may be. Tammany appealed to Her Gracious
the trade cannot be put down in that way. If
is, however, opposed to Robinson, and the Her Majesty says that, there is grave doubt that
latter has already found that John Kelly is a "the trade” can be driven out, except by the
Lex Talionia of Judge Lynch. The decision of
vbry bad man to spar with. Bat the regu- the
Queen is looked for in the next season, aud
lar Democrats profess to be able to elect
if she sustains the law, and the Supreme Court
of Canada, which has decided it to be constitutheir candidate without Tammany’s aid or
tional, as she probably will, “the trade” must
permission, and the Tribune thinks this a set its house in order. If she should doetde
otherwise, the Canadians—the temperance
good opportunity for them to try.
men, especially—will begin to inquire why the
Delegate Cannon says that the Mormon
full-grown men of the Dominion should go
thousand miles across the Ocean to find
three
churcli will fight tEe anti-polygamy bill till
out what their own laws mean, which they
a
decision in the United States have drawn and enacted for their own local
they reach
there will be cut one more strand
supreme court. As Senator Edmunds, who purposes, and
of the slender cord that stretches from shore to
drew up the bill, is a very good constitution- ■here across the Atlantic, which metaphoricalal lawyer, it is not likely that the saints will
ly holds the two peoples together.
In any event, the liquor trade “must go,” as
gain anything more than a little time in the the Irish in California say of the Chinese. The
opposition. It is believed that the Presi- sons of the Emerald Isles want that beautiful
dent will leave no stone unturned to give country lor themselves. And so the Canadians
have this great country for
are resolved to
the law an effectual administration in Utah. themselves and for thoir children, aud thtv
will not consent that that the liquor trade shall
It will take the present force in the pen- inject it with poverty, pauperism, wretchedsion office 30 years to settle the claims on ness, insanity and crime, so that it cannot become the home of a great, fret-, prosperous aud
file, but with 1,550 additional clerks it can happy people, as they intend it to be
Nbal Dow.
be done by 1885.

centre of a railroad
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The Importation of foreign potatoes has
risen to such proportions as to constitute a leading feature in the freight business
of all the British lines of steamers plying between England, Scotland and our ports.
Those foreign potatoes are also largely dealt
In by the wholesale provision trade of Chi-
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system that promises
period to bring her close to

More About the Great Poet.
His Personal Virtues.

[Springfield Bepub’icaa.}
The personal virtues of Mr. Longfellow were
great and lovely. He attracted and inspired
young men; he was true to his friends anil his
convictions without violence or contention, and
ho lived from day to day in tho most open aud

admirable manner. If poets before his example were held to be unsteady, capricious, sensal, now servile and now bold iu their relation
to society, Longfellow's life would have broken
up the tradition and justified tho way ,'if genius to man. He hud a definite task to perform
and he did it, and did it, too, in the host manIt was irksome to inauy that be should
be so successful iu a career which was closed
against them; but he succeeded by being more
than they, not less,—and such was the kindliness that nobody could
feel aDy ill-will. He
smoothed tho path for others by the very qualities for which ho was sometimes reproached
ner.

by tboso whom he served. His estimata
literature was a high one, but still ioftlar
was his sense of
moral duty aud of human
brotherhood. He made no pretentions and
seldom aimed higher than he could shoot, it
could be said of him with a modification of
Pope’s old couplet which he wrote about himeven

of

self,—

That

though

io

Fancy’s

maze

lie wandered

long.

He stoopeu to Truth and moralized his rung.
for he did pick up from the by-ways and obscure places the plebiau truth that he wished
to adorn witli the Dowers of his fancy. He was
the poet of the common rather than of the commonplace, —yet lie was loo wise to disregard a
themo or a manner of treating it, because either was trite.
His topics sometimes came to him in strange
ways. There was an odd intimate of his ciassmate-IIawthorne,—one of thoso strange fish
which Salem used to find a market for—who
happened upon the story of the Acadian peasants and offered it to Hawthorne as a subject
for one of his romances. He could do nothing
with it and and passed it along to the Cambridge poet, with whom he dined soon after,
taking his Salem confrere with him, and from
the conversation at that dinner-table in 1840,
or thereabouts, is said to have grown the beautiful legend of “Evaugelino”—the oearl among
Longfellow’s poems. Yet, in its metrical form,
“Evangeline” was faulty, so that it had to
make its way by the sheer force cf its iutriusic
beauty and wealth.
Profound as will be the regret felt for Longfellow’s death in all circles of society, the most
touching manifestations of public Borrow coma
from the persons who are the least critical and
whose knowledge of thepiet was that which
they have of the bird singing before their windows, or the unknown friend who has brightened tl.eir daily life with a though: of beauty.
A scholar who had been indebted to Longfa:low for friendly furtherance and instruction in
German literature was thinking of his death as
he rode in sight of Mt. Auburn iu the train. ▲
boy taking tho seat beside him, said: “Hid you
hear that the poet Longfellow’s dead? too bad,
isn’t it?’’ “Yes, did you read his poetry?” “Ob,
I read some of it,—and I like best about the
chair,—the children you know,”—evidently
having in mind “The Children’s Hour.”
There were a million school-children in America Saturday morning who made in their hearts
the same childish lament, no doubt,- aud it is
by such that the dead poet would have chosen
to be remembered.

The First Mrs. Longfellow.
LN. Y. Evening Post.]
Mrs Longfellow died daring his second scjourn in Europe, at Rotterdam, November 29,
1835. How profound was the impression produced upon him is evident from the “Footsteps
of Angels” and from the allusions in the early
part of “Hyperion.” Mrs. Longfellow was, by
the testimony of all who knew her, a person of
Her
loveliness of person and mind.
rare
maiden name was Mary Storer Potter, she being the daughter of Barrett Potter and Anne
(Storer) Potter of Portland. Her father was a
judge of probate and a man of strong character, holding very decided views as to education.
Although himself an old-fashioned classical
scholar, he believed tho study of Greek and
Latin to be unsuitable for girls; all else was
open to them—modern languages, literature,
and mathematics. For all these, especially the
last, his daughter Mary had a strong taste; her
note-books, preserved by her family, gave, for
instance, ample and accurate reports, recorded
a series of astroas being "frem memory,” of
nomical lectnres; and she learned to calculate
been
mast
have
which
quite beyond
eclipses,
the average attainments of young girls of her
day. She was several years a pupil at the excellent school of Miss Cashing, at Hingham; and
all her school papers, abstracts, and compositions show a thoughtful and well-trained mind.
Some exhibit a metaphysical turn, others are
girlish studies in history and geography, but
the love of literature is visible everywhere, in
copious extracts from the favorite authors of
that day—Cowper,
Young, Mrs. Homans,
Bernard Barton and even Coleridge and
in
on
the series of note-books
Further
Shelley.
the handwriting becomes firmer and matnrer,
and notes and translations appear upon the
pages in the unmistakable autograph of Longfellow, almost precisely the same at 24 as at 74.
Strange that while all else in and around us
changes, this trival accident called oar handwriting, should so often bo the one permanent
and unalterable trait!
The Poet’s Finest Sonnet.
As a fond mother, when the day is o’er.
Leads by the hand her little child to bed.
Half willing, half reluctant to be led,
And leaves his broken playthings on the door.
Still gazing at them through the open door,
Nor wholly reassured and comforted
By promises of others in their stead,
Which, though more splendid, may net please
him more;
So nature deals with us, and takes away
Our playthings one by one, and by the band
Leads us to rest so gently that we go
Scarce knowing if we wish to go or slay,
Being too full of sleep to understand'
How far the unknown transcends the what we
know.

“Mary Ashburton
[New York Eveulng Post.]
Before leaving Europe in 183.1 he had met, in
very much the manner described in “Hyperion,” the lady who was destined to he his secand wife, then Miss Fancy App'eton, dpugbter
of the late Nathan Appleton of Boston, and
sister of Thomas Goid Appleton, a well-known
author and art critic of that city.
Those of us
who can recall the second Mrs. Longfellow will
never forget her
distinguish^ and noble presence or the rare beauty of “those deep, unalterable eyes” the poet sang.
It is known that
his snit was not at first acceptable to her, and
that she was not entirely gratified at being the
recognized theme of a romance so highly
wrought. There certainly was some reluctant
delay about the matter, as the romance was
published in 1830, and it was not till July, 1843,
that the second* marriage of Mr. Longfellow
It was to him the scarce of the
took place.
most unmiugled happiness for many years,
ending at last in a tragedy as intense and concentrated as ever poet dreamed.
On July 9,
1861, his idolized wife was burned to death in
his very presence, by her [clothes taking 6te,
in spite of all efforts to extinguish the Hang
Tho shock to Mr. Longfellow was so great tlv
‘or a time it seemed as if reason itself was in
danger; and though he canto gradually back to
his accustomed life and pursuits, he seemed
thenceforward an old man.
Yet he turned
again to his work, and there was hardly an
abatement to his activity until within three
months of his death.

Magazine Notices.
April Century,
provoke much

A remarkable paper in the
aud one which will doubtless
discussion, is Mme. Rogozin's

Russian Jews
and Gentiles. The writer is a Russian lady
now living in New York, aud is the author o(
recently published papers ou the Nihilists iu
the International Review. The reader is dis-

tinctly

warned at the start, by a sub-title, that
the paper is written “from a R. ssiau point of
view.” It is, iu brief, a detailed account of
the revelations of Jacob Brafmann several
years ago, concerning the alleged systematic
oppressions of Goutiles, partly uuder cover of
law, by the Jews of southwestern Russia.
Those oppressions (ludnot religious intolerance) are said by the writer to be the occasion
of the anti-Jewish uprisings during thw past
year in that regiou. The falsity of these, it is
only just to say, is indignantly asserted by
Jews. A reply to Mme. Ragozin is to be contributed to the May Century by Miss Emma
Lazarus, who iu this number has a significant
papor, Was the Earl of Beaconsfield a Representative Jew? The frouttispicce of the number presents the strong, plain and decidedly
English faceof Matthew Arnold. This accompanies a biographical-critical study, by Mr.
Andrew Laug, of Mr. Arnold's poetry aud essays—the purely'llterary feature of the number.
Of the serials: Mrs. Burnett makes a decided
advance with her novel, Through One Administration; Mr. Ilowells's Modern Instance
takes his young married couple to Bostcn>
touches lightly ou the foiblos of young married
people iu general, aud introduces Bartiey to
Boston journalism, which is to figure largely iu
later parts of the novel. The illustrated papers cover a good deal of grouud. The third
of Mrs. Mitchell's papers ou sculpture is devotted to The Age of Praxiteles. Tunis aud its

Bey, by Erust

Hesse-Wartegg, is a popular
personal experience.
Some American Tiles, is the title of a paper,
by Frank D Millet, descriptive of processes
and results at the Chelsea (Maes.) Tilo Works.
The variety and beauty of th so tiles maybe
seen iu the drawings, aud th
rapid improve-

account

von

drawn

from

ment in tlm American

product may tie

inferred
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FEARFUL EXPLOSION.

XLVIIth Congresslst Session.

Persons Killed in a California
Powder Mill.
San Francisco, March 27.—An explosion
occurred across the bay this morning in the
Tlie dry
Vnlcan Powder Company's works.
house was blown to pieces killing or wounding
are the
work
there.
at
men
Following
the
all
killed: George Stansfield, engineer; W. C.
Lamb, carpenter; L. W. Starr, carpenter;
Thos Mills, carpenter ;IMr. Stewart, general assistant about the works, and 0 Chinamen. The
wounded are Gottlief Koch, carpenter; W. B.
Doles, foreman; Peter Schafer, carpenter, and
Mr. Ferris, carpenter. Loss of property, 325,000.
Eleven

from the facts that, whereas a few years ago
decorative
tilo made
not a
there was
in the country, in 1880 these
specimens
at
Crewe “over
the
medal
took
gold
of
famous
the
pottery manufacturers

Richard
United
Mr.
the
kingdom.”
Grant White’s second paper on the Opera
in New \rork treats, in his readable manner,
of Mile. Caradori, Miss Shireff, Fanny Ellsler,
the
Beuedetti, Tadesco, Truffi, of

Seguins,

and of others. The
next paper 'will include Alboui and Sontag.
The remainder of the body articles are light,
and include a charming shoit story of New
Mexico, Niiiita, by Thomas A. Janvier, a writer who awakens large expectations by the diswhom there

are

portraits,

tinct literary flavor and wide range of method
he displays; The Blessings of Piracy, by Edward Eggleston, a satirical treatment of the
question of international copyright; and a paper on Oddities of Southern Life, by Henry
Watterson, who, after recalling much that was
humorous and characteristic in the South of
the day of “Simon Suggs" and “Major Jones,”
records some of the marked changes that have
occurred, since the war, in tho motives of society, conclu 'ing with a tribute to Southern
thrift. Poems
women aud the new Southern
are contributed by “H. H.,” Ellen M. Hutchinson, Roger Riordan, Henry A. Beers, Henry
EckforJ, and Alice Wellington Rollins.

METEOROLOGICAL.

A Tornado

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal 1
;
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Marcli 28, 1 A. M.
)

SEVERAL

[special bulletin.]
prevailed in the Southwest,

and in
Rain has
all districts east of the Mississippi river and
to
Maine
from
continues on the Atlantic coast
Georgia. Southerly winds continue in New
England, Middle aud South Atlantic Slates.
Temperature has risen from 5 to 15 degrees
along the Atlantic coast and has fallen from 10
to 20 degrees in the Lake region, Upper Mississippi Valle;, Ohio Valley aud Tennessee.
The temperature has also fallen in the Southwest, and a norther is reported on Texas coast.
Dangerous southerly winds continue on the
Atlantic coast between Capo Hatteras and
Eastport, and high westerly jwluds prevail in
the Lake regions.
The iudicptions are that clearing or fair
and cooler weather will prevail in the Middle
Atlantic and Southern States aud Ohio valley
during Tuesday, and until Wednesday morning, followed on Wednesday by slowly rising

temperature.

BY TELEGRAPH.

on the
Third Trial.
Biddefoed, March 27.—At the third election
for rna.or in this city to-day Hon. Elisha E.
Clark, Republican, was elected by twenty-

majority over all, the vote Cast being
heavier than that cast at either of the former
Mr. Clark received 1059 votes:
elections.
Staples (Dem.) 989; Hanson (Citizen) 43.
seven

Skipped tbe Town.
Rockland, March 27.—The trial of Ellis,
the Evaugolist, for adultery was assigued for
to-day. He was here Friday and expressed his
intention of standing trial and engaged counsel. It is just learned he has skipped and left
his bondsmen to pay §500. Sixteen or eighteen
his bond

so

the

proportion

will be light. It is supposed Ellis left the
city on the Boston steamer Friday evening.
Thomaston Elects a Citizens’ Ticket.
Thomaston, March 27 —The annual towu
meeting was held here to-day and the citizens’
ticket was elected as follows:
Moderator—Atwood Levensaler.
Town Clerk—S. A. Carr.
Thomas S.
Selectmen—ffm. H. Hatch,
Andrews, Thomas Rnssell.
Assessors—John C. Levensaler, C. Prince,
D. P. Rose.
The Greenbackers opposed the successful
The town voted to
ticket but were defeated.
raise the interest and principal due on the
railroad debt.
Accident on the Sandy River Railroad.
Farmington, March 27.—Fred Farmer, a
brakeman on the Sandy River Railroad, was
thrown from a lumber car to-day by the breaking of a stake and bis skull fractured. It is
feared his inj tries will prove fatal.
Foot Race at Houlton.
Calais, March 27.—A fifty-mile walking
match for $200 a side and receipts, between
Corliss, a caribou hunter, and Hourihan ef

Boston, was decided at Houlton on Saturday
night. The race was very close and exciting
for three hours, when Hourihan retired sick,
after making 24 miles, being 3 laps ahead.
Corliss walked four hours, making 30 miles,
and was declared the winner.
Arrested for Robbery.
Exeteb, N. H,, March 27.—A man calling
himself James Bailey .was lodged in Exeter
on

Saturday night for stealing, and

ex-

Justice Shute this afternoon.
He was placed under §100 bonds for appearHe came
ance at the April term of the court.
from Portland on Saturday night, and at Newamined before

market Junction went into llie Concord train
and Btoie a wallet from the pocket of a young
girl named Touisa Riley who, with another
The girls
girl was on her way to a convent.
and held tbe doors of the car
and called for aid, and the man was arrested.
He is suppesed to be “English Bill,” but
Sheriff Kent lias reasons to believe that he is
not, but thinks he is the man who picked the

immediately

pocket
Boston

of

ran

a

lady in

recenfly.

He

a

in
he
that
Me., but could

Lowell

Evansburg, Pa., March 27.—During the severe gale this afternoon a three story brick
house in course of erection was blown down
and four men killed.
Five others were slightly hurt.
_

WASHINGTON.
Straw Bond

depot

ticket for town officers.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
*

The Exeter Defalcation.
Portsmouth, March 27.—George E. Lane
this foreuoou furnished the required bail of
810,000 to appear April 8, his sureties being
Ezra Barker of Stratham, Bradbury L Gilley,
Wm. Burlingame, Eben Folsom, Edward H.
Gilman of Exeter, and Edward B. Lane of
Dover. Lane immediately left by train for his
borne in Exeter, accompanied by prominent
gentlemeut, where he will devote his time to
clearing up matters, which a e greatly mixed.
His losses which have gone beyond recovery
The
will, he thinks, foot up about 802,000.
Union Five Gents Savings .Bank of Exeier, of
the
time ol his
which Lane was President at
disaster, has, not, as published, beeu doing a
general banking business until recently. The
Internal Revenue Bureau some years since
brought suit against the hank io lax its depositors subject to < heck, and this branch of the
Lane
business then carried n was given up.
was not a member of the Second Congregational church of Exeter as stated, or any other.
It is a general query how much knowledge
Boston brokers may have had of the coming
crash, or if they knew where Lane got his
funds with which to operate.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Aid for Pacific Mill Operatives.
Lawrence, March 27.—The Pacific Corporation notified its help to-day that those in need

not strikers will li ive their necessities
attended to by application at the counting
is generally accepted as an indicaThis
room.

who

Cases.

Washington, March 27.—In the criminal
court this afternoon the reading of indictments

As A.
in the straw bond cases was taken np.
Boone had to leave the city to attend to business, those in which he was a party, were
read. There were three indictments, one for
sucordination of perjury and two for canspiracy, but in the latter Boone was the only party
arraigned and he plead not guilty in each inst&nco

The Search for De Long.
The Secretary of the Navy has received a cablegram from Lieut. Harber at Irkutsk, as follows:
“Owner of the Lena says contract with Bennett is
not made yet. Cannot act in this matter without
further instructions.’*
Secretary Hunt has telegraphed Lieut. Harber’s message to Mr. Bennett at Paris for additional information on the subject before taking
any action. It will be remembered that Bennett stated to the Secretary that he had secured the services of the steamer Lena, and that
be had placed the steamer at the disposal of
Lieut. Harber. The impression prevails at the
Navy Department that the hitch arises from a
desire on the part of the owner of the vessel to
get a larger price for its nse than was at first

Mason were invalid and that Mason is unlawfully confined.
Republican Congressional Committee.
committee
The Republican Congressional
committee met to-night for the purpose of
After
selecting Representatives
organizing.
Darrell of Louisiana, Belford of Colorado and
Tyler of Vermont to fill vacancies from those
states the committee elected Representative
Hubbelt of Michigan chairman and appointed
an executive committee of fifteen members to
look after campaign affairs for the ensuing
year. This committee includes Senator Hale
of Maine. The executive committee were empowered to appoint a secretary and it is expected they will meet soon for that purpose.
Miscellaneous.
A certificate from Shipherd’s physician today informed the House foreign committee
that he was sick with neuralgia and erysipelas,
and the committee adjourned subject to the
call of the chair.
The Post says: "It is announced that McCalmont, brokers in London, have today withdrawn the suit against the Philadelphia and
Reading deferred income bond scheme, and
that the judges of the U.|S! Circuit Court in
Philadelphia have vacated the injunction
granted about a year ago in such suit. Mr.
Gowen is now at liberty to carry out bis plan
of reorganization so far as deferred bonds were
part of bis plan.

THE SOUTHERN DELUGE.
m

Reports That the Waters are Subsiding.
Washington, March 27.—The Secretary of
War has received a telegram from L. W. Danforth, agent at Charleston, Mo., as follows:
"No more government supplies are needed

here. Farmers are at work and more cheerful.”
He has also received the following from
Capt. J. M. Lee, 9th Infantry, dated Memphis, Tenu., March 2Gth:
"Arrived here this morning from Vicksburg.
Supplies arrived here last night. Shall return
to Vicksburg, leaving here to-day.
Supplies
now famished for Mississippi will last until
At the rate the water
about the 5th proximo.
is going down there is no necassity for supThis will replies beyond the 10th of April.
quire additional supplies of 75,000 pounds of
meat and 150,000 pounds of meal which should
be sent to Hemingway at Memphis, so as to arThe
rive there not later than the 4th prox.
lowest estimate of the number rendered destitute by the flood in Mississippi is 50,000 and
from personal observation I am satisfied this is

approximately correct.”

The Sectary of War to-day telegraphed Gen.
Mangum, commissioner for Arkansas, as fol-

lows:

“Steamer Barnard gave you 70,000 rations in
addition. I ordered the 21st inst 50,000 and
24th inst. 100,000 to be sent yon.
My understanding is that this supply will last your peoin
April even if the
ple during the first week
of
destitute does not diminish.
number
My information from Mississippi is that at the
rate the water is going down there is no necessity of supplying beyond April 10th in that.
State. We have but little more than enough
I suppose
rations left at St. Lonis to do this.
the water is subsiding in Arkansas at about
the
number
of
destitute
the same rate so that
will now rapidly decrease. What final supply,
in your opinion, will carry you through the
trouble?”
In a similar telegram to the commissiener
for Louisiana, at New Orleans, the Secretary
asks if they can possibly get along with the rations already sent, and if not what additional
The Secrefinal supply will probably suffice.
tory adds that any farther supply will require
a

new

appropriation.

Washington, March 27.
The chair submitted a memorial from the
New York board of trade and transportation,
in favor of the Lowell bankruptcy bill.
Mr. Miller of New York, presented and read
a petition signed by 10,000 leading bankers and
other business meu of New York city, reciting
that the boards of trade, chambers of comhave
merce, etc., in all sections of the country
declared in favor of the Lowell bankruptcy
that
measure
Dill, and protesting against any
will give the courts large discretionary powers
oi that will withdraw the management of the
estate of a bankrupt from an assignee chosen
by the creditors and vest such power in a receivership appointed by the courts, thus entailing litigation and expense and offering opportunities for corruption and delay in the distribution of insolvent estates.
Mr. Sherman from the library committee
reported the original bill to continue the publication of theAmerican archives and continuing
the contpilation and publication of historical
manuscripts of the Revolution, which work
was suspended about the time of the lato war.
P&886d.

Mr. Allison offered a resolution instructing
the committee on revision of the laws to inquire what legislation if any is necessary to define the meaning of the words “Indian country” as used in the revised statutes and other
He explained that
laws of the United States.
it was necessitated by a decision by Judge
McCrary that the intercourse act of 1834 in
which the words occur is repealed by a construction of a section of the revised statutes.
He added that if there is no “Indian country”
there were of course no criminal laws that can
be enforced in the territory known by that
term.

Adopted.

The bill for the admission of Dakota was
taken up.
Mr. Hale hoped the bill would be recommitted in order first that the Senate might understand the position of the committee and
secondly that the protest he submitted the
That protest
other day might be considered.
directed against any one county in
was not
Dakota, but showed that the inhabitants of
the whole territory through their legislature
participated in acts that resulted in the
repudiation of a fair and legal debt and its
conclusion was that the people of Dakota were
not in a frame of mind to be admitted in the
form of a state. He did not know that it was
so. It might all disappear into air upon investigation hut the subject matter was important enough to require the committee to consider and sift it in all its bearings.
Mr. Plumb said if the question was to turn
npon the manner in which the people of
Dakota failed to meet their obligations he
wanted its scope made sufliciently comprehensive to provide for an inquiry as to what states
of the Union had demonstrated their incapacity to deal fairly with their creditors.
After further discussion the bill with the
protest presented by Mr. Hale went back to
tbe committee on territories.
The Senate bill
granting a pension to
Lucretia R. Garfield was amended on motion
of Mr. Teller by substituting the house bill
grantiug pensions to Mrs. Garfield, Mrs. Tyler
and MrB. Polk.
Mr. Rollins from the commitlee on public
buildings reported favorably a bill providing
for public buildings in Rochester, N. Y.
Mr. Davis from the committee on appropriations reported back with amendments the
agricultural appropriation Dills.
The tariff commission bill then came up and
Mr. Van Nyck spoke in opposition to the bill.
the two honses were
Mr. Anthony said
competent to determine the principles of the
tariff but that the arrangement of details properly belonged to a commission of experts and
that these details should be adopted or rejected as a whole, for an amendment apparently
just in ono article may affect another article
and in its influence reach whole classes of dutiable imports.
Mr. Brown said he could neither agree to direct a tax for revenue upon the theory of free
trade, nor the im; ositiou of a tax for the
maintenance of protection per se but he would
so adjust the tariff imposed as to meet the exhome
penses to afford incidental protection to
industry and American manfactures.
HOUSE.
Mr. 'Williams of Wisconsin offered a resolution requesting tbe President to inform the
House whether any protocol had been signed
by Minister Trescott or any other diplomatic
representative of the United States setting
forth the terms for ending the war in South
America, and if so to furnish the House with
a copy and also with copies of the corresondence relating thereto not
already communicated to onuof the houses of Congress. Adopted.
Mr. Orth of Indiana, from the committee on
foreign affairs, reported a resolution authorizing the printing for the use of the committee
of all papers in its possession in regard to the
imprisonment of American citizens in Ireland.
Mr. Caswell of Wisconsin, from the committee on appropriations, reported the appropriation bill with the Senate amendments, recommending concurrence on some and nonconcurrence in others of said amendments. On
a point of order raised by Mr. Dunnell of Minnesota the bill with amendments was referred
te the committee of the whole.
Several petitions were presented.
Several bills were introduced and referred as
follows: By Mr. Wheeler of Alabama, authorizing the Commissioner of Agriculture to furnish seeds for planting purposes to persons in
destitute condition; by Mr. Phelps of Connecticut, to establish a Department of Industry;
by Mr. Harris of Massachusetts, to establish
the office of Assistant Secretary of the Navy;
by Mr. Haskell of Kansas, authorizing the Department of Justice to audit tbe claims of
(It promedical experts at the Guiteau trial.
vides that the experts shall not be paid in excess of $26 per day for each day of actual attendance); by Mr. King of Louisiana, for the
appointment of a joint commission of five Senten Representatives to proceed
ators and
forthwith to the Mississippi valley to investigate the floods and to report what measures
should be taken to prevent a recurrence; by
Mr. Morse,authorizing the sale of Charlesto wn,
Ma s., navy yard; by Mr. Dingley, to facilitate the payment of dividends to creditors of
the Fieedmeu’s Saving and Trust Company;
by Mr. Daniell of Louisiana (by request), to
incorporate the National Railroad Company
(It is identical with the bill introduced into
the Senate recently by Senator Frye.
The House then took up the District of Columbia business.
The following bill was passed: The Senate
bill appropriating $20,000 for filling up, draining and placing in good sanitary condition the
grounds south of the capitol along the line of
the old canal.
The next bill to be considered was that incorporating the Garfield Memorial Hospital.
After some discussion Mr. Wilson offered an
amendment providing that whenever the corporation shall apply to Congress for aid any
appropriation made for that purpose shall
operate as a repeal of this act. Pending action
the bill and amendment were recommitted to
tbe committee on the District of Columbia
with instructions to that committtee to report
au amendment to the
general incorporation
law of the District of Columbia by means of
which ihe hospital can be incorporated and be
perpetual. Under the present law no association can be incorporated for a longer period
than twenty years.

Adjournd.

states

No Fusion for Aroostook.
Bangob, March 27.—A special to the Whig
reports that in Presque Isle, which has been
fusion for three years, the Republicans won a
sweeping victory Monday, electing the entire

Republican

LOST

Macon, Ga March 27.—A tornado today
did cousiderable damage to property near this
oity and along the line of the Central road as
far as Sandersville.
Dwellings, barns, gin
houses, cabins and trees were destroyed and
many persons injured.
Augusta. Ga.. March 27.—About 1 o’clock
today a destructive tornado swept the country
Houses
four miles northeast of Waynesboro.
and fences were blown down, trees uprooted
and considerable damage done to property.
The dining room of Joseph Ward was blown
to pieces while the family were at dinner and
Gilbert Ward, seven years old, was killed and
Miss Dunlap painfully injured.
Cleveland, O., March 27.—A furious hurricane accompanied by vivid lightning, thunder,
hail, and torrents of rain swept over this reNumbers of trees and
gion at noon today.
several unfinished buildings were prostrated.
The storm lasted about half an hour.
Pittsburg, Va., March 27.—The wind blew
down an unfinished frame house this afternoon
and two workmen were killed.
Wheeling, W. Va., March 27.—The most
severe hail storm that has visited this city since
18fi!i, occurred this afternoon about 2 o’clock.
The storm was short, but severe, and great

barber in Augusta,
not state much about the place.
was

LIVES

Judge Advocate Swain decides that the proceedings in the court martial against Sergeant

Republicans Elect Tbeir Mayor

jail

MUCH

Sergeant Mason’s Case.

GOOD FOR BIDDEFORD.
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AND

contemplated.

MAINE

are

West

PROPERTY DESTROYED.

For New England,
Rain, followed by cooler, clearing weather,
northwest to southwest winds,slight falling followed by rising barometer.
Cautionary signals from Macon to Eastport.

individuals

Rages in the
South.

and

damage was done.

twenty-four

the next
HOURS.

for

indications

SENATE.

are

tion that the mills will remain closed for a
month.
•
A Narrow Escape.
Gloucester, March 27.—One of the workmen employed introducing the electric light at
the polishing mill of the Bay View Granite
Company was caught by a setscrew of the
main shaft, hnt caught hold of a p*-st and was
held by other workmen until all his clothing
was stripped off, thus rescuing him from a terrible death.
Matters In Utah.
Salt Lake City, March 27.—In the city
which
is empowered to fill vacancies,
council,
polygamists are resigning at once and monagnamists being elected in their places. This alWhat
so is being done in other similar eases.
is to be gained is not apparent for no one has
proposed to supersede polygamists in office
The
save by election under existing laws.
Mormon News strongly advocates the appointment of non-residents for the election of comIt says
misioners under the Edmunds’ bill.
most of the appointees to federal positions in
the Territory are "scallawags,” but even these
would suit them better than residents because
commissioners of strangers would mean failof the plotters; that is,
ure of the scheme
things would be left pretty much as they are.
The Gcutiles are the plotters referred to. Gentiles consider the Mormon unanimity for a
commission of strangers a strong argument
against it.

WALL STREET.

NEW YORK.
The American-European Exchange.
New Yoke, March 27.—At the annual meeting of the American Exchange in Europe
Company to-day the following directors were
elected: James G. B. Allison of Hartford,
Ct.; P. A. Chadbourne of Williamstown,
Mass.; Charles P. Choate of St. Lonis; Sylvester T. Everett of Cleveland, Ohio; Henry F.
Gillig of London, Eng.: Joseph K. Hawley of
Hartford; Henry S. Hyde of Springfield,
Mass.; L. M. Lawson of New York; Cyrus McCormick of Chicago; George H. Stayner of
New York. Senator Joseph R. Hawley Was
re-elected president, and L. M. Lawson, H. S.
Hyde, and Henry F. Gillig vice presidents.
The oflices of the company will be removed to
1P2 Broadway, this city, next week.
Striking Printers’ Terms Acoeded To.

Albany, March 27.—The Argus, Express
and Eveuiug Times have acceded to the deThe anion tomands of the printers’ anion.
night ordered a strike for to-morrow morning
on the Evening Journal and in Weed, Parsons
& Co’s and Van Benthayseu’s book and job
officeB.

BURNED

TO

DEATH.

Two Persons perish in a Burning Boarding House.
West Anson, Conn., March 27.—At four
o’clock this morning firo destroyed George
Hall’s meat market, McCartney’s saloon, a
Chinese laundry and W. W. Bett’s harness
shop. These were all in two frame buildings,
and over thbm were tenements and Nichols’
boardinghouse. Everything was lost and the
tenants barely escaped in their night clothes.
Mrs. Nichois jumped from a socond story winMr.
dow and received a serious concussion.
Nichols missed his wife and returned to the
his
on
smoke
the
building, crawling through
hands and knees. His hair and whiskers were
badly Binged. Two boarders named James
and Elliot who occupied rooms on the third
Their bodies
floor were burned to a crisp.
were found together. The fire originated in
the office of the meat market but how is a
mystery. Tliere is a stove there, but no fire
bo far as known there was only one
was in it.
stair case to the building. The loss is estimated at 812,000; insured 80,500. Mr. C. A. Stillsou owned one building and Mr. McCarthy the
other.
__

Charged with Smuggling Opium.
the
March 27.—While
San Francisco,
steamship City of Tokio was entering the harbor on Sunday she was boarded by two United
States Deputy Marshals, who arrested John
Henniasy, purser of the steamer, and Henry
Kennedy, steward, on suspicion of being engaged in smuggling opium. Their rooms were
searched, but nothing suspicious was discovered. They were admitted to bail in $6000 each.
Investigation into the opium smuggling
operations recently detected in SantoFrancisco
defraud
developes a scandalous conspiracy
the government on the part of certain city and
federal officers. Ihe conspiracy was revealed
through correspondence conducted i* the
Chinese language which has just been intro*
duced as evidence.

_

ConPredicted—Points
cerning Various Stocks.
New Yoke, March 27.—Wall street reports
state that the tone of the market is unmistakably better. It is admitted that the great
operators mean something more than a turn.
They say that the “pegs" will not be removod
for weeks, and people begin to believe it.
There was some realizing Saturday afternoon,
but the indications are favorable for a higher
market. There was more outside buying Saturday than upon any previous day of the week
The buying for foreign account was fair. A
house having a branch on the other side closed
It
a purchase of nearly $40,000,000 of bonds.
is uuderstood|that[a new English syndicate will
begin baying this week. Fears of active money are allayed by a a belief that any considerable stringency will be met by anticipated paymenls of bonds.
Activity in fancy stocks is
likely to be a feature this week.
It is undeisiood that the Western Union
Company has completed arrangements by
which it will control all the principal telegraph
lines in Canada.
There is a growing feeling that Mr. Vanderbilt has some plan for materially enhancing
Points were given
the value of Lake Shore.
yesterday to sell New Pork Central and bhy
Lake Shore.
It is stated that the St. Paul aud Omaha
company earned last year, exclusive of the
proceeds from the sale of land, $400,000 in excess of fixed charges and dividend on the preferr d stock.
It is intimated that there will soon be a surprise for the shorts in Jersey Central. A compromise Board of Directors is probable, with
results affecting Jersey Central, Reading, Wabash, Baltimore and Ohio and other inter-

Higher Prices

eats.

The bull pools in Texas Pacific and Missouri
Kansas and Texas are said to have withdrawn
buying orders to check a further advance. Colorado coal was bought Saturday on Philadelphia orders for investment. Lackawanna’s next
dividend will be 2 per cent. A new pool is being formed in St. Joe, and is said to be composed of some of the heaviest operators in the

Foreign Notes,
The Turks of Cyprus are greatly dissatisfied
with the new Contitution.
They have telegraphed to the Earl of Kimberly stating that
they will not part icipate in the new legislative council.
Dispatches from Madrid foreshadow a ministerial crisis in connection with the financial
schemes of the ministry.
M. Daniel Wilson, President of the French
Budget Comrui l tee addressing the committee
on Sunday, declared that the financial situawas excel lent.
tion of the (Vil
A dispatch front St, Petersburg confirms the
of nine soldiers of the
of
the
arrests
report
Preobarjeusky Guards at Tilsit for connection
with the Nihilist plots.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
PoslmaRter Pearson of New York city has
been notified from San Francisco that the
mails from Shanghai, February 37th, Hong
Kong, March 1st, Yokohama, l'Jtb, will arrive
in New York on the morning of April2
William Gurnette of Manchester, N. H.,
for six
was sent to the House of Correction
mouths yesterday for embezzlement while acting as soliciting agent for the Lowell Morning
Times some months ago.
The supreme council Royal Arcanum meats
in Baltimore April 25th.

RNANGIAL ANU GCHIMERCSAL
Pari) Wholesale Market.
Portland March 27.
Flour is active, firm and tending upward. Grain
is strong and higher prices must soon prevail here
on account of a further advance West; Oats have
advanced at Chicago about 2c; Wheat and Com also
Butter—choice grades continue very
are higher.
scarce and firm, but quotations remain unchanged;
receipts light. We quote Lard firmer and Vfe better.
Portland

previous rates.
Our Fresh Beef market has advanced again, and
still an other rise is anticipated.
Sugar is steady

The

Insiders have formed a strong bull pool in
Milwaukee, Lake Shore and Western stock.
Nearly all ilie fioatiug stock has been absorbed by the pool. The fever in Denver continAll the stock offered was
ues very bullish.
taken on Saturday. Mr. Field is quoted as
A
that
Denver
will sell at 80 soon.
saying
movement of importance is understood to be
on foot.
Four of the largest grain houses in the
Street handled, in the aggregate, fewer than
The
30,000 bushels of wheat at Chicago.
wheat market is said to he less than at any
time since the deal iu April wheat began. The
market is believpool in the New York wheat
*
ed to be selling out.
The pool in Ontario and Western is very confident. Large baying orders from foreign and
local capitalists were executed Saturday.
Mr. Tilden is said to have been a large buyer. There are rumors of changes in the management of the Louisville and Nashville road.
A prominent London banking house is said to
stock.
be acquiriug a large interest in the
There are large purchases of Union Pacific for
Northaccount
Some exchanging
investment
west common for St. Paul preferred is in progress.

no

preparation.

John grizzolan of Baltimore, was yesterday
held for the action of tho grand jury, a Uoronor’s jury haying found him guilty of killing
his wife by stabbing her 38 times and breaking
her skull.

firmly

are

held

at

to-day's quotations of Flour.

Gram, Provisions. &o.
urniOi

Pmnr

^nperisnxs. 4

7555 59 H. M. old Corn,

SxtraSpring..6 75®6
4.X Spring....7 00(57

25
60 New

oar

83@84

lots

Coni,
car lots,
82@83
Patent
Spring
68
Wheats.8 2559 0o Oats,
Sack;.* Bran 00@27 00
inMiohigan
28 00
Mids..
7 0057 25
fer best.
Cotton Seed,car lot 30 00
Common
bag lots 34 00
Michigan.... 6 75@7 00
-.

Lotus Winfair ..7 2657 60
Winter good. 7 50 57 75
Winter best. .7 75@8 00

it

ter

rrotiuce.

.Sweet

~

potatoesb 26@o

60

Corn,trig
Meal,

86
82
60
28 00
30 00
1 30

lots..

Oats,

..

Bran,
Mids,

Rye.

ProriHivni.
Mega Beet.11 0O@ll 50
Chickens.
Bx Mesa.. 12 2%13 SO
Fowl...
lOgll
Plate.14 50@14 75
3 6® 17
Eggs
Ex Plato..] 5 00@16 25
bbl. 2 76@3 00
PorA—
bbl
Jraberries,
Backs
..22 00@22 25
Maine 9 »K):o)10 00
Gape Goa,12 UO®16 00 (Hoar.. .2100(0)2125
Mesa
18 60@19 Uo
iuyar.
Granulated. 9% Hams. ..12ifcl2Vfe
9 Vi I bound fclcgo...
Extra 0..
9@9 i/a
tars.
Fruit
Muso’tl Raisins2 70^3
tubl^ft....ll%@12«
London Layers3 10@3 161 Heroes, lb *>.11% @11%
Pail. 12%®12%
12
Valencia
@ 13
Sitnani.
rurkisb Prunes. 7
@8o I
French Prunes.l2Vfe@14 Pea. ..3 75@3 80
Mediums.3
66(^3 75
•Jranges
Palermo*? •p'bx 3 50@4 00 Yellow Eves. .3 10@3 25
KnUer.
75
4
00(2,4
Meesina,$?box
Valencia Incase $ 10@$ L1. Creamery.33®36
$12 Gilt EdgeVermoat33®36
Extra largo
"
Choice
22828
isemons.
50 Good.20822
50@4
Mese*na.3
P ermoa.3 00@4 00 Store.16@17
Cheese.
Malaga.2 76@3 00

I6(fel8
12S16

Turkeys......

“onsvP

—

°9‘

v

Nuts.
Maine.12ya®14%
Vermont... .12ya®l4ya
Y Factory. 12 V2®14ya
ilmington.l 76@2 25
Skims.
50
7%@ 8
Virginia....2 25@2
Apples.
Tennessee... 1 80@2 00
Per bbl.. .2 26@3 26
(Jasiana,iptb.
"
Peanuts—
v»

Cdokmg.2 60®3 00
12J4@14«
I2yagl4c Eraporated.14816
I2y*@14c Dried We8tern....8%®7
do Eastern_oyag.7

Filbert*
Pecan

Early Rose. ¥

Potatoes.
bush:-

@100
Iioulton.
MaineCentral.
@1 00
(irand Trunk.@1 00
Proliflcs. Eastern.@86
Burbanks..
@85
(irand'Trunk.
■laoksons and White Brooks....76@80
66@76o
Scotch
The above prices are for car lots of Potatoes; small
ots about 6c

higher.__

Pi-rah Beef Market.
Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchant* in Chicago Dro: ted
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 9 @10>4 Hinds,.. ....Ilv4@13
Rattles. « @ 7
Fores.7 @8
Rounds. .<... 9
8
@9
Backs.
@9%
Rumps......-13Va.slIVh Loins.14 @19
Runn* Loins.14
@17
..

The market is

probably show

Receipt*

a

continually advancing,
furthi

r

and

of main* Central.

Postland,March 26.
For Portland, oars 30 miscellaneous merchanillrtfer connecting roads 94 oars miscellaneous merchandise.
Daily Domestic'Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush Oorume&l lo G
W. Txn« * Oo._
Dry 4*oo<l« Wholesale market.
following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Storer Bros. A Co., Dry Goode,
Woolens and Fauoy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:
The

BLEACHED

COTTONS.

Fine 6-4.16
@20
Fine 7-4.19
@23
Fine 8-4.21
@26'
Fine 9-4.26
@30
Fine 10-4 ,.27%@32M|

S6in..llVi@13
@11
dght36In.. 6 @ 7Va
@14
Fine 42 in. .10
Fine 6-4....11 @17

Best

Med. 36 in.. 8

TICKINGS, ETC.
Drills. 8@ 9
! Corset Jeans.... I"
@18

Tickings,

best.15
Medium... 11 @14
Light. 8 @10
Denims.12^fc@16Vfe
Duoks-Brown 9 @12
•*
Fancy 1hV^@16Vi

Satteens.
Cambrics.

Silesias.1'
Cotton Flannels. 7a<16
iTwine & Warps 18@28%

Batting—Best.llVa@T3
•«
Good.

*4

;

The following quotations of stock* ar. rweired
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton (mem
bers of the Boston Stock Exchan e), comer of Middle and Exchange stre<
Overling. Closing.
8
Boston Land. 7%
Water Power.
6%
6%
6
Land.
Flint Si Pare Marquette common^ 24
&
Clev.
7s.101
G. S.
Hartford & Erie 7s.. 62 V2
A. T. & S. F. 89%
Boston Sc Maine.141
Norfolk & Western pref. 61%
Flint Sc Pere Marquette preferred. 97
161
L, R. & Ft. Smith....
Marquette, Houghton & Out. J 70
11
Branch.
Summit
Denver Sc Rio Grande.. 06%
Mexican Central 7s. 84
Northern Pacific preferred. 76

6
24
101-

Twin Lead
Deer Isle Mining

6
14c
6c

Aspinwall

62 Vi
91
141
62
97
61
71
11
07
85

78%
*•
36%
Common...,...,. 35%
Mob.
27.
|
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Boston,
Maine Central Railroad. 46
Eastern K. R.. 4%s. .107
Company.
Milton..

Stock and money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
March
New York.
27—Evening. Money loaned
at 4 to 6, and down to 4, closing 4: prime mercantile paper 5@6. Exchange steady at 486% for long
and 489% for short. Governments % higher for
ext 6s and 4s and for 4%s and ext 6s. State bonds
New York

are

generally

Railroad

inactive.

bonds

generally

firm. Stooks strong.
i'be transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 610.000 shares.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Government tsecurities:
101%
United States 6s, ex.
United States 5’s ext.103%
United States new, 4% s, rog.114%
United States new, 4%’s coup.114%
United States new, 4’s, reg.118%
United States new, 4’s, coup.119%
Pacific 6’sof 96.126
The following are the closing quotations of stocks:

....131%
Chicago & Alton.
160
Chicago Sc Alton preferred..
C. B. Quincy...134%
...

...

Erie. 37%
Erie preferred. 74
136
Illinois Central.
Lake Shore.119%

Central.
86%
New Jersey Central. 85%
Northwestern.132%
Northwestern preferred.141 %
New York Central.
135%
Rock Island .*.. 132%
Milwaukee Sc St. Paul...117%
St. Paul preferred .126%

Michigan

Union Pacific stock.3114%
91 %
Western Union Tel. Co

mining Mtocka.
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco March 27 —The following
closing ouotations of Mining stocks to-day:
California

are

the

6%
Bodie. 5%
Co
Virginia. 1
Eureka
22%
Gould Sc Curry. 3
1
Hale Sc Norcross.
7%
Mexican...—
B«dle.
Northern
8%
Best Sc Belcher

Ophir..
Savage
Sierra

..

..

Nevada.

Union Con
Yellow Jacket.

3
1

6%
10
1

Chicago Lire Stock Market.
(By Telegraph.)
GmcAGO.March 27—Hogs—Receipts 24.000 head;
shipments 6600; prices 10 lower;)common to good
mixed at 6 2050 66; heavy packing and shipping
at 6 80@7 26; skips and onlls 6 00@6 00.
Cattle Receipts 000 >bead;shipments 4200 head:
choice shipping lowei ;exports 6 76@7 30, good to
choice shipping 6 20@6 80; common to fair 6 40®
5 86.
OsmeHiK ilurkru.
(Bv Telegraph.'
New York. March 27—Evening.—Flour market
shade
more active and
stronger with little more do
ing for export, mainly in low grades and fair local

trade demnad.
Receipts Flour 9,425 bbls; exports 6478 bbli.
sales 17,200 bbls; No 2 at 2 8653 76; Superfine
Western and State 3 9054 60; common to good ext
Western and State 4 60@5 16; good to ohoice Western extra at 6 3058 60; common to choice White
WhOal Western extra 7 00:5 8 OOjfanoy do at 8 10
@8 60; common to good extra Ohio at 4 60.58 00;

common to ohoice extra St. Louis at 4 76®8 60
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 5058 00; choice tr
double extra at 8 10(58 60, including 2200 bbls of
Citv Mill extra at 6 76@6 85 for W I: 1600 bbls
No'2 at 2 85@3 76; 2700 Superfine at 3 90@4 60,
700 bbls low extra at 4 65 56 16; 4100 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 4 75@8'>0; 6200 bb!s Minnesota extra 4 7CMS 60. -southern flour steady; com
mon to fair at 6 20®6 60: good to choice at 6 70®
8 00. Wkml-receipts 264)8" ouBb exports 14G,411 bush: unsettled, opening about %c higher, subsequently lost advance and declined % c, closing
firm with most of decline recovered; export demand
limited and light t ade in optl ns; sales 037,000
bush, including 126.000 on the spot; No 2 Spring at
I 35; nngradedRed at 1 2 @1 46; No 4 do at 1 16;
No 2 Red at 1 4?.%@1 44% new, 1 45%®1 46%
old; Mixed Winter 1 38; ungraded White at 1 36®
1 38;No 1 White nominal at 1 40 new. Rye higher
and very strong; boat loads 93c bid, 95c asked. Barley Is very firm. Malt firm. Corn opened % better. afterwards weak lost most advance, closing dull
and drooping with only moderate trade receipts 10,018 bush exports 224,483 bush; sales 1,002,'00
bnsb, Including 98,000 bush on scot ungraded 735
79c; No 3 at 76%c. No 2 at 76o instore; No 2
White 90c: White Southern 88<x No 2 for March at
76%®76c,closing 7flc; April 76%®76c, closing at
76c; May 76@76%,closing at 76c;Juno 76@76%c,
closing 76c; July at 76%@76%. closing at 76%c.
Oh is are 1®1%c higher and fairly active, dosing
strong; receipts 8700bush; exports-bnsb; taler
301.000 bosh; No 3 at 56c. do White 67c; No 2 at
55@56%c; do White at 68c: No 1 at 66; do White
69o; Mixed Western at 63®68%c; White do at 66
®61o: Mixed State 64@68%c; White do 68®63c.
including 46,000 bosh bio 2 tor March 64% @66%;

66.000 April 62@62»/ic; 100,000 May 61@61%o;
50%@60%c. Susar firm; fair to good refining at 7%@7%c; refined Is firmer: White Ex at

Jane

8%®8%: off A at 8%@8%e; standard at A 9c;
at 10%;granupowdered'lOo; Cubes at 10; crushed
Mela«»e« firm. Pelated —; Confee. at A 9%.
is firm;
Tallow
at
82%c.
sroleum firm; united
G

sales 60,000 tbs. at 7%@7%. Pork more active
and shade higher, closing strong; sales 700 bbls old
mess on spot at 16 37%@16 b2%; new do 17 60
Apri. at 17 40@17 60; May 17 60@17 60; June at
17 60® 17 70. Irani opened about 10 higher and
closed weak and advance partly lost; trade active
sales 260 tes prime steam on spot 1110; 27 tes oity
steam 10 76; refined for Continent at 11 26. Ballet very firm; State 25@48c; Western at 16@43o,
Creamery at 44@45c. t'heeee firm.
Freights to Liverpool steady; Wheat ■p steam 1%.

Chicago. March 26 -Flour is steady. Wheat Is
No 2 Chioago Spring at 1 S5@l 36% cash; 1 35%
@1 35% for March 1 36 April: 1 30% for May;
I 28' @1 29 for Juno No 3 do at 1 08® 111. Corn
is higher at 63%@66%c oash;63%@63% c March;
63% o for April: 68%c for May; 68%c June; rejected at 64 %c. Oats|liigher at 43@46c for oash;
43%a@43%c March and April: 46%c for May;
45%c for Jane. Rye steady at 28@84c. Barlov is
Pork is shade higher at 17 10517 16
easier l 00
cash; 17 10517 12% for April;17 30@17 32% for
May; 17 47%@17 60 June Lard higher 10 86 for
cash and April;ll 02%® 11 06 for May; 11 17%@
II 20 for June, bulk Meats firmer; shoulders 6 60;

shon rib. at 9 66. short clear 9 90.
At the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
higher at 1 3o@l 36% for March, 1 36% bid for
April: 1 29% for dune. Corn easier but not lower.
Oats easier at 43%o for April;46%@46 May; 46%
June. Pork easier 17 05®17 12% April; 17 27%
for May; 17 47% June. Lard steady.
Keoeipt*—11,000 bbls Horn, 13,000bush wheat,
28.000 wish oorn, 40,000 bnsb ovts, 1000 bnsb
rye. 18,000 bosh barley.
Shipments 11.000 bbls fionr, 13,000 bush wheat,
73.000 bush corn, 70,000 bush oats, 60C0 bush
rye, 10,000 bush barley.

ST.L0D18, March 27.—Flour quiet and unchanged,
family 5 90@6 10; choice to fancy at 6 20@6 70;
Wheat opened higher and closed a little oft; No 2
lied Fall at 1 31% cash: 1 82% bid April; 1 33%
for May; 1 26% for June. Corn higher at 68% for
for April; 09%o for May; 69% June. Lard dull
10 65.

fionr, 20,000 hash when;,
oats, 00,00 bnsb rye,
69.000 aasn corn, 0,000
00.000 bnsb barley.
Shipmcnts-12,0(Kl,bbls fionr, 9,000 bush wheat,
93.000 bush oorn, 14,000 bosh oats, 00,000 bash
Bariev, 0.000 bnsb rye.
Detroit, March 27.—Wheat lower; No 1 White
cash 1 31%; April 1 8l%;May 1 32; Juno 1 31Vs.
Receipts 2,600; shipments 4,000 bush.
New York, March 27.—Cotton dull and easy;
Middling uplands 12 3-16c.
New Orleans, Mch 27.—Cotton quiet: Middling
uplands 12o.
Mobile, March 27.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 11 % o.
Savannah, March 27.—Cotton is dull; Middling
uplands ll%c.
Memphis,March 27.—Cotton steady;Mlddlln? upands at 11% c.

Receipts-6,000

bbls

bash

finrspean markets.
Bv Telegraph.)
London, March 27 —Consols 1011-10.
LoNDON.March 27.—American securities-United
States bonds, 4s, 120.
Liverpool,March 27—12.30P.M.—Cotton market easier; Uplands at 6 11-lOdj Orleans at 65yd;
sales 10,000 bales; speculation ard export 2,000;
futures

-of Grain

following quotaDo;by telegraph from Chicag to-day by S. H. Lanninle
& Co., 157 Commercial etreot, Portland.
were

received

quiet.

Chicago-Wheat---Corn-. --Oat*-,
Tliuo. April. May. June. May. Juno. June.

In this city, March 26, by Rev. Geo. D. Lindsey,
Varney B. Taylor and Miss Alida F. Rav, both of
Auburn.
In Biddeford. March

16, Chas. H. Priuce and Emboth of Saco.
ma J.
In Saco, March 4, Goo. F. Eastman of Bidder rd
and Anna A. Burnham of Saco.

Newcomb,

26,

Mrs.

Mary Prince, aged

[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2Va o clock.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In New Gloucester, March 26, Mary K., wife of
Charles H. Small, aged 31 years 4 months 16 days.
jggp* The funeral service of the late Mrs. Jane
Staples will bo held at No. 4 Storer street, at 2
o’clock this afternoon.
jgFThe funeral service of the late Mrs. Mary,
widow of the late Capt Jos Walker, will take place
at her late reeldence, 76 Quebec street, Wednesday
afternoon at 2 o’clock.

FILING DA¥»OF»TEATI»HIP».
FOE

28
29
29
29
29
30
Polynesian.Boston.. ....Liverpool....Mch
City of Montreal.. .New York Liverpool.... Mch 30
Ontario.Portland .Liverpool... Mch 30
Alvo.New York. .Port Prince.Mch 30
Knickerbocker.New York..Havana.Mch 30
Britanic .New York..Liverpool....Apl 1
Ethiopia.New York«.. Glasgow.A pi 1
Caracas.New York..Laguayra ..Apl 1
1
Niagara....New York..Havana.Apl 4
Arizona.New York..I iverpool.... Apl
Bothnia.New York. .Liverpool-Apl 5
Peruvian.Portland
Liverpool.... A pi 6
Adriatic..New York..Liverpool.Apl 6
York..Hamburg ...Apl 6
Baltic.New York..Liverpool.Apl 8
..Portland .Liverpool-Apl 13
Brooklyn
Circassian.Boston.Liverpool ....Apl 13
.Liverpool.Apl 20

Nevada.New York..Liverpool.. ..Mch
Andes.New York.. Kingston.... Mch
•ialim.New York..Liverpool ...Mch
Alsatia.New York..London.Mch
France....New York. .Havre.Mch
..

Westphalia.New
...

..

...

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MARCH 28.
C .U
Ul/.k »afAr
(DM..
7
(|7
<.«»
Sun ri»'«*....6.48 Htgn water,
2.37
Mood 86U.
sun «ets...6.22

ISTEWS.

MARINE

MONDAY, March 27.
Arrived.
Steamer City ol Portland, Larcom, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Barque Elliot Kitchie, Bartlett. Cardenas—sugar
to Phinnoy & Jackson. Vessel to J Nickerson & Son,
Barque Dominiquo, (Br) LeBlano, Sagua-molasset

to E Churchill & Co.

Brig Castalia. Jackson, Philadelphia—coal to E H
Sargent. Vessel to Chase, Leavitt A Co.
Sch George Arey, Rogers, Baltimore—coal to Kan
dall & McAllister.
Seh Bramhall, Hamilton, New York—coal to H I
Paine A Co.
Sch Laura H Jones, Stevens, Castine.
Sch A J York, Littlejohn, Parker’s Head for New
Cleared.

All gi ades of goods

Seh Magnet, of Machias, 144 tohs, built in I860,
has been purchased (one half) by Capt A T Flefchei
and ottiers of Machias. Capt Fletcher is to command her.
Sch Keno, of Machias, 142 tons, built in 1863,
has een purchased by Capt Joel Colbeth, (who is tc
command her) and others of Machias.
Sch Mariei, of Bristol, 82 tons, has been sold tc
parties at Machias. Capt J W iDgalls, late of schr
Nettie Walker, is to command her.
[fbom merchants’ excuange.1
Ar at Liverpool 24th inst, barque Cyclone, Merriman, Savannah.
Sid 26th, ship Corsica, Purington, New York.
Sid fm Havre 4th inst, ship Caledonia, Potter, for

Cor. Middle &

sneod2m

DOMESTIC FORTH.
O—Ar 24th, ship Ivy, Lowell, from

New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar
stow, Liverpool

25th, ship Cromwell,

Bar-

FERNANDINA—Cld 16th, brig Emma L Hall,
Duffy, Martinique.
SAVANNAH—Ar 26th, brig Carrie Purington,
Boothbay.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Ar 23d, sch Annie P Clase,
Poole, Charleston,
BUCKSV1LLE, SC—Ar 22d, seh Geo W Jewett,
Blair, Baltimore.
NORFOLK-Ar 25th, sch Jas A Garfield, Wood
bury, Morant Cayes.
Ar 26th, seh Odell, Winslow, Rockland, (cargo on
tiro see Mgiq )
BALTIMORE—Ar 24th, sch Sarah E Davis,Campbell, Norfolk.
Ar 26th, schs Clara E Simpson, Eaton, Portland;
Enoch Robinson, Blake, Boston.
Ar 27th, ship Louisiana, Delano, Havre.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 26th. schs Helen, Mitchell. Havana; Geo S Taibell, Higgins. Kennebec.
Cld 26th, schs Jas R Talbot, Crocker, Cardenas.
Sid 26th, steamer Reading, Smith, Portland.
Ar 26th, bilg L F Murson, Smith, Sagna; Clarabelle. Coggins, Trinidad; sch Agnes I Grace, Fountain, Matanzas.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 26th, sshs Starlight,
Sami Fish, Royal Oak, Hattie A White.
NEW YORK—Ar 26th, brig Elizabeth Winslow,
Locke, Cardenas 12 days; schs Edw Waite, York,
do; Edward Johnson, McDonald, Savannah; Speedwell, Dyer, Norfolk; H S Boynton, Teal, Camden;
Island Belle, Roberts, New Haven.
Ar 26th, barque Helen Angier, Gray, Singapore
12B days; brig Annie R Storer, Harding, Caibarien;
schs Georgia. Cofliu, Cardenas; Nellie Treat, Hubbard, Cedar Kevs; J B Adams, Fisher, Savannah;
WO Snow, Crawford. Boothbay for Washington;
Ella Frances, Bulger, Calais for Philadelphia; Cbae
E Sears, Turner, St John, NB; Judge Low, Hill,
Calais; S C Smith, Smith, Rennebec; J V Wellington. Rich. do.
Cld 25th, barque Chas F Ward, Gav, for Cardenas;
brig Nellie Husted. Robertson, St dago; sch Cook
Borden. Lunt, Bermuda.
Sid 26th, ship Tam O’Shanter, for San Franoisco;
barque Chas F Ward, for Cardenas.
Passed the -ate 25th, schs Alaska, fromNYork
for Portland; Bing Dove, do for Wiscasset; Tennessee, and May Day, do for Rookland; Laura T Chester, do for Newburyport; J M Morales, do for New
Bedford; Geo B Somes, Hoboken for Belfast.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 26th, sebs Albert Jameson,
Candage, and John Mayo. Drinkwater, New York;
Seuator, Bonsey, New York.
Sid 26th, schs Sinbad, Emery, and Viotory, Mllliken, New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 25th, schs Savannah, Atwood, from Warren for New York; Aluomak, Craig, Fail River for do; Nellie Doe. Trask,
Boston for Charleston; John Somes, Walls, Fall
River for New York; Francis Coffin, BI%ck. Providence for do; Ella Francis, Bulger, Calais for Baltimore; Charlotte Buck. Smith, New York f*t Boston
Daniel Webster, New York for Boston.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 24th, sch Abigail Haynes,
Grant, Manhattanvilie.
Ar 24th, brig Fidelia,
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Harlow, Matanzas for Boston; schs H H Benedict,
Baltimore for do; Kenduskeag. Weehawken for do;
J H Eels, Hoboken for do; V R Gates, Port Johnson for do;
Hattie L Curtis, Hoboken for do; Maggie Ellen, and Eva Addll, Ambov for Salem; Net—

tie Cushing, Hoboken for Rockland; F A Pike, do
for Calais.
Sid 24th, Bchs Jas Barrett, Ximena, B J Fellows,
Harbinger, Frank Herbert, Governor, Kate Walker,
E 0 Gates, Seth W Smith, Elva E PettingUl, Sardinian, Bramhall, and others.
WAKEHAM—Ar 24 th, sch Volant, Murch, from
New York.
BOSTON—Ar 26th, schs E C Gates, Freeman,
New York; II H Havev, Blake. Sullivan; Atalanta,

Bradbury, Rockland; Hume,Calderwood, Rookland;
Wilder, Thurston, and Edw Everett, Cooper,
Camden; A W Chase, Robinson do; M C Sproul,
Sproul, Bristol; Sarah, Wright, Bath; Gulnare,
Goodwin, York.
Ar 26th, schs Metropolis, Roberts, vinalhaven;
Mlnetta, Wade, Belfast; Gen Hall, Simmons, from
Thomaeton.
Sid 25th, barque Annie Lewis; brig Rachel Coney.
Ar 27th, barque Colin E McNeil, Anderson. Portland; brig Fidelia, Harlow, Matanzas; Hattie. Linnell, Cientuegos; schs Eagle, Dobbin, Cape Hayti;
Emerson Rokes, Marstou. Cardenas; Navarino,
Foss. Moblie; Lizzie Heyer, Harrington, Brunswick;
W Abrahams, Snow, and W H Bailey. Bailey, Baltimore; Orrie V Drisko, Drisko, and J H Eels. Harringtou, Hoboken; F A Pike, Noble, and Vosbtl R
Gates, Waruock, Port Johnson; Orizon, Hinckley,
and Marv B Rogers, Knight, Bath; Emma A Cutting, Bo'wes, do; Anna Elizabeth, Dean, Portland
for New York; G W Rowley,-.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 26th, sehs Billow, Arey, fm
Rondout; E Arcularius, fm Weehawken; Governor,
Hailoek, Elizabethport; Addie M Bird, Fales, from

CAUCUS.
Gray.
The Republicans of Gray, are requested to meat
at the-Town Hall, in said town, on SATURDAY,
April 1st, at 7 o’clock p in., for the purpose of
choosing a Town Committee for the ensuing year.
Per order.

6*
Portland Water Co., 1st Mort.
be
Cincinnati,.Cincinnati,.6e
Cook

Gray, March 27,1882.

Baltimore.

Portland.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Chittagong Feb 9, sob A L Palmer, Atkinson, Cochin.
Passed the Lizard 12th inst, ship Norris, Barstow,
Rotterdam for Philadelphia.
Sid fm Gravesend 13th, ship Patricias, Cardiff.
Ar at St Pierre 5th inst, sch Alice Tarlton, Bandy, Pernambuco.
Sid 4th, sch Wyoming, Bellatty, Delaware Break,,

W

Chartered—brig St Elmo, for Portland

County.7§

Evansville Ind.,.7§
7*
Chicago,.
7e
Maine Central R. R. Consol,
tts
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 1st Mort.,

ELEGANT

or

New

York.
At Point-a-Pitre 9th inst, schs St Croix, Haskell,
from Wilmington, NC; John Douglass, Parker, fm
Georgetown, SG.
At Port Spain 8th inst, barque Leventer. Vesper,
from Pensacola, ar Feb 26: sch Irving Leslie, Haggerty. from New York, ar Feb 26
Sid fm StTliamas 4th inst, sch Ella M Storer,
Wado. Fajardo and New York; 8th, Y Rionda, Allen, Arroyo and Portland.
Sid fm Mansanilla 24th inst, sch Alta V Cole,
Mitchell. New York.
Ar at Mayaguez Feb 28. sch Kate Carlton, Thorndike, Ponce, (and sailed Mch 2d for Guayanilla and
New York.)
in port 8 th inst, sch Jos Far well, Wingfield, from
Jacksonville, for Cedar Keyes.
Sid fm Barbadocs 9th inst, brig Wm Robertson,
Delano, St Kitts.
in port 11th inst, brig Martha A Berry, Lee, from
Portland; sch M C Moseley, Dow, one.
Ar at Demar&ra 5th lost, sch Willie H Lord, Simmons, Martinique.
in port 7th, brig Starlight, Thompson, from New
York, ar 4th; Ellen M Mitchell, Small, fm Machias,
ar Feb 27.
At Cape Haytien 1st inst. sch Eagle, of Machias,
for Boston. Capt Nunan died Feb 24 of small pox.
At Baracoa 12th inst, schs Wm Douglass. Mcindoe, for New York; Maggie Abbott, Me indoe, do;
Belle Brown, Hunt for do; L A Snow, Gregory, do;

Reuben S Hnnt, Pinkham, do.
Sid Ini Bermuda 19th inst, ship Criterion. Brown,
(from London) for New York, having repaired.
Ar at St John NB, schs Emma K Smalley. Cousins. Portland; ulive, Frye, Machias.
Cld 26th, sch Damon, Haskell, New York.
a POKE I<l.

March 21, lat 21 30, Ion 09 26, sch L F Warren,
from Now York tor Guantanamo.

6e

Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds,

Registered and Coupon,

-sob sale by-

m STYLE GOODS

SWAN &

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

Exchange

MUNICIPAL
-AND

St.

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

To be found at No Other Establishment in this city.

bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New Tork

Spring and Summer Suitings,

octS

and Splendid

STOCK EXCHANGE.)
on

com-

JanSleodtf

CLOTHS,

WALL STREET OPERATIONS.
The old-established Banking House of

Goods Ever JOHN A. DODGE & CO.,
No. I!i Wnll Hired, New York,
-hree to five per
in this city.
Bay and sell all active stocks
on

margin. They send FREE their
“WEEKLY FINANCIAL BEPOBT,"
Showing how large profits can be made on investfebl8 eodlyr
ments of 810 to 81,4100.
cent,

QCOTATIONH FRO.II

SPECIE

KOH ING,

J. B. Brown & Sons.
We are now paying far
Victoria Sovereigns
.$ 4.85
Spanish Doubloons.16.50
Mexican & So. Amr. Doubloons. .15.45
4.70
German Twenty Mark.
Canada Notes.99%
N. B. AN. S. Notes.99
American Silver % and % Dollars.99%

Exchange Street.
sneod2mos

mar

THE

Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

No. 89
25

Co.,

mission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4 per cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.

Something Entirely New for Dress Suits.

Displayed

eodtf

Clews &

(NEXT DOOR TO

Finish.

Richest

Street.

18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

Light Overcoatings,
The

HANSON,

Middle

Henry

quality,

HAIR LINE

194

BANKING HOUSE

PANTALOONINGS
Patterus

Exchange.

SAMUEL

The Noblest Ever Exhibited.

Of Exquisite

—

Railway Bonds

CLOTHS

IMPORTED

eodtf

mch7_

Kohling,
at No. 89

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

Just Received by

Canada Silver.90
English Silver, per £. 4.76
Trade L ollars.98
Mexican
.87
Prince Edward Island notes.98

Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn available
principal Cities on the Continent of

in any of the

Europe.

ANNOUNCE THEIR

for Sterling Bills on London.
Government Bonds and good Ixrcal Securities
bought and sold director on commission, at the mast
marl7eodtf
favorable rates.

Highest price

OPENING
—

OF

paid

Western Bonds

—

Information furnished regarding

Municipal Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,

LADIES' AND MISSES’

regarding litigation and
ler, of

sales.

'Also buyers aad sel-

same.

JOHN! P. ZEBLEY A
3 Broad

aaglS

COSTUMES

CO.,

Nt.,(Drexel Baildiag,) New York.
m.wAsg g

ON

Tuesday and Wednesday,

INTETW

Nlarcli 28th and 29th.

Spring

EASTMAN BR0S^& BANCROFT

&

Summer

492 & 494 Congress St.
sndtf

mch25

DRESSGOODS
Just Received at

CHAMBERLIN k HOMO'S

Easter Cards.
Our usual

MflUf
■wVeww
n>* a rNV

rccADY,

in
jsortuient,
new
and

complete

Cor. Congress & Elm Sts.

hundreds of
de-

elegant

eodtf

mar 20

!»»gn».

LORING, SHORT k HARMON.
snd3w

mchl7

THE

THAXTER
!

Lace Department
We hare

just received
choice new styles in

some

very

Lace and Hamburg Collars,
FANCY LACE HANDKERCHIEFS

remain

NO.
mh27

on

MARBLES

exhibition One Week Lnager at
the store of

(Formerly Cyrus F. Davis,)
593 CONGRESS STREET.
eodtf

DIRECTORY^

HOTEL
Embracingthe leading

Hotel* at which the Daily

always be

found.

ALFRED.

HOUSE—R. H. Coding, Proprietor.
AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. A A. Young, Pl<prietors.

ALFRED

AUGUSTA.

HOUSE, State SA—Charles MUllken
Proprietor.

AUGUSTA

BATH.

-AND

Ladies’ Ties

will

Pkkss may

Children’s and Misses’

A L

MACHIAS Sid 20th, soh Chalcedony, Bryant,
Portland.
In port, seh J Baker, Chase, for New York.
LUBEC—Ar 20th, soh Carrie W, Whalen, from

eodtf

dec31_

proceeded.

POBTLAND,

and sold at New York, PhiladelStock Exchanges. Members of

& Monltoo
Woodbury Exchange
Sts.,

24th inst, brig George E Dale,

nenoRANDA.
Barque Blanche How, from Pernambuco for New
York, with sugar, which put into St Thomas 11th
inst in distress, was leaking badly.
Seh Odell, (of Portland) Winslow, from Rockland,
arrived at Norfolk 26th inst. with sails badly torn
and cargo on fire, having had rough weather. On
d soovering the cargo on fire, the batches were battened tight and the vessel towed into the stream.
Sch Sunbeam, of and from Rockland for Boston,
which was scuttled and filled with water at Gloucester 26th, has split open, caused by the swelling of
the lime. Will probably prove a total loss.
Sch Navarino. Foss, from Mobile for Boston, went
ashore on Hedge Fence, Vinevard Sound, night oi
23d Inst, She was hauled off the following night

bought

Exchange.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.

_

and

Stocks

and Boston
phia
Boston Stock

AT LOW PRICES.

Eleanora, Bragg, New York—Henry

Fox.
Seh Connecticut, Fernald, New York— Bumery,
Birnie A Co.
Sch T Benedict, Crockett, New York—Knmery,
Biruie A Co.
Sch T S McLellan, Knight, Now York—Geo Sylvester.
Sch Wild Pigeon, Doane. Georgetown, Me to load
for Philadelphia—J Nickerson A Son.

Pierce, Cuba.

& Kennebec lat
Leeds A Farmington lat Mort.6s
Portland &Ogdenaburg 1st Mort.6a
Northern Pacific 1st Mort.6s
New York A New England lat Mort..6s
Railroad Equipment Co
...0a
Maine Central R. It Co. Consol.7s

SPRING OPENING.

mar28

Mortgage..6s

Androscoggin

Excelling all others in Texture and

York.

New Orleans.
Sid fm St Thomas

INVESTMENTS.
Evansville, Indiana.

Stock

PORT OP PORT I, AND.

Steamship

FINANCIAL._

WALL PAPERS.

S.

Sarmatian.Portland.

kuork Market*
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PORTLAND,March 27.
The

Tuesday

(Funeral

her late residence.
In Falmouth. March
86 years 7 months.

FROM

Heavy 86 in. 7Mj@ 8% Fine 7-4.14@17
Med. 36 In. 6V6@ 71/fc!Fine8-4.18@22
Light 36 in. 5 @6
j Fine 9-4.22 ^26
KSe 40 in. 7V&@ 9 'Fine 10-4.... 27M*@32*.,

wjn

rise this week.

_

In this city, March 27, Eliza W., wife of James
H. Brown, aged G2 years 11 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday forenoon, at 10 o’clock,
at No. 31 Waterville Btreet.
in this city, March 27, Mrs. Mary 8., wife of Geo
B. Chase, aged 33 years 8 months.
[Funeral service this afternoon at 1*4 o’clock, at
Burial at convenience of
No. 3 Freemont Place.
the family.]
In this city, March 27, Charlie L., only son of
Ezra and Sarah C. Russell, aged 11 years 10 months
[Notice of funeral hereafter.j
In Deering. March 26, Mrs. Betsey Knight, aged
85 years 1 month.
afternoon at 3 o’clock, at
this

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

"Surttet.

_

A War Cloud.
San Francisco, March 27.—Advices from
Yokohama March the 8th say rumors of a war
with China multiply though Japan is makiDg

and

following

Walnut*

country.

--

ign Import*.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Peruvian—600
boxes tin plate to A E Stevens & Co., 42 packages of
machinery to H & A Allan.
CARDENAS. Brig Golconda-761 hhds 71 tea
molasses to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Bark Elliott Ritchie—862 hhds Bugar to Phiuuey
& Jackson.
SAGUA. Bark Dominique—429 hhds aud 52 tes
molasses to E Churchil & Co.'

FOREIGN.

St. Johns, N. F., March 27—We have just
experienced the most terrific snow storm for
many years. It commenced Saturday night,
The roads
and continued until this morning.
are blocked in
every direction by drifts ten
feet high. Tbe mail steamer Newfoundland,
due last Friday, has not yet arrived.
Strong
northerly gale and severe frost.
South American News.
Panama, March 27.—There have been no arrivals from Peru or Chili since our last report.
Rumor in Chili asserts that Walker Blaine is
about to he married to a Chilian lady, the
daughter of an ex-minister of that republic to
the United States.
A paragraph from a letter from Iquique
states that business there is paralyzed in consequence of four nitrate works having closed entirely and several others having reduced the
The nitrate
their operatives.
number of
manufacturers are losing money. The beds of
crude nitrate are being reduced in size, and it
may happen that they will become exhausted.
The remains of Gen. Kilpatrick are to he removed from Santiago to the United States.
The transports sunk in the harbor of Callao
have been raised, thus allowing vessels to enter
the docks.
Balls and banquets are succeeding one another with great rapidity in Valparaiso, andjat
all of them Messrs. Trescott and Blaine seem
to be the most honored guests.
They have returned from their excursion to Talcahnano, and
a grand ball is
to be given in their honor by
It is said Mr.
the officers of the Chilian navy
Trescott will shortly return to the United
States via the east coast, leaving Mr. Blaine behind as acting American minister.
It is said the Chilian government is about to
issue a decree definitely resolving the question
as to the titles of the nitrate properties and export tax to be collected on it, and also rumored
o special
embassy will be sent to Enropo to
arrange the guano and nitrate questions.
A resolution was submitted to the Columbian Congress on the 15th of February calling
upon the executive to give a year’s notice to
intention of the
the United States of tbe
government of Columbia to withdraw from
the stipulations and obligations of the treaty
of Dec. 12,1846, between the two countries.
It also authorizes the executive to enter ino new treaties with United States and
Spanish American republic of the continent with a
view of concileating if possible all legitimate
interests concerned in the free transit of tlr.,
Isthmus of Panama, aud more particularly
with regard to the inter.oceanic canal.

46%
45%
45%

Fore

_

Outrages In Ireland.
London, March 27.—A desperate affiayoccurred at Floghan, Kings county Ireland, between the soldiers and some emergency men.
The latter discharged their revolvers.
There
were several arrests.
An attempt was made yesterday to blow up
the house belonging to Mr. Mahone, agent of
Lord Clonbrock’s estate. A quantity of dynamite was placed in a window and exploded.
The inmates five in number were uninjured,
No arbut the house was .partly dehaohshed.
rests.
Dr. Lamson’s Sympathizers.
osent to the government
It is intended to
on Tuesday or Wednesday a memorial relative
The counsel who defended
to Dr. Lams,,11.
bim have received proof that he bought seven
ounces of morphia at one shop in Bournmouth
in the course of a mouth. A large tand influential meeting of Americans was held at Exeter Hall tc-day to tak some action in behals of
the prssoner, and a resolution was unanimously adopted requesting the United States minister to urge a reprieve on the sole ground of insanity, the proofs of which were considered
very strong and convincing.
Irish Affairs.
Dublin, March 27.—Leading merchants and
others, strong anti-leaguers, have petitioned
Mr. Forster for the release of Mr. Rourke, the
partney of Mr. Eagan, who was recently arrested under tbe Coercion act.
They declare
that his arrest was the result of misapprehension.
London, M^trch 27.—Bishop Moran has written to Father Feeban, severing his connection
with the parish of Rathdowney.
Mr. Heffernau, Postmaster at New Pallas,
who was suspected of having paid rent, was
His conbrutally beaten by an armed party.
dition is precarious.
The O’Donoghue, Member of Parliament
for Tralee, replying to Mr. Justin McCarthy’s
circular to tbe Home Rulers urging them to
vote against the cloture, says the defeat of Mr.
Gladstone’s ministry would be fatal to the best
interests of Ireland. It would hand over the
land act to those who would do their best to de
feat its working. The O’Donoghue considers
that if wise counsels had prevailed Ireland
would already be contented, and that the cloture is a legitimate and necessary assertion of
the power of a majority.
Severe Snow Storm in St. Johns, N. S.
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DEATHS
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and

In Real Duchess and

Fichus

Spanish

Laces.

SHANNON'S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.
BETHEL HOUSE,—W. F. Lovejoy A Son, Proprie-

tors.

BOLSTER’D MILLS.
HANCOCK

1J0USE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.

HOUSE, School St.—H. D. Parker A Oo
Proprietors.
CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St.— Stumeke A Good
win, Proprietors.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Rice A Son.
Proprietors.
PARKER

sntf

marl8

Corns1

Cure Your
BT USING

SCHLOTTEKBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brnsh for applying in each bottle.
or A CURB IS a UARANTBBD.^t
For sale by all Druggists.
Price 33 cents.
Trv it and you will be convinced like thousands

who have used it and now testily to its value.
Ask for Schlotterbeck’s Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other.
nor 2 3

_endtf

CALL & TUTTLE,
FASHIONABLE

Tailors & Importers,
Are now exhibiting their

SPRING GOODS
—FOB--

GENTLEMEN and
LADIES* WEAR.
DRESS

SUITS A SPECIALTY.

LADIES’

GARMENTS

MADE TO ORDER.

453
mehll

Washington St.,

BRUNSWICK.
P. A K. DINING ROOMS- W. R. Field. Proprleto
CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL-M. B. Davis. Proprietor.
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
CLARK’S DINING HALL, Graud Trunk Railway
Depot—M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEXTER.
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE HOTEL-W. G Met

rill, Proprietor.
EASTFOBT.

PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE-T.
Proprietor.

H.

Bueknkm,

HIRAM.

CUTLER HOUSE—Hiram Baston, Proprleto
MAUHIAS.
EASTER HOTEL—E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Cor. of Middle and Ind a St.
C. H. Wilkins, Proprietor.
CITY HOTEL, Comer of Congress and Green 9M.
J. K. Martin. Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Comer of Middle and Union
Sts.—O. M. Shaw A Son, Proprietors.
INTERNATIONAL HOTEL, Commercial St., Cor.
India—Geo. W. Mureh, Proprietor.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.—J. G. Perry
Mt.

Proprietor.

PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—J. Lindsey A Sob
Proprietors.
U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts
—McDonald A Newbegin, Proprietors.
ROCK PORT.
CARLTON HOUSE-J. A. Nutter, Prop.
RAYMOND VILLAOE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.
SACUARAPPA
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,—W. S. Pratt, Propriety
SKOWHEOAN.
ELM HOUSE—Robert W. Haines, Proprietor
TURNER HOUSE,—W. G. Heselton, Propriety
PHILLIPS.

ELMWOOD HOUSE—T. L. Page, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
AMERICAN HOUSE—A. I. Saunders, Prop.
HOULTON.
SNELL HOUSE vD. O. Floyd, Proprietor.
LEWISTON.
DEWITT HOUSE—Quinby A March, Proprietor

norkidoewock.

Boston.
dood lm

DANFOKTU HOUSE—D. Danfortb, Proprietor.
NORTH ANSON.
SOMERS HOUSE, Brown A Hilton, Proprietor

THIS PRB88
May bo obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
rceaendeH, Marquis, Brunei A Go., Andrews, Arm*
•troug, Oox, Wentworth, Hodsdou, A. T. Cleveland.
Boston
A Maine Depot, ana
Bobert Costello,
Ghlshelm Bros., o» all trains that run oat of the
city.
Auburn, Willard Small A Co.
Augusta, F. Pioroe.
Bangor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Btddeford, F. M. Burnham.
Jollerson's Bookstore.

Bridgton, Daniel Dlekens.
Brunswick, B. U. Dennleon.

Oumaerlanj

MiUinF. A. VerrlU.
Uuaarlsootta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, B. O. Harmon and Shirley A Levis,
Gardiner, Fulmer A Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallowed, O. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, 0. B. Judkins.
Meebanle Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. MlUntt.
Norway, A. 0. Novae.
Blchmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, 0. 0. Andrews.
■abattus. K. H. Johnson.

Moearaepa, at the PoskUffloe.
■aeo, of L. Hodsdou and H. B.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinailisten, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bllsa.
WaterrUle, J. M. WalL
Wlscssaet, Gibbs A Bundle*.
Woodford's Corner, H. Moody.

Kendrick.

ANNUAL SPRING INSPECTION.

A special meeting of the City Council was
held last evening.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
The full Board was present, Mayor Libby

Mayor Libby's Address to the Force.

ADVERTISEMENT’S TO-DAY,
ENTERTAINMENTS.

Popular Leotur*—Abyssinian

Church.

Weber Club-Pine Street Church.
Rebecca’s Triumph—G. A. R. Hall.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Wall Paper*— Lering, short & Harmon.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Hew Departure in Carpets—Geo, A. Gay & Co.
Nosioe is hereby given.
In Insolvency
CUlien’s Mutual Relief Soulety.
Easter Card*—Bailey & Noyea.

Froog Edward O. Newell, Chicago.
"I consider the Health-Lift one of the
world's greatest blessings.”
Commencing its
nse in Janaary, ’71, for dyspepsia and severe
headache, and weighing 113 pounds, I found
In less then a year, entirely free from
disease and my weight increased to 130 pounds.
Health-Lift rooms,
I continue its use daily.
mar20dtf
201 Middle St.

myself-,

_____

From John D. Rockefeller, Esq., Cieve
land. O.
I heve used the Health-Lift you represent
for about three years at my home, and it has
1 cheerbeen a great benefit to my health.
fully recommend it, and could not be induced
Health-Lift
to discontinue
its daily use.

mar20dtf

rooms, 201 Middle St.

Sctrlo, N. Y., Deo. 1, 1879.
I am the Pastor of the Baptist Church here,
I am Dot in
and an educated physician.
practice, but am my sole family physician, and
Over a year
advise in many chronic cases.
ago I recommended your Hop Bitters to my
Invalid wife, who has been under medical
treatment of six of Albany’s best physicians
She has become thoroughly
several years.
eared of her (various complicated diseases by
their use. “We both recommend them to
our friends,
many of whom have also been
cured of their various ailments by them.
Rkv. E. R. Warren.

Nettleton, Philadelphia.

Having uped the Reactionary Health-Lift
ieveral years, I would not dispense with it for
If is the “condensedmilk’
any consideration.
Health-Lift rooms, 201
of physical exercise.
marSJOdtf
Middle St.
From W. W. Morland, M. D.,
Mass. State Medical Society.
After a daily trial, under your directions, of
th •Health-Lift, during two mouths, tt gives
Fellew of the

express to you the very
it has made upon me'
Lifting, as I now do, Bve hnndred pounds, I
have never felt the least strain, nor any other
me

great pleasure

favorable

to

impression

On the contrary, the sensainiarious effect.
tions, after lifting, are only those of exhilaration, lightness, increase of muscular force, and
of the circulation.
a pleasant acceleration
Those whom I have sent to you bear the same
testimony. In fact, every one who gives the
Reactionary Lifter a fair trial becomes fasciHealth-Lift roams, 201 Middle
nated with it.
mar20dtf

fit
Brief Jottings.

Fog and

wo

yesterday. Mercury 35° at sun-

rise, 43° at noon, 39° at sunset; wind

south,

“'southwest.
The British steamer Toronto at Liverpool
from Halifax lost 114 cattle.
Bear in ruled the apron sale at Plymouth
church to-morrow afternoon aad evening.
It is possible the toss to the Boston & Maine,
by the recent robbery of a freight car, will not
exceed 8300 in value.
Remember the usual temperance meeting at
the Gospel Mission to-eight at 7.30. All are
invited.
At Oangrew Square, Fuse St. and Second
Parish churches the pastors on Sunday made
allusions to Longfellow.
Another lodge Knights of Pythias will be instituted at Freeport one week from next

Wednesday, with 47 charter members.
The forty boars devotion will end this mornat the
ing with .«%pd high mass at 9 o’clock,
The benediction of the
Catholic Churches.
Blessed Sacrament was celebrated last evenlng.

Lobsters ate scarce, and diminutive m size,
and the fishermen catch few large ones. To
the trsdp boiled lobsters sell at 11 cents per

pound.
On Saturday Mrs. Ellen F. Carpeater of Ibis
city went to the Longfellow mansion on Congress street with

a

basket of cboise flowers and
to decorate Longfellow’s

requested permission
Chair.
The

pleasing entertainment at Union Hall, Ferry Village, last
evening. The hall w» packed, the audience
was delighted—odpecially with the Big Four
Adelphians gave

a

Thurston.

Drains and Sewers—Aldermen Thurston,
Tukesbury and Gould.
Health—The Mayor, Aldermen Melcher
and Winslow.

Licenses—The Mayor, Aldermen Winslow

and King.

Police—The Mayor, Aldermen Melcher and
Gould.
Stat6 Pensions—Aldermen King and Tukesbury.

Wooden Buildings
Little and Thurston.

very

in their acrobatio songs and dances—and the
general hope is that they will repeat their entertainment some time in the near future.
New England Organ Company.
Yesterday noon a representative of the Press
strolled into the spacious ware-rooms of the
New England Organ Compa ly, at No. 5 Free
street block, and was astonished at the elegant
quarters of ths company as well as at the great
Strides made in its business sluce first lecated
in Portland two years ago the coming June.
The company now possesses one exceedingly
long and very wide parlor handsomely carpet
•d and adorned with valuable paintings, where
all sizes and styles of organs and pianos are exhibited, and a basement of like dimensions te
the ware-rooms, where at least fifty organs are
kept boxed ready for shipment. The company
claims to swing the organ trade in Maine at
the present day and their sales have numbered
state during the
sp Into the hundreds in this
two years it has been in business here.
The New EnglMd Organ Company make
some one hundred different
Styles of organs
These
in price from 830 to 83,000.

ranging

noticeable for the sweetness and delicacy, purity and volume of their
Their aetiou is easy and prompt, and
tone.
they possess great brilliancy. Their arrangement is such—especially the two manual pedal
either an assistaut can be employare

especially

organ—that

ed at the

hand-lever,

or

the performer

can

Bound

blow-pedals and obtain a volume of
that usually pertains only «the grand

organ.
The

cases

work

two

of thaw organs are very handsome.
Some of them aro ebonized, others exquisitely
hand painted, still others are marvels of carving, while any one of them would adorn the
handsomest parlor. Many of our best citizens
Among
are now using theBe organs at home.
the favorites are those in blistered hurl which
very elegant. All of these organs are supplied with the latest patented improvements.
One of the most remarkable instruments is the
sdven octave, the only seven octave organ constructed by any company, and another the
are

student pedal organ, which is especially adapted for the practice at the pedal by students at
home.
The company is represented by Mr. H. V.
Eldredge in this city, a gentleman who spares
no effort to explain the merits of the instruments intrusted to h Is care, and who is thorih all the details of the business.

oughly posted

Enforcing tne L,aw.
The address of Mayor Libby to the police
Marshal Bridges, Depubore fruit last night.
members of
ties Black and Crowell, and the
the force made seizures at six places: Thomas
on Fore street; James H. Mc-

Coleman’s,

Aldermen

Winslow,

The list of ioint standing committees on the
part of both Boards, is as follows:

Accounts—Alderman Melcher, Councilmen
Hawkes and Kelsey.
Finance—The Mayor, Aldermen Tukesbury
and Melcher, Councilmen Noyes, Lappin and

Department—Aldermen Tukesbury and

King, Councilmen Brown, Clark and Noyes.
Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges—Aldermen
Little and Winslow, Councilmen Prinoe, Hallett and Winchester.
New Streets—The Mayor, Aldermen Little
and Gould, Councilmen Bicker, Murray and
Smith.
Public Buildings—The Mayor, Alderman
Kirg, Councilmen Shaw, McAleny and BickJudicial Proceedings—The Mayor, Aidermen Thurston
and Winslow,
Councilmen
Fogg, Bradley and Jordan.
Public Instruction—Aldermen Thurston
and Gould, Councilmen Trefethen, Brown and
Sullivan.
Cemeteries and Public Grounds—Alderman
Tukesbury, Councilmen Kelsey, Cushman and
Shaw.
Engrossed Bills—Alderman Thurston, Councilmen Jordan, Prince and Murray.
Bells and Clocks—Alderman King, Councilmen Hallett, Brown and Cushman.
Street Lamps—Alderman Little, Councilmen
Smith, Bradley and Sullivan,
Salaries—Aldermen King, Little and Winslow, Councilmen Clark, Trefethen and Lap-

pin.

Sale of Unimproved Beal Estate—Aldermen
Melchera nd Gould, Councilmen Winchester,
McAleny and Hawkeg.
A petition of S. E. Spring and many others
that Dr. Sarah Ellen Palmer be appointed to
assist the City Physician in his duties, in the
care of women and children, was referred to a

joint special committe. Aldermen Little
Winslow were appointed on the part of

Conley’s,
Gllnohy, Hugh Dana, and
on Commercial street; Hugh Doherty, corner
Patrick

of Fore and Centro street*, and Michael
It was a warm
Hearn's, on Centre street.
night among the dealers in stimulants.

and
the

board.
Amendments to the ordinances in relation to

Evergreen Cemetery were offered, and on
ond reading were passed to be engrossed.

sec-

The
following from the secretary of the board of
trustees of the cemetery, explains their nature.
Evergreen Cemetery, )
Trustees’ Office,
>
Portland, March 27, 1882. )
Gentlemen of the City Council:
By an order of the City Council, approved
April 7,1880, a joint special committee of the
City Council was created to supervise the work
of “printing and binding the revised ordinances of the city.” The committee having completed their labors the City Council by ordinance approved December 6, 1881, declared the
ordinances as published to be the ordinances
of the City of Portland. In comparison of an
ordinance entitled “an ordinance for the government and control of Evergreen Cemetery”
as published and as
originally passed by the
City Council, several important errors appear.
To restore the ordinance to its original condition as passed, I herewith submit certain
amendments together with two additional
amendments. An explanation of the£cause of
so many errors is due to the committee.
At the request of the committee on judicial
proceedings and claims I prepared and submitted to them the draft of an ordinance; and
to allow the members of the City Council opportunity to examine the same copies were
struck off and placed in their bands. Previous
to adoption, however, certain changes were
made in the ordinance as written and presented. I find upon comparison that the original
draft of the ordinance has been copied into the
revised ordinances instead of the ordinance as
amended and adopted.

Very respectfully,
Wm. T. Small, Secretary of Trustees.

An amendment to clause 3 of the ordinance
finance was also made, that the committee
on accounts audit the accounts of the secretary

on

and treasurer of Evergreen Cemetery.
The Mayor stated that owing to the action oj
the Grand Trunk Railroad in relation to the
Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad bonds an
additional sum of money must be raised to pay
the interest on them, and offered the following
order which was passed:
Ordered, That the auditor of accounts be authorized to transfer at the end of the present
financial year all balance of appropriation remaining unexpended, to the different appropriations that may be made for the ensuing financial year of 1882-83.
An order was also passed that the Mayor be
in
authorized to grant .building permits, &c
accordance with the revised statutes.
The license of G. L. Bailey to keep and sell
gunpowder was renewed.
The following appointments were then made
and confirmed:
Undertakers and Special Police without pay
—S. 5. Rich, Andrew J. Rich, Dennis Tobin,
Jeremiah
Louis Bunce,
James H. Tobin,
Usley, Cornelius Ilsley, John Cushman, N. W.
Morse, Josiah Dill.
Special Police without Pay—John Blake at
New Portland theatre; Eben S. Emery at P.
& O. Railroad station; Henry S. Thrasher and
Robert Hamilton at Thompson & Fowler’s;
Hiram T. Cook, Wm. A. Sterling, Joseph C.
Weodill, Howard A. Fogg, Andrew J. Cummings, John Ball, James L. Rounds, Wm. L.
Doyle, J. A. Sweetsir, John T. Griffin, Ebenezsr Rich, JameS H. Barton, M. C. Strout,
Henry L. Bennett, Watson 0. Rand, John J.
Murray, Franklin Perry and Samuel C. Rundlett.
Superintendent of Burials—Jame3 S. Gould.
Superintendent of Forest City Cemetery—
Samuel C. Rundlett.
Inspector of Gas Meters—Robert B. Swift.
Inspector of Milk and Vinegar—Henry T.

Cummings.
overseers oi me Mouse

oi

uorrecnon—

vy m.

H. Green, Lyman N. Kimball, Charles H.
Baker and Lemuel M. Lovejoy.
Two petitions in regard to the laying out of
Teaks Island avenue were read and referred to
the proper committees.
A petition of E. M. Lang for permission to
erect a boiler at the soider works was referred
with instruction that notice be served as required by law, to those interested.
A petition of the residents of North street
for

organs

—

er.

Tha

From Qen. A. B.

The following standing committees of this

Board were appointed:
On Agency—Aldermen Melcher, Little and

Fire

CITY AND VICINITY.
HEW

presiding.

Fogg.

Yarmouth, 0. E. Coombs.

Mrs. Daniel Deshon Dying.

Special Meeting of the City Council.

TUESDAY MORNING, MARCH 28.

a

sidewalk and

cross

walks,

was

referred

with power.

Papers

In Common Councilfrom the upper board passed in con-

cnrrenoe.

The President

members of the
special committee on the part of this board, in
reference to the appointment of a female city

appointed

as

proper compensation, Messrs.
and Fogg.
The order for the City Auditor to transfer
balances passed by a vote of eighteen yeas and

physician, with
Noyes, Bradley

nays.
The members of the joint committees
part of this board will be found above.

no

on

the

Personal.
Col. Bobie was at the Falmouth yesterday.
Dr. Hill’s service at the First Parish on
Sunday was a Longfellow memorial service.
Commissary Sergeant Smith died at Fort
Preble Sunday.
Gen. Chamberlain attended Prof. Long*
fellow's fuaeral at Cambridge Sunday.
Hon. A. P. Gould of Thomaston is some
better and it is thought he will continue to improve.
Bev. H.

S. Burrage received a letter from
Mr. Longfellow thanking him for his paper on
the Longfellow family.
Ex-Gov. Coburn arrived at the Falmouth
yesterday. He attended the meeting of the
Trustees of Colby University last night to

elect a president of that institution.
A Washington dispatch says: “Among the
cadet candidates for 1882 who have been appointed are Fred C. Kimball and Charles L.
Potter of Maine.
We understand that Mr. Edward Wall of
this city has gone to Bockland to take charge
of the billiard room at the St. Nicholas Hotel
recently opened by Messrs. Bird and Nutter.
They have got the right man in the right
place for Mr. Wall was one of the best billiard
players in Portland, a perfect gentleman and
The St. Nicholas
well liked by everybody.
was opened Monday, March Gth, having been
refurnished throughout.
A Longfellow Incident.
It is well known that Longfellow was bom
in a wooden house, located at the corner of
Fore and Hancock streets, and now used as a
boarding house. jYesterday morning in one of
the public schools, the teacher, after speaking
about Longfellow and telling how beautiful his
youth was, asked if there was any one in the
class who could inform her as to where Longwas

born.

Quicker than lightning a little hand was
lifted and the teacher said, “Well, Johnnie,
where was it?”
"In Patsy Connor’s bedroom,” was the instantaneous

reply.

As the Dutchman

The force were attired in full dress and presented a very neat and soldierly appearance.
The Mayor was introduced by Marshal Bridge8

policemen

as

fol-

lows:
The city charter provides that the Mayor
shall “be active and vigilant in causing the
laws of the state and ordinances and regulations of the city to be executed and enforced,

exercise a general supervision over the conduct
of all officers, and cause violations or neglect
of duty on their part to be punished.” In view
of these provisions I have deemed it proper to
take this early opportunity to meet the members of the police force andfto express to you my
views on certain matters hearing upon the discharge of your duties as a part of the executive
branch of the city government. Having had a
somewhat long acquaintance with the police of
this city while I was attorney for the state for
this county, I can better appreciate the nature
and importance of your work, and the difficulties which often attend the successful discharge
You are not only the local
of your duties.
of the public peace and safety, but
y virtue of authority you are also required,
when necessary, to execnte the laws of the
In the
state and the ordinances of the city.
performance of this latter duty it should not be
are
forgotten that all laws
equally binding, and
that open violation of no law can be tolerated
have all laws fall into disunless we would
respect. It is a mifortune that the question of
be
the enforcement of any law should ever
deemed apolitical issue when the election of an
executive officer is involved, as the obligation
to execnte the law is equally binding upon the
incumbent under his oath of office whatever
The enforcehis political opinions may be.
ment of the laws is no question of politics, and
In this county
I have never so considered it.
we have had what exists in no other county in
the state, four deputy sheriffs specially appointed for the impartial and vigorous enforcement of the liquor law. They have no other duties, and are paid from the public treasury for
devoting their whole time to this work. If they
neglect that duty, it does not relieve you and
me from
the obligation of performing ours.
You will therefore understand that as Mayor
of the city I intend that, so far as depends upon me, all laws of the state Bhall be impartially
enforced, and that I expect you equally to do
All proper and
your duty in this respect.
reasonable complaints must receive prompt attention, and no ground should be given for the
charge that the officers of the government do
With the expediency of
net respect its laws.
We have
these laws we have nothing to do.
no right to sit in judgment upon their policy.
the
That is determined by
legislature, and the
will of the majority must govern.
In the year 1877 the tenure of office of the
polio6 of this city wa* changed from annual appointment to servioe during good behavior.
This change was made for the purpose of increasing the efficiency of the force, and recognizes the principle that merit, not favor,
should be the basis of the public service. Your
fidelity to the public interests is the best test of
your usefulness as public servants.
In the discharge of your duties I desire always to extend to you all necessary assistance.
The Mayor then called special attention to
certain of the rules and regulations of the police department relating to the duties of the

guardians

police

on

their beats.

land from Cardenas, reports passing, for twenon the 14th inst., through one of
these schools in latitude 37° 20' longitude 72°
40'. A boat was lowered and it was found that

ty-four hours,

About two
many of the fish were still alive.
were taken
fish
barrels full of the living
aboard, dressed, and a number eaten by the
crew. They found the flesh delicious and no
evil effects were experienced. The fish are not
known as the “Red Snappers.” They are shaped like a codfish but have
a fin on the back of the head.
They are said
to be a very deep water fish, found chiefly in

codfish but what

it.”

Last night Mrs. Daniel Deshon, the centennarion, who resides on Newbury.street, was
stricken with paralysis, for the second time,

and Dr. Palmer said the indications were that
she oould not live through the night though
she might exist until this evening.
Mrs. Deshon was born in Portland, Dec.
12th, 1777. Her maiden name was Alina Gamof Jonathan
near, what is now
Her
the corner of Danforth and State street.
father was a river-driyor and was drowned
while trying to break a jam of logs on the Premon

and she was the

are

the waters of the Gulf of Mexico, and it is said
that if, by any accident, they are forced near
the surface of the water they cannot get back
ip their old depths, and a little wind-sack
which they carry back of their throat, fails to
It is
perform its office and they strangulate.
sub-marine convulsion in the
Golf stream mnst have driven them from their
caused such
accustomed depths, and thus
Some of the
wholesale havoc among them.
fish still remain aboard the Golcanda.
Specimens of these fish were received Saturday at the Smithsonian, Washington, from

Knight & Co., Philadelphia, and which Professor Baird pronounced to be the tile fish, a
new species found by the United States Fish
Commission in incredible quantities along the
western edge of the Gulf stream in from 75 to
700 fathoms. The Professor thinks that they
have been killed by the terrific storm which
has lately raged along the south coast 'of New
England, especially off the Georges and Nan-

tucket shoals.
8. P. C. A.|
The officers of the Portland

Society

P. C. A.

circulars, Saturday, to citizens with
postals to be returned by mail, designating the
sum one is willing to give annually, or the
word “declined,” by erasing all except the an-

sent out

Each man'll name is lettered and numthat no one is obliged to even sign
name. This plan does away with offensive importunities, and at the same time give one an
opportunity to respectfully decline- No socieswer.

so

ty can be sustained by irregular or regular
begging, but the method adopted will insure a
nearly, uniform annual income and enable the
society to make arrangements according to the
amount they have to do with.
In sending out these circulars and postals it
is very likely that many have been overlooked
who wonld be glad te become members. From
all these the society Will be happy to hear.
It is also probable that the circulars and postals have been sent to some who do not feel
able or are unwilling to become members.
This method leaves an opportunity for any one
to

respectfully

decline

Yesterday many postals were returned with
favorable answers, and it is thought that the
society will now be established on a permanent
financial basis.
Serious Accidents*
Mr. Prentiss, who drives a job wagon, was
standing in front of Ingalls Brothers’, yesterday, in his wagon, when the horse gave a sudden start and Mr. Prentiss was thrown out and
struck on the back of his head and shoulders.
Dr. Bray and Dr. Getchell were sent for but
Mr. Prentiss was unthe latter arrived first.

conscious for

time but afterwards recovHe was taken to his home on

some

ered his senses.
Hill street. It is hoped his injuries will not
prove serious.
Melville H. Sawyer, in the employ of True
& Leighton, pork packers, on Silver street, inhis left hand, yesterday, quite severely
with an adze.
As Mr. Kingsbury, the hand-cart man, attempted to cross the railroad track on Commercial street, yesterday noon, in front of a
freight train, pushing his cart before him, the

load in the cart shifted, upsetting it and
throwing Mr. Kingsbury between the rails.
Tv o young men rescued him just in time.
A

Smart Dog.

The Advertiser dog, Toby, has a local reputation and a name, and is an exceedingly
knowing animal, but Toby is liable to have a
rival in the person of a dog owned by one of
The carrier's dog
the carriers of that paper.
takes the papers from his master, on one of
the up-town routes where there are many residences with high flights of steps, carries them
up the flights, pushes open the storm-doors
with his nose, deposits the paper and comes
bounding down, wagging his tail and barking
for more papers. The amount of labor saved
to the carrier by his sagacious canine friend is
something to be considered. We hope the
faithful animal gets well treated and well fed,
for he

ought to.

Presentation.
A very pleasant occurrence took place at the
Portland Stove Foundry company’s yesterday.
Mr. Weeman, who has been in the employ of
the company for the past five years as foreman
of the moulding department, was presented
The
with an elegant gold watch and chain.
watch bore the inscription “Presented to Melvin Weeman by the employes of the Portland
The President,
Stove Foundry Company.”
Mr. Noyes, made the presentation speech, to
which Mr. Weeman being completely taken by

surprise, briefly responded,

after which three
cheers were given for Mr. Weeman and three
for Mr. Noyes.
Good Fares.
There was a large arrival of off-shore fishermen yesterday, including the Young Sultan
which stocked $75; the Martha D. McClain,
$225, of which sum one of the crew, John F.
Hewes, received $43; the Webster, $203.50;

fishing.

Maid, $80.

or

sumpscot, nerr Saccarappa, in June, 1785. Her
Mrs.
mother died the Deoember previous.
Deshon could remember when there were only
three small houses in the vicinity of her birthplace, and that region was covered almost entrees and bushes.
When seven
years old she went to Saccarappa and lived
with hor grandmother until her twelfth year
when she went to Judge Gorham’s—who kept
house in great state—on the road from Gorham

tirely with

.Judge Gorham's negro servant Nepkin, wuo was a member of the household at that time, was a historical character.
Little Palls.

to

At the age of nineteen Mrs. Deshon married
of Saccarappa.
a mill hand,
In the war of 1812 her husband drove a sixhorse team with supplies from Portland to

Thomas Akers,

Boston.
After the war of 1812 Mr. Akers drove the
first six-horee team through the White MounHe died at the
tain Notch with a load of salt.
age of 35. By him Mrs. Deshon had nine children, four of whom are living, viz: Mrs. Elizabeth Wyer, with whom Mrs. Deshon now resides; Mrs. Pearson of Cuba; BenjaminJAkers,
street commissioner of Lowell in 1878, and
Thomas Akers, also of Lowell.
A few years after Mr. Akere’ death Mrs.
Deshon married Harlan Bixby, another Saccarappa mill-hand. By him she had no children.
Then she married Daniel Deshon, another
By him
mill-man, but he lived only a year.
For the past
she had one child, but it died.
39 years Mrs. Deshon has lived chiefly in
Portland, and was cook at the Commercial
House a long time.
The old lady’s memory was excellent and
she could tell of old time incidents without
She was never sick until 1876 when
number.
she had a severe attack of typhoid pneumonia.
About sixteen months ago she had an attack.of
paralysis and was paralyzed from the waist
down. She was probably one of, if not the old-

est, persons in the

State.__

This

was

all

one

day’s

Seminary,

class of 1860.

[graduation

from the seminary he entered upon 'the duties
of the ministry at Waterville, where he was
pastor of the Baptist church for four years.
After leaving Waterville he served for two
years as Professor of church history in Newton Theological Seminary, where he was elected professor of Theology in Crozer Seminary,
in which capacity he has acted for the last
fourteen years.
Dr. Pepper has been a prolific writer for
Baptist periodicals, and his services as a lect-

theological topics are extensively
regarded as one of the ablest
thinkers of the Baptist [denomination in the
country. It is expected he will enter upon his
duties at the beginning of the fall term.
urer

on

sought.

He is

Fifteen of the Board of Trustees were present, a full board, and among them were noticed the following:

Coburn,
Skowhegan; Hon. Robert O. Fuller, Boston;
Hon. J. H. Drummond, Portland; Rev. Moses Giddings, Bangor; Rev. O. S. Stearns, D.
D., Rev. G. W. Bosworth, Rev. A K. P.
Small, Rev. Jos. Ricker, Rev. F. W. Bakeman, Auburn; Rev. A.R. Crane, Judge Percival

Bonney,

Abner

Hon.

Portland.

Bowdoin College.
meeting of the College, the following
gentlemen were appointed a committee to
draw up resolutions on poet
Longfellow’s
death, which are to be sent to the family of
the deceased: W. A. Moody’82, F. M. Fling
'83, A. E. Austin ’83.
Mr. Leland B. Lane of Sumner, a graduate
of"the class of ’81, has gone West, where he
intends to settle.
At

a

The Orient says:

recently re-

A letter was

NEW DEPARTURE IN CARPETS.
Our first invoice of Carpetings having met with such a speedy sale we have
added a large variety of NEW and DESIRABLE patterns, and are now prepared to
show a fine line of the same in all grades from the Cheapest to the Best.
We are Determined to give the people of Portland, a substantial benefit in the
line of Carpets, and we therefore MAKE THE STATEMENT that you can save from
It will be for your interest to examine our
10 to 20 per cent, by buying of us.
Carpets and learn our prices before purchasing elsewhere.

return to the old course at

At Sunday morning prayer Prof. Chapman
spoke with much feeling of the life work of
the poet Longfellow.

RemOur goods are all NEW and STRICTLY FIRST-CLASS in every respect.
No
Give us a call.
nants suitable for Mats, etc., at two thirds regular price.
trouble to show our goods.

GEO.

in

NOTES.

Denman Thompson and company will close
their season at Portland Theatre in “Joshua
Whitcomb” Maroh 29th and 30th.
The performance of “L’Afrioaine” at the
Academy of Music, Friday evening, in New
York was witnessed by the largest audience of
The building was completely
the season.
crowded, the boxes were brilliant with the
flash of diamonds, and locomotion in the foyer
and lobbies was difficult during the entr’actes,
so great was the crush.
Hauck, Campanini,
The
Dotti and Galossi all achieved success.
of
the
opera was superb.
spectacular portion
“Aida” was performed at the Academy of
Music New York, Saturday afternoon with
a cast that commands attention.
Signor Ravelli made his first appearance as Rhadames,
and the role of Amneris was assumed by Mme.
Lablache, who has not sung in New York for
two years. Mile. Rossini repeated her powerful performance in the title part, and Signor
Galassi was the Amonasro.
There will be an amateur performance of
“Our Boys” at Rossini Hall to-morrow night.
Patti’s three performances in Boston in opera netted
829,340; of this sum she received

821,000.

The Wisconsin Legislature recently adjourned in a body to see Booth and Hamlet at the
Madison Opera House._
School Committee.

The regular monthly meeting was held Monday afternoon at 4.30 o’clock, His Honor, the
Mayor presiding.
Present Messrs. Brewer, McGowan, Holden,
Files, Thaxter, Burrage and Gray.
The record of the last meeting was read and

approved.
The various committees and supervisors repert on their schools, representing them as doing satisfactory work. The Superintendent
reports particularly on Primary No. 1, representing great improvement in the various
rooms since their numbers were diminished in

October.
Messrs. Files, Gray and the Superintendent,
the committee on the assignment of standing
committees and supervisors for the year, make
the following report:
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE BOABD.

Text Books and Course of Studies—Messrs.
Gray, Files and Thaxter.
Examination of Teachers—Messrs. Files,
Burrage and Holden.
Estimates and Expenditures—Messrs. Thaxter, Gray and Holden.
Rules and Regulations—Messrs. Holden,
Burrage and McGowan.
Instruction and Discipline in High School—
The Mayor, Messrs. Gray and Files.
School Rooms and' Repairs—The Mayor,
Messrs. Gray, Thaxter and Brewer.
Drawing and Penmanship—Messrs. McGowan, Brewer and Holden.
Musical Instruction—Messrs. Brewer, Files
and McGowan.
Special Committee Portland School for Deaf
—The Mayor, Messrs. Burrage and Thaxter.

EASTER CARDS

SUPEBVISOBS.

High School—The Mayor,

Gray,

Files and Committee.
8hailer School—Messrs. Brewer and McGowau.

North School—Messrs. McGowan, Holden
and Files.
Cumberland St. Grammar School—Messrs.
Gray and Holden.
Butler Grammar School—Messrs. Thaxter
and Burrage.
Center St. Grammar and Primary No. 3—
Messrs. McGowan and Thaxter.
Primaries No. 1, Monument St., J. Brewer,
Jr.; No. 2, Chestnut St., A. B. Holden; No 4,
Casco St., L. A. Gray; No. 5, Spring street.,
Gray, Thaxtar, Brewer and Committee; No. 6,
Park St., S. W. Thaxter; No. 7, School St., H.
S. Burrage; No. 8, Brackett St., H|. S. Barrage; No. 9, Vaughan St., L. A. G/
West School, Grammar and Primary—Dr. C.
O. Files.
reaas
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Brewer, Jr.

insurance.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

It is probable that the Rev. Theodore Gerrish of Bucksport will soon compile and furnish for publication the {personal history of the
It will make a vol20th Maine Volunteers.
The reverend gentleume of some 400 pages.
man is a graphic writer, as a ser iea of reminiscences of the war, from his pen, now running
through the columns of the Belfast Journal,
attest.
COUNTY.

OXFORD

Ool. E. C Farrington of Fryeburg and othinterested in sporting, have imported from
Canada a quantity of wild rice, of which ducks
are Baid to be very fond.
By sowing a small
amount of seed a large amount of the grain
This attracts the
grows without cultivation.
ducks in large numbers and affords excellent
ers

opportunity

to

and Mixed—J. BrewJr.
The report was accepted and adopted, and
the Superintendent was authorized to issue a
revised directory of the schools.

Long Island, Primary

Miss Clara L. Smith was elected
Primary
Department of Shailer School.
Mr. John M. Stevens was elected to take the
census of school children of the city at the
usual salary.
Bills amounting in all to $293.71 were read
to

approved.
Mayor requested the committee on estimates and expenditures to make their esti
and

The

for the use of

early -day, reminding

BAILEY & NOYES’,
Exchange

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland
March 28th, A. D. 1882.
State of Maine.
In case of MAURICE CUMMINGS, Insolvent Debt-

POBTI.4>B.d2w

mli28

HEREBY RIVEN, that the

subscriber has been duly
NOTICEIM
of the will of

appointed

Executor

THOMAS IRVING, late ef Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as
All persons hating demands
the law directs.
are required to
upon the estate of said deceased,
exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
GEORGE S. HUNT. Executor.
mar28dl«w3wT
Portland, March 21, 1882.

mutual Relief Society*

Citizen’s

insolvency for sail County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
MAURICE CUMMINGS,
Individually and as a member of the late firm of Grafthe court of

fam

Street,

Stated Meeting for March will be held at
Reception Hall, next Friday evening, 31st
The Directors meet half an
inst. at 7 % o’clock.
Per order,
hour earlier.
M. N. RICH, Secretary.
mar28d4t

Silsby & Company,

mar28&ap4

BLACK

ULSTERS.

BUNTINGS

ments will find it necessary to curtail as closely
as consistent the present year.
Lectures.
The last lecture in the popular course at the
Abyssinian church will be given Thursday
evening next by Rev. F. E. Clark, of Williston church. Subject, "Names.” Thislectnre
is full of interest and will undoub edly be listened to by a large audience.
Rev. F. E. Clark will deliver his valuable
lecture on "Reading, Good and Bad,” as the
last in the Young Peoples’ course at Second

evening.

Carpenters’ Strike.
It is understood that all the ship carpenters
in the city struck for $3,00 per day yesterday,
and many of them employed around wharves
stopped work. The carpenters' committee
gave notice several weeks ago, of the intention
of the men to ask for an advance of 30 cents
per day, and the strike is almost universal.
Several lirms and corporations have acceded to
the demand of the strikers.
Funeral or Rev. C. C. Mason.
The funeral services of the Rev. C. C.
Mason took place at Hallowell in the Methodist
church at 10.30 o’clock Saturday forenoon.
After an opening hymn by a quartette choir,
remarks were made by Revs. E. Martin of
Hallowell, A S. Lada of Lewiston, W. S.
Jones of Bath and C. W. Morse of Brunswick'
different
The decoased has been over 18
charges in 36 years of ministerial life and
nearly four years presiding elder. During his
sickness he suffered much, and .often thought
bis death might be sudden. But through all
he has been upheld by a wonderful faith and
strength of heart, that has never failed him.
The closing prayer was offered by Rev. Caleb
Fuller of Hallowell and then the Grand Lodge
of Masons of the State, under Grand Master
King, took charge of the last rites. The deceased was a member of the Grand Lodge and
in that mystic order. For many
one high
years he was Grand Chaplain of the Grand
Lodge of the Stats.

AOES

and 16 years

to be sold at

Bankstock
manufacturer’s
rupt
and

are

from

a

less than half

price.

Messrs. C. W.

Belknap

& Son

times.

•yTry it and you will use no other.
Kit up in bags of 10, 26, 60 and 100 pounds.
aap*Directions in each bag.
It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & Whit7
ney’s, Market Square, W. C. 8a wyer & Co.’s, No.46
Treble 8treet, Gee. Blanchard & Brothers, No.
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, oorner High and
Commercial Street.

C. W. BELKNAP & SON,
14S Oc 144 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND) ME.

mh20___

EASTER CAMS
large

and

assorti ent

of

Just received,

elegant

EXTRA BARGAINS
IN

BUCK SILKS
-AT—

a

$1.00 and $1.25.
These are by far the Best Silks
for the price we ever offered.
We also offer this week, a JOB
LOT of KIB GLOVES, two button, in Spring Shades, and all Perfect, at 35 cts., well worth 63 cts.

CORSETS.
Before purchasing please
amine onr Triple Back Corset. It
is one of the best now in the market. ilt affords both protection,
and SUPPORT TO THE BACK.
We are sole agents for the
Bazar
“Celebrated
Harper's
Patterns.”

ex-

Geo. A.

__coiitf

NEW GOODS.
Tan Color Chamois Gloves.
aire Kids-

Real Antique Squares.

♦

JUSS I. L FAIRWEATHER,
STo. 8 Elm Street,

Style Gents’ TiesSpecial Lot Towels
New

12 1-2 cts-

manent.
She wonld call particular attention to
her white-work Undergarments, cut and
basted, or made in a superior manner.
Particular attention glviBg to Infant’s

WARDROBES.

feb!8___dtl

S. H. LAUMINIE,

A. W.

Chicago.

JORDAN,

Portland,

Mo

S. H. LARMINIE & CO.,
Commiuitn

drain,

Mewh«at».

Provisions,

Seeds,

137 Commercial St., Portland, Me.
l22 La Salle St

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Futures bought and sold

on

Chicago Market

EASTER

on

mar3dti

Margins. Correspondence invited.

BOOTS and SHOES.

mar27

St.

__axy
Society of Art.

°f the Portland

regular monthly meeting WEDNESDAY
11HKSociety
of Art will be held
29th at 4 o’clock, In the
on

AFTERNOON, March
rooms of the Maine Historical Society, City BuildWILLIAM S. LOWELL,
ing.
Secretary.
mh27d3t

ROWELL & CO.,
Advertising Agents,

GEO. P.

OR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,
,O SPBKtJI STREET, NEW VOKK
found on file a
he Pbjcsi mav
■» »i
NEW *******
4 PARK BOW
•

Another Lot Pique
Remnants only lO ets.
Usual
Very cheap.
these
of
goods
price
30 ets.
several
have
We
to
choice
Styles
very
offer in Fancy Rlack
Dress Goods at prices
that will please close

sharp buyers.
of
remnants
and
Silks
Colored
Satins are very cheap.
Call and see them.

Our

Handkerchief

Our

We offer at COST for the h'EXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This is a rare opportHHlty as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from flue hand sewed to common medium grades. Do not fail to call
and examine onr goods before bnying

elsewhere.

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE GO.,
Cor. Union Si, Under Falmouth Hotel

dtt

In this sale

er.

we are

offering Gents’

very

Fine, all Linen Handkerchiefs for lO cts.,
usual price 35 ets.

RUPTURES CAN BE CURED,
hundreds

appliance
He has

testify that are
being introduced
to refer to Dr.

can
now

liberty

ing physicians, and

wearing the new
by Mr. Thornes.
Small, and other lead-

to
D. M. Philbrook, who was under Dr.
Treat two years and got no help;
John Merry, at Hasting’s Piano Rooms.
A. Thorpe, at John Crockett’s;
Sam’l Patterson, Real Estate Agent;
Freeman Paine, Standish;

Sherman

Charles Boynton. Limerick.
>nd one hundred others that are now luing them.
ITftftl* THOMEB will make a specialty of treating ladies, who are afflicted, at their homes till he
leaves for the West, by their loaving their orders at

his

OFFICE -UNITED STATES HOTEL,
marO-eodlm
till the middle of April.

School

Family

WE.

(Established 1850.)

Term will

Spring

March 27th.

commence
H. F.

Address,
marl 5

EATON, Principal,

d2w

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
Given to private pupils by the iubacrlbea

J. W. COLCORD,
143 Pearl Street.
_d»»

Jan 24

DAY
LIGHT
AT
NIGHT.
Ours being the only hat
store in Portland lighted by
the electric light, customers who are unable to buy
in the day time, can by
calling upon us, find the
largest assortment, pick out
colors, and see quality of
goods, even better than by

day light.

BLUE,
BROWN,

These are the leading colors for the low
Crown wide brim stiff hats. We have
these colors in the extreme styles.

SILK
HATS
We have both styles. YOUNG Gents’
and OLD Gents’, and charge bat

$2.75
and exchange, and guarantee the same
quality that others charge $3.50 for.

TRUNKS
AND
BAGS.
We.make

a

specialty

$1-00
:35c

Bovs Fur Hats tor

*25c

tor

GLOVES

We have a Hue assortment of Spring
colors.
Goods delivered to all parts of the city.

COE,
THE

HATTER

251 IMdle Street

197 Middle Street.
inar!8

ELIZABETH.

CAPE

dtf

•

of these Roods.

Men’sFurHats for

Visit our Store before purchasing Dry
Goods of ANY KIND.

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros’ Pianos,

SAIl'EL THLILSM,
3 Free Street
sep29

Block, PORTLAND.
dtf

The Assessors of the Town of Cape Elixximth
to all persons liable to taxation
in said Town, that they will be in session at their
office in Town House on the 3d, 4th and 6th days
■of April, inst., from 10 o’clock in the forenoon till
five o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of resaid
ceiving lists of the polls and estates taxable in

hereby give notice

^Anti all such persons

are bereW notified to make
and bring to said Assessors, true aud perfect lists
of all their polls and estates, real and personal, or
held by them as guardian, executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, ss on the first day of April,
1882, ami be prepared to make cath to the truth of

the same.
And when estates of

persons deceased have been
divided during the past year or have changed bands
administrator, or
the
executor,
cause,
other person interested, is hereby warned to give
notice of such change; and in default of such notice
from any

will be held under the law to pay the tax assessed
although such estate has been wholly d stribated
and paid over.
a ith tma
And any person who neglects to
notice, will be doomed to a tax according to the
laws Of the State, and be barred of the right to
make application to the County Commissioners for
he shows that ho
any abatement of his taxes, unless
was unable tc offer such lists within the lime hereby

comply

appointed.

THOMAS B. HASKELL, )
Assessors.
STEPHEN SCAMMAN,
1
M. J. PEABBLES,
1882.
March
2otb,
Elizabeth,
Cape

Wedding William S. Lowell,
AND

Visiting
Cards.

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER
AND

Stationer.

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Recep-

Specialty.
513 CONGRESS STREET.
ittl
tions

a

mchll

mar27__<*td

CARRIAGES,

100

NEW AND SECOND HAND,

Pliaet»BS,Open & Top Buggies,
CONCORD, GROCERY AND EXPRESS
WAGONS,

ff^r*TTVBvtiLrBB,8ij«; is
STATE

MAINE

SHOUT THE GLAD TIDINGS.

as

eodlm

marll

Sale of Hanufactur- Boys’ Caps
ers’s Seconds will continue one week long-

In order to reduce our Stock to make
room for Goods of our own manufacture.

lanl

Congress

SMITH,

sell

dtf

to those in want of

miSS E. C. FERNALD,

No 5111-2

ever

Owen, Moore & Co. SUNOS ANOORBANS.

MILLINERY.

Having lust returned with all the tolatestrnoveltles
exhibit them
in MilBnery Goods will be pleased
at her rooms

than we have
been able to
them before.

Alio k choloo stock ef flnt-eliss

INTERESTING

Loc»tion

11th.

delightful,
begiug April
Instruction ample, thorough anil practical, with
TEltll
home influences. 1). I..
principal,

good

AND
GREEN.

UlM bj ANNIE LOUISE CAE.

m»r3

Would call the attention of the Ladies of
Portland, to her large stock of KensingShe is constantly reton Materials.
ceiving new designs for Kensington and
other Embroideries. Stamping done on
•any material and warranted to be per-

SCHOOL,

ME.

Styles now open.
A job lot of Hamburg
Edges in choice
styles at lower prices

marl 7

New Buttons-

Street.

FAMILY

BLACK

STUDLEY,

Fancy Sash
Ribbons, $1.00.

Broad

Silk Gauze for
Crimp Nets.

FRANK B. CLARK,

EDUCATIONAL

Misses’ Mosquil-

EABLY.

marl)

Go.,

Fine Muslin and Nainsook Embroideries.

ED EASTER CARDS.

515 Congress

&

Congress & Brown Sts.
mchl4

Cor.

PRANG’S and I h PORTCALL

Gay

LK>

and Ulster
Cloth in New Spring
mans

A large lot of choice
Plaid Ginghams at
12 1-2 cents.

sadly away from the

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a Lawn
Dressing which is second to none in the world;
is food for
every article of which it is composed
from
grass. It also eCectually drives earth worms
the lawns, and likewise kills moss, which is often so
stable
After
applying
troublesome in old lawns.
manures to lawns, albo Superphosphates and many
other lawn dressings now in use, ft is a long time
before the children can be allowed to play on them
Not so with the
on account of the offensive odor.
for there
composition which we offer to the public,
is nothing of which it is composed to prevent cbil
dren using the lawn as a play ground at any and all

Cloakings, Dol-

New

Light Cloth listers,

are

RECEIVED

JUST

MISSES’

These

Choice Styles

Yery

60

IO, 12,14

LACE

IN

IN GENERAL.

Lawn Dressing.

County

in the

land, on the seventeenth day of April, A. D. 1882,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written
GEO. W. PARKER,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

SPRING

The latest advices from the Katahdin Iron
are that Robinson, who received a teirible blow from a shovel in the hands of an excited companion, is still living.

As the doctor turned

Portland,

FRENCH

MISSES’

shoot the birds.

patient whom he found using Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup he said: “It beats me every time.”

of

of Cumberland, adjudged to be an insolvent debtor,
on petition of said debtor, which petition was filed
on the twenty-seventh day of March, A. D. 1882,
to which date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a court of insolvency to
be holden at Probate Court room, in said Port-

THE

Works

the City Counoll at an
them that all depart-

Parish vestry to-morrow

T,Th&Stf

w. Af

sale of

1VOBRI DGUWOC'K.

THIS

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Tne Maine Central are running their shops
in the towns along the line to their utmost capacity, and are having the rolling stock of the
corporation put in first-class order. New cars
are being built; old ones are being repaired
and repainted; new locomotives are being purchased, and “improvement” seems to be the
At the shops in Auwatchword of the road.
gusta several cars are being thoroughly renovated. A palace car will be ready for service
in a few days which has been almost built
over, so extensive have the repairs been.

0.

Furniture and General Meroban
disc every Saturday, commcnoing at 10 o’clock a.
m.
ootddft
Consignments solicited.

Kogular

Eaton

is to give notice, that on the twenty-seventh
day of March, A. D. 1882, a warrant in insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of

AT

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

er,

mates

& CO.,

or.

Mr. E. R. Vining of Durham has found
amoeg the archives of his grandfather, some
rare and ancient scrip issued during the time
of the embargo by a firm doing business on
Long wharf, Portland.
A committee of French citizens in Lewiston
has been appointed to make arrangements for
the great Frencb-Oanadian celebration in that
city on the 22d of June next. The streets will
be decorated, so far as possible, and arches will
be erected on Lisbon, Ash and Lincoln streets.
The dwelling-house occupied by Simeon P.
Pendexter, in Harrison, was burned Friday
morning, March 17th. Mr. Pendexter lost 50
bushels of corn, about 30 [bushels of potatoes,
The
and most of bis furniture and clothing.
house was owned by Joseph W. Foster. No

BAILKY,

Corner of Brown.

499 Congress Street,
mar28

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTV.

___

Messrs.

aTgAY

STATE NEWS.

the opera in
ny will appear at City
which they first attained name rand fame, Sullivan and Gilbert’s “Pinafore.” The sale of
promisBeats has been very large, the opera is
ed in excellent style, there ;has been a great
demand for tickets throughout this section of
the State, and a splendid performance may be
anticipated. A few good seats still remain at
Hall

18 Exchange Si.

SalcMroom
O.

TOfSIIAN,

PINAFOBE.

To-night the celebrated Ideal Opera Compa-

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

RFANKLI NT

Springfield, how-

ever.

SALES/

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
V.

ceived from Wesleyan asking information as to
the condition of boating at Bowdoin, and as to
the prospect of arranging a four-oared race. A
communication from a person well acquainted
with the subject, states that a race could undoubtedly be arranged with Wesleyan, and at
little expense to either, if rowed at Lake
George. The letter from Wesleyan suggests a

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

thought some

bered,

daughter

Gammon who resided on,

Rev. George D. B. Pepper, D. D., Profeesor
of Theology in Crozer Theological Seminary,
was unanimously elected President ol Colby
University at a special of the Board of Trustees held in this city last evening.
Dr, Pepper is a graduate of Amherst College, class of 1857, and Newton Theological
After his

AUCTION

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

UNIVERSITY.

Rev. Dr. Pepper Elected President.

Stockbridge’s.

The Shoals of Dead Fish.
The Pbess has chronicled from time to time
the arrival of vessels at this port which have
passed through schools of dead fish. The brig
Golconda, Captain Hall, just arrived at Port-

Yankee

said, “Dot settled

to the

jured

Adjourned.

fellow

Yesterday at 1 p. m. the police force, day and
night squads, were assembled in the police station, for the annual inspection by the Mayor.

after which he spoke

COLBY

A UENTENNARIAN.

POLICE.

GOVERNMENT.

CITY

THE PRESS.

PRISON.

mh27_

EASTER CARDS 480
—

at

Congress
is

—

<Um

St.

tlie number, and

& GO’S
Stockbridge’s Music Store. WYER GREENE
place
lOOO Fancy
Cards marked down.

is the

Birthday Cards.

Odd Cards 5 cts
NO.

a

156 EXCHANGE
NEAR CITY HALL.

raar23

dozen.
ST.,

to

find

BOOTS,
SHOES,
and RUBBERS
of

mar7

All Kinds CHEAP.

eodtf

POETRY.
Sooner

_Of_

heed them where they lie—
Nothing their sounds shall signify;
the
headstone’s fret of rain;
Nothing
to

me

the dark

LIFE ROOT!

>

day’s pain.

Sooner or later the sun shall shine
With tender warmth < n that mound
Sooner or later in summer’s air
Clover and violets blossom there.

TUB BANNER

of mine;

H REIEDI!
A Positive Cure for Kidney & Live Complaints
and all Diseasesarising
therefrom such as

that deep laid rest
I shall not feel
The sheeted light fall ov«r my breast;
hidden hours
those
in
Nor ever note
The wind-blown breath of the tossing flowers.
in

Sooner or later the stainless si ows
Shall add their hush to my mute repose;
srS Soont-r or later shall slant and shift
And heap my bed wuh ibeir dazzling drift.
s.

ft n

^

A

later the bee shall come
ADd till the noon with its golden hum;
Sooner or later, on half-poised
The bluebird above my grave shall sing.
or

wing,

POWDER

Sing and chirp and whist-e with glee;
his music can mean to me;
None of those beautiful things shall know
How soundly their lover sleeps below.

Nothing

Absolutely Pure.

A marvel of parity,
This powder never varies.
eoonomloal
strength and wholesomeness. More sold
in sombe
and
cannot
than the ordinary kinds,
petllion with the multitude of low test, short weight,
or
alum
phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans. Koval Bakiko Powdeb Co.
feW8dAwly
New York.

Sooner or later, far out in the night,
The stars shall over me wing their flight;
Sooner or later the darkling dews
Catch the white spark in their silent coze.
Never a ray shall part the gloom
That wraps me ’round in the silent tomb;
Peace shall be perfect to lip and brow
(Sooner or later; oh, why not now

?__

WANTS._

AGRICULTURAL_

Wanted.
LARGE sunny room in private family, with or
without board; western part of oity preferred.
Address, O. S., 37 High St.
mar26dlw*

A

Obstacles to Butter Making in Winter.
[By Heiay Reynolds, M. I>.]
Butter making in winter however is at*

Housekeeper Wanted.

tended with some'difficulties not encountered
in summer. Butter made in winter sometimes seems to contain white 6pecks which
greatly injure the appearance. The specks
in the
may be caused by the presenoe
due to
cream
of
cream of dried bils
not stirring the whole mess when additions
are made to it so as to ensure softening of the
dry portions as this may be due to the coagulation of drops of milk caused by the action
of germs in the milk. When the specks
are caused by the presence of dried bits of
well
cream, the remedy is to stir the cream
each time any additions are made to it so as
to insure the softening of any dried particles which may be present. The more freof
quent cause of specks is the presence
coagulated drops of milk and this condition
the milk when
may be prevented by scalding
first drawn from the cow. The milk may be
placed in a tin pail and set in a boiler of
water and heated to about 130 degrees and

experienced woman, to take chat ge of a farm
and dairy. Must be a good batter maker.
Address with reference, H, J. LIBBY, Portland,

AN

in

Gardner,

mar22dlw*

Agents Wanted

IN

Wanted.
Wife must he a
CARRY on a small farm.
good hntter maker. Address A. B„ box 1983.
dtf
mar 18
Farmer

TO

elegant pictures
WANTED—Agents
of the Garfield Family, published under the
authorized plothe
of Mrs.
sell

to

Garfield;
only
ture: samples free to agents that work. For further
particulars, address J. H. BUFFORD’8 SONS, art
publishers, 39 Federal St., Boston; established
mar8-dlm

1830.

TO LET.
HOUSE Corner North and Melbourne ste
Enquire of Shepherd A
mchll eod 4w

Possession May 1st.
BRICK
Co.

SCHNAPPS.
As

8

general beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the
other alcoholic preparation.

A

public

trial of over 80 years duration in every

TTPPER

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale

STORY of building comer of High and
Commercial Sts. A desirable place for light
business.
Power furnished if
March 17,1882.
want-d. A. A. MITCHELL.
aim*
mar 18

TO LET.
HOUSE to let on Cumberland St., 341, in firstclass repair. Inquire at 31 Pine St.
feb9

A

_d*

REAL

unequaled

by any other alcoholic distillation hare
Insured for it the

reputation

of salubrity

claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

ESTATE.

Holli. Center, Ms,

At

near

ready for machinery

New Mill
of ledge 30 feet

the depet at

uu„

of any kind; Dam

nigh. Address,
JAMES O. CLARK,
mar27 dlw*
Santnrd, Me.

18 BEATER STREET,

HOUSE LOT FOB SALE.

NEW YORK.

dly

desirable building lot on North street.
Inquire of CHARLES MERRILL, 88 Quebeo
mar27 dlw
street, or 117 Commercial street.

VERY

FARM FOR SALE.

Capo Elizabeth, on the Hannaford road, V%
mile from the town house, consisting of twentyfive acres of land, pood buildings, well watered and
cuts from twenty to twenty-five tons hay, and under
a good state of cultivation. Enquire on the premisHIRAM LIBBY.
98,
d3w*
mar25

IN

It is more work

FOR_SALE.

to raise them.

Two Btoried Brick house with French roof.
No. 21 Myrtle street. The house contains 12
finished rooms with modern improvements. It will
be sold with or without the extra lot adjoining and
sold on liberal terms at a reduced prioe. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange sweet.

THE

To Keep Out Moths.
Buy tar paper in sheets from the drug
store. It costs 50 cents for a dozen large
Have the woolen articles well
sheets.
brushed, and wipe off with a little diluteb
ammonia any grease spots, as thesq are the
places where it is most likely the moth will
have laid its eggs. That is the reason that
moth holes are frequently found on the front
of the waistcoat or front breadths of the
dress.
If you see any suspicious looking
white films upon the cloth, secure against
these by pressing them with a hot iron over
It is claimed by some that the
a damp cloth.
tar paper not only will keep out moths, but
that it will even destroy the grub. But this
is not sure, so take care that there are- no
more films or white specks upon the garments you put away, and you may safely
trust the tar paper to keep them out. The
most delicate white woolens and furs can be
laid away in this paper without any protection, as the tar does not rub off. The leading tailors put away their winter goods in tar
paper. For the large fur-lined garments, if
you send these to a trusty furrier he will insure them.
If you do not care to do this, envelop the cloak at its full length with tar
paper, and then sew it up in a coarse linen
bag, hanging it up, as if it was a canvas
The coarse glossy gray linen
covered ham.
that comes so cheap for ulsters and summer
coats is the right thing, as it is slippery
enough to repel the moths; moths like soft
The tar
nests and do not like linen fibre.
paper alone is sufficient if you put the cloak
away in a chest. If you hang it up it is best
to have a bag for it.

eodSw

mchl4

WINDHAM.

FOR SALE

The Fogg farm, on the great eastern
which passes through Gorham,
fthgjgtjreWindliam and Gray. Is within one
of Windham Center, and Within
100 rods of a good count ry hotel and store, where
In a
the mail stage passes each way every dav.
ood farming neighborhood, and but twelve miles
The farm buildings are large, well
rom Portia- d.
finished and in good order. They were built within
twenty-five years by a man of ample means and
home tastes. The house contains thirteen finished
rooms of good size and height, sashes hong with
sm.

m

J^Kd^fcroad,
InnflMmile

f

weights, ample closets with drawers, piazaa and

PARKER’S

Best Two Dollar Kid But. Boots iD town at
Dearborn’s, 381 Congress street.
The Poet Wilde’s Unkissed Kisses are known
in America as “Oscarlation.”—Punch.

GINGER TONIC

owing to

its

purity

and excellence.

OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay our death
claims promptly upon their approval by tbe loss
committee, without waiting the customary ninety
days—and without rebate ofinterest!
Presided!.
J0H< I.DBVITr,
DANIEL SHARP Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
NICHOLAS DeOROOT, Assistant Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

Carom and

one

Corn Packers !
PRESSES and Die* for the manufacture
ol Corn Cans for sale.
Enquire of
BI RfBAJI & JIOBKil.I..
mh20dtf

SCREW

~

..

and other Stocks.
Real Estate.
Cash and other Ledger Assets—

Total

Assets,

Dec.

FOB SAFE.

MJ8INES8 CARDS.

9,266,000 00
9,463,973 42
08

$41,511,949
1,465,634

03
44

1,331,068

42

31,1881.$44,308,641

89

for reinsurance of all

reserve

ex-

isting policies.

34,393,046 00

Total Undivided Surplus.

$9,915,496 89

1881?.$16,119,096
Outstanding*.$200,679,019

Risks assumed in
Ri*ks

Jotham F. Clark,

Its rich and lasting fragrance has made this
delightful perfume exceedingly popular. There

la nothing like It. Insist upon having Flores*
ton Colours end look for signature of

ob

dealer In
supply you. 25 and 75 cent litt*.
LARGE SAVING BUYING 75c.

every

can

bottle.

Any drugght

or

MANAGBH,

Portland

perfumery
|

30

SIZE._

PORTLAND, ME.

mch7

eod&wly

jan24

St

deod3w

The books of the

PORTLAND MUTUAL

Fishing

Insurance

(gatol ffi'drvle'i,

No. 37 Plum Street.

tion.

Cures Rheumatism, Lumbago;
Lame Back, Sprains and Bruises,
Asthma, Catarrh, Coughs, Colds,
SorfevS'hroat, Diphtheria, Bums,
Frost Bites, Tooth, Ear, and
Headache, and all pains and aches.

deo2___

Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

Southern

leaving

Sleeping

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and T icket Agent
Master
SANBORN,
Transportation,
dtf

D. W.
dec 5

to Colorado,California
and the Yosemite Talley.
Boston

and return to Boston

April 17th
June 2d, occupying 46 days.
LEAVE
Room Cars.

Drawing

cost

$460.

Full

Everything
particulars of

21TT&S&w2w

mar

E. E. CPU AML & CO.,
No. 6 Exchange Street.

a. at.

at.

CROCKERY,

Inaction with through trains of Ms. Csntral B. B., and
GrandTrank Transfer, Portland, with throng!
trains of Grand Trank B. B.
Through tickets to all points South and West, al
Depot offices and at flollins A Adams’ No. 22 Ex

STEAMERS.

Steamers!

r.

FARE SI.OO.
The .avorite Steam on Forest City and
John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
at 7 o’clock p. ru. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, st 6 o’clock p. in. (Sundays excepted)
Passengers by this line are remirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expenst

Portland,

and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late at night
fW~ Tickets and Staterooms for tale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Ball and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J■ B. COYLE, Jr., General Agent.

sure to

W.

x ue

?.

An

for
Seminal Weakness.
Impotency, and all
DUwues th»t follow
as a sequence of S,d f
Abuses as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age. and many
other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or
cure

TRADEMARK

owners or

streets.

NOTICE

8Ians

designated

said streets

ao«2tMlyr_

IMPORTED

LIQUORS!

of all kind*, la

JOST & MORTON,

ORIGINAL

R.

the

PACKAGES,

—FOB BALK

BT —

STANLEY & SON, Importers,
IVJ FORE *T

POBTLAWDMB.

Carriage
CORKY 4 CO.. 125 4 127 Commercial St
IRON,E. Steel,
Ship Knees and Ship Hu Id
LUMBER,
iag. W. H. SIMONTON, 314 Commero 1 S
Southern Pine Timber, Plank and
J. W. DEEPING, 210 Commercial
Boaras.
LUMBER.
all hinds. Black Walnut
ape
LUMBER,
cialty. S. W. LARRABEE 4 SON, 194 Com
A
Land
Plaatci
and
Cal.
Cement.
Hair. C. A. B MORSE 4 00., 6 Com’l Whf
LIME,
Sprnce,
L"UMBER,
BUMERY,
All
BIRN1K

*50.00 Gold.
*90.00 Gold.
TORRANCR

apply

A CO., General Agents. Grand Trank Freight OffidecS dtmayl
foot of India street.

ces,

PROFESSIONAL
-AND-

EDUCATIONAL.
H. FA38E1T,
ABCumrr,
Centennial Block, 93 Exchange Street.

PHILADELPHIA

KCHAS.

Direct Steamship Line.
Lures each Fort Erery Wednesday and

130 Vi Middle Street.

E. 0. JORDAN,

|
J

Wharfage.

ARCHITECT,

CIVIL ENGI1TEKR8.

Saturday.

No

H. ktmbat.t.,

CTVIL ENGINEER AN

’sailing vessel.
Freight for the West hy the Penn. R. B., and South
connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
■■sage Eight Dalian. Il.nsd Trip SIS.

a

Mods and Boo 3 Included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. giHPSON, Agent,
lO I on* Wharf, Beaten
deSlt

SD

f

aB

SURVEYOR,

_184 Middle Street

p"

From Long Wharf. Boston. 8
From Pine Street Wharf’
m.
Philadelphia, at 1C a. m
insurance one-half the rate of

LAWYERS.
The

following

are

member* of the Cumberland

Bar Aaaoclatlon:

AS.

0. ANDREWS,
COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

_188 Middle Street.

AW.

K. ANTHOINE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
43 Exchange St.

BBjON BRADBURY,
COUNSELLOR

AT

34

or

of

Pine and Short.
00.. 332 Commercial St

Kinds,

on

1882.
Per

“Mannfr’s.’

EDWIN CLEMENT 400., 272 Commercial St
LUMBER
Eastern, Western A Southern
S. H. 4 A. R. DOTEN. 266 to 264 Fore 8
LUMBER,
Mf’r. ofali kinds of Spruce
GILBERT SOCLE, Agt., Com’l. foot of Park.
LUMBER.
Kiln-dried Hardwood Floor
LEGBOW BROS., 24 Preble S
LUMBER,
lug,
Mich. Pine A Hard Wood.
LUMBER. WIDBER 4 BAOON, 220 Com’l St.

MALHiniSiSiSKaim

k

was,

water

Piping. DANIEL WINSLOW* SON.
and Boiler makers.
PORTLAND COMPANY, East Ena, fore St
millinery

and

must be affixed to the
or before the first day of

order,

H. I.

febldtd

buildings

on

April, A. D.

ROBINSON, City Clerk,

Goods,
McMANN. 92 Cross it

Planters and Shippers.
& HAWES, 119 Commercial St
Oils, Varnishes & Supplies.
JOHN W. PERKINS A CO., 74 A 76 Com’l

TIMMONS
OYSTER*.

PAINTS,

Boobs Ac

Hangings,
Stationery
St
LOR1NG7 SHOR'Ta HARMON,
PAPER
carpetings.
A
190
192 Middle
MARRETT,
CO.,
Paper-hangings
A CO.,
J.
Photographic
CongresB
Vinegar, Cider, Ketchup
Market
PETTENGILLACo, Mlrs.,
PICKLES,
LARD, Hams, Snusages,
Portland St.
THOMPSON, FOWLER CO.,
PORK,
PACKERS.
16 Silver
PORK
LEIGHTON,
Wholesale
Commission.
THOMPSON
Commeicial
PRODUCE,
HALL,
GOODS.-Hall
Union
Portland Branch,
Middle
RUBBER
Dealers.
Importers
Wharf
EMERY
A
FUR
Head
ol
Union
SALT.
ISH,
Chandlery.
BROKERS, Stores
SHIP WINSLOW A CO., A Central Whl
BROKERS, Cordage, Chandlery
Commercials!
KELSEY.
Stores. RYAN
SHIP
208 Middle

and

BAILEY

A

materials.
D. DEXTER
480

Ace

8 A 10

E. D.

Arc

SO

A

TRUE A

DIRECTORY^

Book Bindors.
Witt. A. QUINCE. Boom II, Printer.
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.

Pattern and Model Maker.
A. I. RABOCB, 3!) Crow St., Portland
me.

NILES,
Advertising Agent,
St. R.

ST.,

BOSTON.
Contracts (or Advertisements in Newspaper, In all
eltleeand towns of the United States and ths
BritishProvInces.
•

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On
and after Monday, Dec.
OIS'SKtSSI 3, 1881, Passenger Trains
LEAVE
PORTLAND
-“—“■FOB BOSTON at 8.46 a.m. 1.10
(Express.) and 3.80 p. m., arriving at Boston at
1.16, 5.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bos
ton st 8.30 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 8.30 p. m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.80, 6.00, and 8.00
Portland for Scarboroagb Beach,
p. m.
Fine Point.Old Orchard Beach, andKen___

fe^^will

nebunk.at 8.46 a.m. 3.30 and 6.30 p.m. (See
Note.) For Saco and Biddeford, at 8.46 a. m.
1.10, 3.30 and 6.30 p. m. For Wells, at 8.46 a.
m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.)
For North Berwick, Salmon Falla, Great Falls, Dover,
Lawrence
and Lowell,
Exeter, Haverhill,
at 8.46 a. in., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
Market, at 8.46 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. Far
Rochester, and Farmington, N. H., at 8.46
For Alloa Bay,
a. m.. 1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3,30 p. m. Far Maachealer
and Concord, N. H.. (via Lawrence,) at 8.45
a.m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m.
Morning Train will leave Kcnnebaak for
Portland at 7.26.
BTNOTE—The 1.10 p. m. train from Portlam! will not atop at Scarborough Beach. Pine
Point, Did Orchard Beach, Kennebunk or Wells,
except to take passengers for Boston.
Parlor Cara on trains leaving Boston, at 8.80
a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.45 a.m. and
1.10 p. hi.
Parlor Car Seats secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
*y-The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Monad Line Steamer* for New York
and all rail lines for the Weet. The 3.30 p. m.
train connects with all Rail Lines far New
York and lha South and West.

SUNDAY

TRAINS Leave Portland for
1.00 p. m. Boston

Boston and Way Stations at
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.

oor.

St.

Robber Co.
A
sts.

bor,
Harbor, Millbridgc, Jeneepert
and Machiasport.
Returning, leaves Machias port, every Monday Morning, at 4.80 o'clock, touching as above,
arriving In Portland about midnight, connecting
with Pullman night train for Boston and the West.

at
Rockland with
Connects
Sanford S. 8.
Co. steamers for Belfast, Bangor and River
with
for
also
steamer
Green’s
Landings;
Landing,
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor with
steamer for Lamoine and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue Hill.

Coming Weal,
ounects at Rockland Monday with Sanford S. S.
Co. from Bangor and River Landings for Portland.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
Nov. 23. 1881.

LAW,

Exchange

Street

NATHAN & HENRY B. CLEAVES,
OOUNRLLORS AT LAW,

C

Exchange Street

30

CJOHN

0. OOBB,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
31Vi Exchange Street

D

DRUMMOND A DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

F

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

T

J. H. FOGG,

93

Exchange Street.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
173 Middle

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
42 Vi Exchange

FM.

P. FRANK,

LAW,

COUNSELLOR AT

_199 M ddl

Street.

Street.

Street.

CLARENCE HALE,

H

COUNSELLOR AT

93

LAW,

Exchange Street

Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maohlas, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax.. Also oonneot with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland A Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Ststien.
All trams stop at Exeter ten mlnntes for refrsskmenta. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station. Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to al! points West and
Sonin may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston A Maine Depot, and at Uaion
Ticket Ofilce, 40 Exchange St.
JAB. T. FURBER. Gen. 8upt
8. H. STEVENS. Gen Agent, Portland,
dec

2dtf^

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
changiTof time.
and after MONDAY, OCT. 17th,
1881, train! will ran aa follow!:
DEPASTURES:
For Anbnrn and LewktM, 7.10 a. m.,
13.36 and 6.16 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.80 a. m„ 1. 80 and 6.16 p. m.
For Gorham, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30

ON

d.
v m.

ARRIVALS.
I.ewUton and Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30. 8,16 and (1.00 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.30
From

p.

PASSAGE TICKE1 OFFICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, ontward and prepaid, w ith choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lanes route free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, State, National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest ratesof passage, viz: Cabin, $60 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $60, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $26 to $32. according to

steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Take Notice.—I can sell steerage $2.00 less
than any other agency,
Sterling and Continental exchange in.
sums to suit.
Also agent Morris European and
American Express for packages and freight to all
Also agent for the celebrated
parts of the globe.
Acidia Coal by
cargo. Apply to

Montreal and

74 EXCHANGE STREET
-AND-

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

dtf

Ac

3

4

161

tiHIPSmiTUS, Chains, Anchors, Blocks
o Pumps, Ac. G.M.StanwocilACo. 171-3 Com’l 8
CASES of every Description.
CHARLES H. BLAKE, 78 Cross St
Am HEATING and Plumbing.
W. U. PENNELL A CO„ 17 and 19 Union St.
Ac molasses Importers.
GEO. S. HUNT A Go., Agts Eagle Refinery
rilACKLK Blocks Galvanised Boat TrimM.
minga. T.LAUGHL1NA SON, Center St
Caffees, Spices and Grocers’ Sundries.
G. W. SIMONTON A CO.. Mfrs., 13 A 16 Union

SHOW
STB
SUGAR

TEAS,
mfg’s. and Dealers.
TENNEY A LEIGHTON, 202 Fore St.
TIN WAKE,

rnfrs. and Dealers,
A OO., 162 ExohangeSt

Bags Ace.,

BROAD
TRUNKS,G.Dealers
B.

in Sawed Wood and

WOOD.
Kindlings. MORSE AFICKETT 19 Plum

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Mill wanker
Cincinnati. St. Coni*,Omaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Dearer, San Francieeo,
and all points In the

Northwest, West and Southwest.
W.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. SPICER Superintendent,

__oct!7dtf
Rumford Falls & Buckfleld
H-AlIiliOAP.
Leave Canton for Portland and
Lewleton, 4.00 and 9.20 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
Leave Lewleton at 1.67 p. in.
Stage connection! with Byron, Mexico, Oilfield,
Peru, Livermore, Welt Sumner and Turner.
Ol'IS HATFORD, Supt,
dec3 dtf
Portland, Dec., 6th, 1881.

a

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
100 Exchange

I

Steamers Eleanora and Franeonia
WUl until farther notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Po-tlaad, every MONDAY and THURSDAY.at 6
and leave Pier 87, Eaet River, New York,
every MONDA Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During tbe summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage te and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, 86; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For farther information

once.

apply

to

HENRY FOR, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 88, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 8k
Excnange Street. From Dee. 1 to May 1, no pasdecSdtf
senger. will be taken by this line.

Street.

P.J. LARRABEE,

L

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

_199 Middle Street

I

J. J. LYNCH,

L

COUNSELLOR

LAW,

AT

_34 Exchange Street,

|

LOCKE & LOCKE,

I

WUXIAM H. LOONEY,

L

COUUSELLOBS AT LAW,
176 Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.

L

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

51Vh Exchange Street.
WILBUR F. LUNT.

I

L

ATTORNEY

LAW,

AT

Poet

Office Bulldin

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
MO. P. MATTOCKS,
SlVi

M

JAMES T. McCOBB,

0

JAMES O’DONNELL,

P

HENRY G. PEABODY,

Exchange S

BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,

85 Exchange St.

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,
119Vi Exchange St

AT LAW,
100 Exchange Street.

COUNSELLOR

Bray

&

dyer,

COUNSELLORS AT LAW.
100

B

THOMAS B. REED,

B

FRANK W. ROBINSON,

T

THOMAS & BIRD,

COUNSELLOR

Exchange 8 k

LAW.
93

AT

Exchange St

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchnnge Street

COUNSELLORS

AT

LAW,

38 Exchange SI

SSTBOUT,

GAGE A STROUT

COUNSELLORS

Steamship Company, V

AT LAW

Exchange St

__31 Vi

BYRON D. VKRRJLL,
COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

191

f

Middle St.

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,
.COUNSELLOR

MUSIC

AT

LAW,
98

Exchange St

TEACHERS

KH. KOTZSCHMAR,
PIANO, ORGAN AND HARMONY,
Stockbrldge’s Musi* Store.
MH.
PA.

MURRAY,

PIANO

AND OHO AN.

Stockbridge’s
E. PENNELL,
?qicb. 8iNonra
Tenor

m .axl

Music

Store.

mbakchjm

Soloist, 96 Park Street

PROPOSALS
States Engineer Office,
Portland, Maine, March 26, 1882.
in duplicate, addressed to the undersigned, will be received at his office in Portland, Maine, until 3.00 o’clock P. M., on Friday,
the 10th day of April, 1882. for improving the
following named harbors, to wit:
1. Portsmouth Harbor, N. H.-Breaking up
and removing about 600 cubic yards of sunken
United

CLYDE'S
Philadelphia A Hew

England
STEAMSHIP EINE
In

onnection with

OLD

COLONY

ROAD.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
BIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Hteanaera, sailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
direct to

Fill]

adolplaia.

all Kail did Water Lines.
Through Kates and Bills Lading given from

point in New England
For Kates and

to

Philadelphia.

to
and
an j

information apply to

D. D, C. JIKK, Agent,
15 State Street, Boston, Mas

feb20dtf_

_

Provincetovru Harbor, Ham.—About
tons of Rubble Stone.
Persons desiring to make proposals for the above
works are requested to apply to the undersigned at his
office No. 4531^ Congress Street, Portland, Me., or
No. 26 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass., for specifications, instructions to bidders, and the requisite
blanks, and such iurther information as may be
desired concerning the same.
GEO. THOM, Colonel of Engineers,
Bvt. Brig. General, U. S. A.
mar26 d6t
2.

RAIL

Connecting there with Clyde Steam Lines
Charleston, S. €., Washington, B. C.,

PROPOSALS,

ledge.

BOSTON

FROM

Ac

J. 8.

l

Semi-Weekly Line to New fork.

nebee,

PASSENGER OFFICES

No. 22 Exchange Street

mchl6

Maine

AT LAW,
899Vi Congress Street

COUNSELLOR

SETH L. LARRABEE,

I

t\e
J. L. FARMER, Agent,

m.

From Chicago,
13.30 p. m.

Haakon

b. holden,

nov23-dtf

General Ocean Steamer

Trains on Boeton A Maine road sonneet with all
steamers ranlng between Portland and Bangor,

St

13 A

and
163

A

A

TKIt.TIOIVT

8

and

BUSINESS

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

A

OIL.—

Chadwick, Cherry, Commercial, Fletcher,
Emery, Fore, Frederick, Gilman, Gould,
Hemlock, Henry, Kennebe*., Laurel,
Lowell, Maple, Milk, Moody, Moulton,
Noyes, Orchard, Promenades Eastern
and Western, School, Sherbrook, Silver,
Taylor, West Commercial and Wilson

so

Ac.
Commercial

’.tefined Petrolenm, Ligonia and
Water White Oils. PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL CO., 194 Forest.

City Clerk’s Office, I
February 9, 1H82. )
is hereby given, that the above named
streets have by order of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen been renumbered according to the
jn the City Civil Engineer’s Office, ana all parse interested are hereby notified that the numbers

and ft AFTER TAKIRB.
BEFIRETAIIIL Consumption
Premature Grave.

WINES &

IROIfUlMl,
A.uJfFEVENS

Hardware
4 CO., 140 4 160

and Straw Goods, mfrs.
* CO., 98 and 100 Cross St.

-•

jjuh

ui on

Heavy

ADVERTISEMENTS MILCINERV
G.D. HILLMAN

occupants of Buildings and
lots, on Burnham, Grant, Mellon, Sherman, Sheridan, (the latter including old
Poplar street,) Arsenal, Beach, Central

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
unfailing

GROCERS.
GROCERS,
CHAS. MCLAUGHLIN 4 CO.. Central St.
aROCERS.
I SAWYER, FOSS 4 LEERING. 1 Centra Wbrl
CtROUERS,
and Provisions.
CONANT 4 RAND, 163 Commercial St
GROCERIES
Flour and Provisions.
FLETCHER 4 CO., 169 Commercial Si
GROCERIES,
Flour and Provisions.
H. 8. MKLCHER 4 CO., 147 Commercial St
GROCERIES,
Provisions and Flour.
W. P CHASE 4 CO, 167 Commercial St
GROCERS.
and Dealers in Flour.
GROCERS
SMITH, GAGE 4 OO., 92 Commercial St
Cutlery and Farm Tools
HARDWARE,
SMITH, TIBBETTS 4 CO., 131 Middle St
Agents for Oriental Powder Mills
Hardware.
N. M. PERKINS 4 CO., No. 2 Free St. Bl’k
Mill Supplies, Agta. Williams
KING 4 DEXTER, 269 Middle St
HARDWARE,
Belting.
Caps, Furs, Robes nnd Gloves.
BYRON GRK ENOUGH 4 CO.. 234 Middle S
HATS,

VIILLINERY

City of Portland.
To

TnlbASl

lish Remedy.

ROVER1ES. Flour aud Provisions.
VJT W. 4 C. R. Milliken 107 4 109 Commercial St
Fleur and Provisions.
COUSENS 4 TOMLINSON, 217,4 219 Com’
Spice Grinders 4 Coffee Roasters
TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN 4 CO.. 176 Com’

lU BIBBER, MORRILL &

F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts

ang

SATES or PASSAGE.
Cabin.
Cabin return.
For passage, Ac.,
to DAVID

Fr.

—AITD—

Philadelphia.

STATION INNEWy0BKf^«^

issued at reduced rates to those dcolroia

are

ARCHITECTS.

Boston

-BETWEEN-

Most Central Station In Philadelphia
Philadelphia dfc Reading R. R.
NINTH AND GREEN OTBEBTO,

dominion line?

_

Bound Brook Route.

New York, Trenton &

WEEK..

UN AND AFTER 3208BAV, NUV. T8th, 8lean
of
this Line will
ere
_Leave Railroad Wharf,
of
State
foot
street,
every
Monday,
and
and Thursday, at 6 p. in., for Eastport
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbia* ten,
8t.
Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstoek,
Grand Menaa, Dlgby, Annapolis. Yarmomtb,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newoaatla. Amherst,
Platon, Sbediac, Bathurst, Dalhensie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and otker
stations on tbe New Brunswiok and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Connties, and Prince Edward Island Kail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received np to 4 p. m. and any InFreight
formation regarding tbe same may be had as the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets.
State Rooms and farther information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange at.. T. C. HUB
nov24dtf
SEY. President, and Manager

dtf

Bupt.da&dtf

NewYorK & Philadelphia New Line

PER

TRIPS

.-.

stopat Woodford’s.
J. W. PETEBS, Gen. Tleke„ Agent.

GEO. P. WE-

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
TWO

of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.
TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.19th March
ONTARIO. Capt Williams.30th March.
BROOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.13th April.
DOMINION. 27th April.

BOSTON

s

change Street.
Does not

Nle., Calais, Me., SL
Jehu, N. B„ Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

Eastport,

tickets

at

*

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO

The steamers of this Line will
daring the winter seseon
fortnightly between this portend
Liverpool. The vessels are Clyde
built, fall powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid

as.

m.

By Atlantic Const Line and Seabaard Air
Line. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No. 228 Washington st.
By Inland & Seaboard Coasting Ca. and
PotsnaHt 8. B. C'a. to Washington, D. C., and
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wbarf.
TICK KTH to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through Tickela to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and
306 Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
*9 00 first class; *7.00 second class, Including meal*
and berths.
E. 8AMP8UN, ties. Agent, M Central
nov2-dtf
Wharf, Boston

ran

m.

ns.

COOPERAGE

To be made in
first class. To

st.

ington

Train* leave BmUb.

ARRANGEMENT.
after Monday, Bee. 3,
,-11881, Passenger Train, will leave
t-w-Portland at 7.30 a. n>., and
1.05 p, m„ arriving at Woreeeter
J
at 2.16 p. m. and 7.80 p. m.
He turning leave
Union Depot, Woreeeter, at 7.80 a. m. and 11.16 a.
at
Portland
at
1.26 p. m, and 5.45 p.
m., arriving

cor.

COAL.
COAL.

West-

At 8.30 a. an. and arrive in Portland at 12.30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), aBd arrive m Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Car*.
On trains
Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. ana trains leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to all point* We»t and
Mouth may be had of J, M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Seat* and
Berth* sold at Depot Ticket OIBce.

On and

a.

rWAL, Wholesale, by Corgoor Carload.
Kj RANDALL A MCALLISTER. 60 Commercials
flOAL, by the Cargo, Carload or Ton,
S. ROUNDS 4 SON, 86 Commercial st
VI
/lOAL, Dealer la Special Coals.
HENRY
L. PAINE, 267 Commercial S
Vi
Lehigh, White Ash and Cumberland.
WARREN 4 RING, 162 Commercial St
Wholesale by Carload or Ton.
CHARLES H O’BRION, 236 Com’l St
POFFEK Roasters and Spice Grinders.
H. H. NEVENS 4 CO., 184 4 186 Fore St
Vi
rtOFFEES, Spices, Cream Tartar, Ac
ll ROLLINS 4 BUMERY, 184 4 186 Com. St.
/NON FECTIONARY,Plaiu A Fancy Mfr
L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress St.
VI
STOCK Exporters.
GEO. S. HUNT 4 CO., Ill Commercial St
China and Glass Ware.
0. E. JOSE 4 CO., 140 4 142 Middle St
Glass
and Plated Ware.
SNROCKERY,
L HAYE8 4 DOUGLASS, 242 Middle St.
PIPE, Garden Border, Emery
J. W. STOCKWELL.
Wheels. 4c.
Windows, Blinds and Fixtures
LEGBOW BROS., 24 Preble S

ana

FIX) RIDA,
GEORGIA.
ALABAMA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
By Vs., Ttaa. Ac da. Air Liar. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, Nc. 240 Wash-

points.

WINTER

m.

MACHINISTS

GEO. W. RICH, Secretary.

d»m

CITY

The beet Internal and external remedy in
the world. Every bottle guaranteed.
Price, 60 cents and %LOO.
FOSTER, MILBCRN A
Prop’ll,
(. Y., U. S. A.
BUFFALC
U

FRESCO PAINTERS,
*quttrr. Portland.
Price, reaaonabie aad satisfaction gear anteed,
lea

Company

are now open for business.
We insure all reseel. owned in the State of Maine and engaged in the t od and M ckerel k asherie*.
ES'-Send for blank applications or other informa-

M^Sold in Portland, by Fred A. Titmer, 2E1 Congress St,
taaFounv If Stone, cor. Congress and Green 8ta.

BERRY,

ern

a.
as.
a.

a

Insorance

Fishing

free by mail to everr one. g-B^The Specific Medicine Is
■old by all druggists at 41 per package, or six packages for $5
or trill be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by
addressing
THU GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

I

Sound

dtf

BRUSH
For Clinton,
Ayer Jaac., Fitchburg.
Nashua, Lowell, Wlndhans, and Hoand 1.03 p.
CABINET
ping at 7.30
Par Manchester, Concord and point. North, at
nnd Paper Hanging*.
1.03 p.m.
BAILEY
CARPETINGS
A
190
MARRETT,
CO..
A 192 Middle
For Rochester, Springvnle, Alfred, WatA Sleigh mfrs. A Dealer*.
erboro and Saco River.7.30
as., 1.03
CARRIAGE
MARTIN, PENNELL A CC., Elm A Cumberland
p. as., and (mixed) st 0.30 p.
Retnrnlnc
leave Roohester st (mixed) 6.46
and Sleigh mfrs. A Dealer*
m.. 11.21
ZEN AS THOMPSON, Jb., 34 to 38 Union St
CARRIAGE
a.m., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
and 6.46 p.
(mixed) 9.85 a. m., 1.26 p.
and Saddlery Hardware.
For
Gsrhant, Macearappa, Cumberland
JAMES BAILEY A CO., 264 Middle S
CARRIAGE
Westbrook
and
Mills,
Woodford’s,
meats, Fish and Vegetable*.
at 7.30
at.,
1.03, 0,110 and (mixed:
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 Commercial
CANNED
*0.30 p.
The 1.03 p.
tiain from Portland connects at
manufacturer and Importer
ERNESTO PONCE,
CIGARS,
Ayer Jaac. with Hoosac Taanel Route foi
Exchange and Middle
and
the
at
Union
Weet,
Depot, Woreeeter, foi
Tobacco*, Canned Gault, Ac
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
G. W. S1M0NT0N A CO., 13 and 15 Union St
CIGARS,
via Springfield, also with N. Y. & N. E. R.
and
Famishing Good* K, ("‘Steamer Maryland Bouts”) for PhiladeL
J. T. LEWIS A CO., 147 Middle St
CLOTHING
Baltiasore, Washing ton, and th(
oath and with Boston Or Albany R. K. foi
Shin,
manufacturer* A Jobbers
the West.
ALLEN A CO., 229 Middle and 6 Temple Stt
CLOTHING
Oloee connections made at Westbrook

Hardware Ac.

Agency,

Exchange

•end

the

■ 4 naiUet

10,706,112 66

Total Liabilities, including legal

GREAT SAVING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

ALL

ami

$8,920,000 97
1,426,662 00

1,731,210

Market value of Stocks over cost..
Accrued Interest, Rents and Premiums....

disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
i Gingki Tonic at once; it will invigorate and build
I you up Irom the first dose but will never intoxicate,
of lives; it may save yours,
f It has saved hundreds
CAUTION!—Refu»e all robrtltute*. Parker’* Ginger Tonic fa
f
of
the
be*t
remedial
agents in the world, and is entirely
competed
different from preparation* of ginger alone. Send for circular to
Hfccox A Co., N. Y. 60c. A $1 Eire*, at dealer* In drag*.

the fixtures and good will of a flijt-claei
restaurant, located in business part of the city.
For particulars, call on J. BREWER, Jr., No. 49%
Exchange street, city._
mar21dtf^

Job

Paint, Whitewash, Ac.
D. WHITE A SONS, 127 Middle St
mfr’*-, Paint, Whitewash, Ac.,
TRUE BROTHERS, 176 Fore St.
maker*. Fine Furniture.
DEANE BROS. A SANBORN, 183 Middle St.
HUM..

Lynn,

cet.
or

ASSET?.

any

with
barber s

every
Also, one good
the tables when new.
chair. Inquire of G.H. BRIGGS, Mechanic Falls,
mar2Pdtf
Maine.

$co(c,

TV OILER makers and Blacksmiths.
QUINN A CO. Offloe, 36 Commercial St
Stationery and Roam Papers.
BAILEY A NOYES, 68,70 A 72 Exchange St
Stationery A Room Paper*.
LORTNG, SHORT A HARMON, 208 Middle St

Portsmouth,
Gloucester, Rockport,
Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1.10 p. u*. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with
and Rail Lines for all
Salem,
Newburyport,
Chelsea and

Trip

PAYSON TUCKEB, Snp’t.

Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.

Cooperage eleck.
HAMLEN. 140 Com’l St, A 240 Fore St.

m.

at 0.30 a. m.
A special Sleeping Car will be
ready for oocnpancy In Portland station, at 9.00
p. m. and is attached to this train for Boston,
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11
p. in.
At 8.45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scar
boro, Saco,
Blddeford, Kounebunk, Wells, North and Seuth
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery,

Limited Tickets Aral aad second class for
S', John and Balifax on sale nl reduced

and

Trains leave Portland.
Dally (Wight Pullman) for Saco,

a.

Blddeford, Kennelmnk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving

not

rates.

9

At

CAROLINAS,

TENNESSEE,

VIRGINIA,

—

Bonds and Mortgages..
United States 8tocks.
State, City and other Stocks authorized by the Laws of the State..
Loans secured by United States

And the Best and Surest Cough Cure Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or

Pool Table, In good oondl
Alao

STEPHEN

through to Bangor every morning, and Showhegan Sunday Morning, bnt not Monday. Does
ran to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday
morning.

Central Wbarf, Roeton,
M.,
o’clock,
direct to Norfolk and Baltimore.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parte of

at S

as

farm

Cues, Balls,

only.

t Knns

BERKSHIRE.

ALLEGHANEY,

DRAIN
AND THIRD AND BERKS 8Tb.
DOORS,
Painters A Uln. Supplies
Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO
W. F. PHILLIPS 4 CO.,134 to 138 Middle St
DRUGGISTS,
Re
bay tickets (at any railroad
steam
FOR CALIFORNIA,
Chemicals A Drng’ts Sundries,
boat office In New England) via
J. W. PERKINS 4 CO., 744 76 Commercial St
DRUGS,
BOUND BROOK ROUTE.
JAPAN, CHINA,
MAINE STATE AGENCY,
Paints, Oils, Ac.
E. L. STANWOOD 4 CO., Market st
DRUGS, Chemicals,
Sandwich (eland., New Zealand asd
Medicines, Paints and Oils.
Australia.
J. F. Ferris, Manager. DRUGS,
W. W. WHIPPLE 4 CO., 21 Mtrket Square.
FARE,
The
splendid steamers sail from New
York
the 10th, 20th and 80th of each month
Medicines
Paints nnd Oils
New York and PhllmfolphU
{ J^.^iYa,
C. A. PARSONS 4 CO., 117 and 119 Middle S
DRUGS,
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
W. A. MORRIS, Agent for Portland.,
below.
dtf
deo3
Goads, Woolens, and Pancy Goads
NEW
ENGLAND
AGENCY,
S. S. City of Para, Mar. 211 8.8. Colon,... Mar. SO
DRV
DEEBING, MILLIKEN 4 CO.. 166 Middle St
S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
S.
©*
THE
STATEMENT
319 Washington Street, Boston.
Woolens and Pnncy Goods
April 10.
STOKER BROS. 4 CO. 64 4 66 Middle St
DRY Goods,
H. P. BALDWIN.
For freight
passage tatesandthe fullest lnfor
mh26dtf
Gen. Pw. Agent O. B. R. of N. J.
goods and woolens.
nation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
Dry
WOODMAN, TRUE 4 CO., 7 to 141 Middle St
C.L. BARTLETT dk CO.,
OF THE
Ac.
goods,
Bread St., Beaten.
ttS State Street,
4 GO., 236 4 238 Middle St
Dry A. LITTLEwoolens,
to W. D. LITTLE & GO.,
81
Woolens
and
Exchange St., Portland.
Pancy Goods.
jeSSdtf
Goods,
DRY
TWITCHELL, CHAPMAN 4 CO., 169 Middle
CHANGE OF TIME.
Laces, Pancy Goods
JOHN F. RAND, 96 Crocs St
Portland, Bangor & Machias
EMBROIDERIES,
On and after Maaday, December 3th, 1881,
Pickled, Dealers in Salt.
Life Assurance Society of the U. S. FISH, Dry nnd
STEAMBOAT CO.
_Until further notiee patenter traini
DANA 4 CO., 124 Commercial St
will
as follows:
Dry, Pickled and Smoked.
f~“DECEMBER 31, 1881.
GEO.TREFETHEN 4 CO. 6Commercial Whaf
FISH,
Winter Arrangements.
<r^ 1,110
LEAVING PORTLAND
and Groceries.
Ledger Assets. Jan. 1, 1881.... $38,409,844 02 FLOUR
m.—For all stations, through to Bur8.33
Commencing November 33th.
WILLIAMS, PULSIFER 4 CO.. 69 Com’l St
Income....
10,083 505 48
lington, 8
tea, Montreal and Ogdens
Groceries and Provisions.
bnrg.
ONE TRIP PER WEES.
FLOUR,E. C. HERSEY 4 CO., 93 4 95 Com’l st. 9.43
$48,493,349 50
p. m.—For Fahyan’s and intermediate staof Every
DISBURSEMENTS.
tions.
Description.
The Steamer LEWISTON,
PORTLAND FURNITURE CO., 40 Exchange
FURNITURE
Paid Policy-Holders for Claims by
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
CHARLES DEERING,
Mas..UnL'
Manfrs. Fine A Common
Death,
Dividends, Surrender
will leave Railroad Wharf,
ter.
.OO
JjFvfofcaStff
11
m.—From
and
Bartlett.
Fabyan’s
WALTER COREY 4 Co., 28 Free S
Values. Discounted and Matured
FURNITURE
demBBmSEail Portland,
every
Friday
6.00 p. m.—From Burlington and Swan ton.
Endowment and Tontine Policies,
evening,nt 11.13 o’eloek,far Keck land, CasJ. HAMILTON. Supt.
IRON, Gutters 4 Cornices.
and Annuities.
6.236,365 63 GALVANIZED
W. H. SCOTT. Mfrs., 29, 81 4 33 Union St
tine, Deer lale, Sedgwick, So. West HarPortland, Dec. 3, 1881.
decsdtf
Other Disbursements.A...
1,745,044 84
Bar
Net Cash Assets, December 31,1881 $41,511,949 03

in

would have to
published give full list of families usiDg
the Congrcs Yeast Powder. It has been on the
market for nearly 40 years and its large sale is

child can understand it.
ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION is the moat lust
and perfect plan for protecting the Interest of the
policy-holder ever devised.
Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend additions thereto, amount to the stun insured, the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endow

A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.

tlon. made by O. L. Briggs, Boston, MaM.
ONE
Racks and
thing that go*,

The great grammatical conundrum—“The
United States are, or tho United States is?”—
New Haven Register. Let us remark that she
they will
probably has been, and peradventure
be, and drop the subject.—Elmira Free Press.

directory

contingency which can occur during Its
continuance, ana is so simple and clear that even a

for every

a. m.

t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central B. B,

iN

If you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down by family or household duties try Parker’s Ginger Tonic.
If you are a lawyer, minister or business man exhausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not’teke
intoxicatingstimulants,butuse Parker’s Ginger Tonic
If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, RheumaIsm, KidneyComplaints, or any disorder of the lungs,
stomach, bowels, blood or nerves,Parker's Ginger
Tonic will cure you. 11 is the Greatest Blood Purifier

FOR SALE.

Pittsfield, Mass., Sept. 28, 1878.
Sirs—I have taken Hop Bitters and recommend them to others, as I found them very
Mrs. J. W. Toller.
beneficial.
Sec Women’s Christian Temperance Union.

a

POLICIES!
All policie
INCONTESTIBLE
issued after Nov. 16,1881. are Incontestible after
three years from the date of the policies for any
cause except fraud or mistatcment of sge.
ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides

Brnnswick,

ARTISTS’

of their flrtt-clas*

one

and SATURDAY,
every WEDNESDAY
P.
from

wan

PARKER’S

BILLIARD TABLES

Boston has not yet succeeded in discovering
who cut Mrs. Bell's throat. The detectives
throw out hints about streaks of lightning, but
are not positive and won’t be until some reporter works up the case —Detroit Free Press.

COMPANY.

MOXDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1881

a.

FOR SALE

get well.

to

epidemics.

mar 2

Those who have taken “Elixir of Life
Boot” confess that it has more curative powers in cases of Kidney and Liver Complaints
than any otberjremedy. Try it at once and

A Portland family

IT HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organization,.paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for liberality by many
years of fair dealing with its policy-holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest in
snrancr authorities and the most prominent business and professional men all over the country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your consideration and respect.
ITIS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
no stockholders to take the lion’s share oi the profits. Mutual companies Dever fail.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIE8 in force, and is therefore sure of a fair aver
age mortality, and cannot be seriously affected by

8.

sail

a.

Krt

eating

m.; Dexter, 7.06 a. m., 4.40 p. m.; Belfast,
a. in., 2.60 p. m.: Hkowkegan, 8 20 a. in.,
2.40 p. m.: Walerville, 8.22 a.m. 1.56, tlO.OO
m.; and 6.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
.00 a. m 10.10 a. m., 2.46 p.m., 110,66 p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m., 3.07 p. m.,
111.14 p. m Bath, 6.65 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.10
7.26 a. m., 11.48 a. m.,
p. m.,
4.36 p. m., 112.86 a. m., (night.) Kocklaad,
8.20 a. in., 1.36 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11.28 a. in., 4.16 p. m. Phillips, 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. in.: Wiathrop 10.25
a. m. being due in Portland
as
follows: The
from Angnsta
and
morning trains
Bath,
8.35 a. ui. Lewiston,
8.40.
The day trains
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
roads
at
1.00
connecting
and 1.06 p.
The afternoon
m.
trains from
IVsterville,
Bookland
and
Lewiston
at 6.40
Bath,
Angnsta,
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

8..36

will

■_steamships
JOHN HOPKINS,
WM. CRANE,
WM. LAWRENCE,
I>. H. MILLER,

ran

aitaated in the
Town of Yarmouth, on the FreeRoad—about % mile from the
Us—containing 56 acres of land,
; well divided into Tillage, Pasta'a
__id with 2 acres of Marsh. There is a
young and thrifty orchard upon the place containing 110 trees, just beginning to bear. Good buildings, with a never felling supply of water. Good
soil, easily worked, free from rooks, splendidly loThis is one of
cated and handy to a good market.
the best farms in the Town and very desirable to
any one wishing a farm. 1 will sell or exchange
for real estate situated in Portland on favorable
terms. If not sold on or before April 9th, I will be
prepaid to “Lease” for a term of years. Reason
for selling—I have other bosinees and cannot attend
to it. For terms Ac., address or apply toW. H.
GREEN, No 84 Emery 8t., Portland Me.
feb21 dtf
February 20th, 1882.

Wit and Wisdom.

From Balifax, 8.16 a. m., 2.45 p. m.; Hi.
John, 8.16 a. in., 0.00 p. m.; Boulton, 8.00
ft. m.;
Ht. Stephen, 9.46 a. tnj Bucksport,
6.30 a. m.. 5. p. m,; Bangor, 7.15 a. m., t7.46

AGRICULTURAL

BRUSH

-ON-

EQUITABLE

Restores the Youthful Color to Brey or Faded Hair
Parker’s Hair Balsam is finely perfumed and is
warranted to prevent falling of the hair and to remove dandruff and itching. Hrscox & Co., N.Y.
50c. tad $1 tisei, at dealer* In drugs and medicine*.

FOR SALE.
a

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND aad BOSTON,

Steamship Line,

ml

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

or

is preferred by those
whohave used it, to any
.similar article, on account of its superior
[cleanliness and purity.
It contains materials
only that are beneficial
to the scalp and hair
and always

eight

1 have

thirty years.

—

cedar hedge, washroom with boilers set, and an
abundant supply of spring water for all useful and
ornamental purposes, the fountain is high enough
to make Jets of thirteen feet at the house. Over the
woodhouse is a finished hall 17X50 feet with direct
entrance. Barn4UX76 feet, with aqueduct. The
field of 13 acres in grass, produced in 1881, 26 tons
of the best hay. 76 young bearing apple trees, with
acres, with 20
pears and plums. Pasture of
large sugar maples. It is a good location, all fitted
for summer boarders, and can be purchased for
much less than the cost of the buildings. Apply
personally or by mail to DAVID MAINE8, on the
Reference
farm.
Post omoe Windham Center.
to WM. GOOLD, Windham Center.
mch!7 d2w
March 16th.

FARM

PLOWS.
Ill Greene St.
implement*, seed*
KENDALL A WHITNEY, Market Square
nnd Dairy Implement*. GEO. BLANCHARD A BRO. 46 Union
material*, Picture Frame*,
Art Good*. CYRUS F. DAVIS, 693 Cong. St
ITt’fr’*. Ben Oak Tanned.
J. K. FOY A CO., 136 Middle St.
Domestic and Chicago Dressed.
JOHN L. BEST A CO., 289 Cjmercial St.
Fertilizer* and meal, Lime. Ac
C. W. BELKNAP A SON, 142 Commercial St
Shoe* and moccasin*.
LORD, HASKELL A CO., 136 Middle St
nnd Shoes, Leather A Finding*
A. F. COX A SON, Manufacturers

BARRELS

MUNGER,

HOME

On and after Monday, Dec. 5th, Passenger
Trains will run as follow!: Leave Portland
for 81. John, Balifax and the Provinces,
and all station! on K. dr N. A. Railway.
12.55, and tll.15 p m.; HI. Andrews, Hi. HteFredericton, Aroostook County,
loosehead Lake, and all stations on H. &
Piscataquis R. K., 111.16 p. m., (or 12.65 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Hkowkegan, 12.46 p. m., 12.66 p.m.,tll,16p.
m. Walerville, 7.00 a. m. 12.46 p. m„ 12.66
p. m., 11.16 p. m. and 6.16 J>. m. Saturdays only,
Angnsta, Ballawell, Gardiner, Richmond,and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.66 p.
m., 6.16 p. m., tll-15 p. m.j Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.66 p. m., 6.16 p. m. Bock load, and Knox
dr Lincoln B. K., 7.00 a. m.. 12.6b p.
m.j Ankara and Lewiston, 12.46 p. m.,
6,06 p. m. Lewiston via Brnnswick 7.00
a. m., til.16 p. m.; Farmington, Phillips,
Bangeley Laks, Monmouth, Wiathrup,
Keadlleld, West Walerville and North
Anson, 12.45 p. m.,
Farmington via
Brnnswick, 7.00 a. m.

Mf’r.,

•

BELTING
BEEF.
Dividend to Policy
Holders on
BONE
Premiums Terminating in 1881
BOOTS,
40 PER CENT.
BOOTS
and Shoet, Leather A Finding*.
Losses Paid in Thirty Days
C. J. WALKER A CO., 153 and 155 Middle St
BOOTS
After Proof.
and Shoe*, manfrs. and Jobber*.
BOOTS
CHASE, KNIGHT A CO.. 62 and 64 Union St
J. D. JONES, President,
Shorn, Leather and Findings.
B. B. FARNSWORTH A CO.. 133 Middle St
BOOTS,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A Shoes, mtrs. Ladies’ A misses’
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President
Fine Shoes.
BOOTS
SHAW. GODING A CO.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
A Shoes, Leather A Finding*.
WHITNEY GAITER SHOE 00.. 222 Newbury
BOOTS
166 FORE ST.

IT

Baltimore, Norfolk & Washington

AND IKON

JOHN J. FRYE,
A—STEEL

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 7,1882.

A

Eastern Jtailroad.

eo

Farm for Sale.

turnips, while the increased value of the
cabbages must render it far more profitable

be

$13,165,466.40.

18

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Agricultural

ASSETS,

over

STEAMERS.

new
on

mHE undersigned offers his farm for sale, pleasM. antly situated in Deering on the Gray road,
about 4Va miles or thirty minutes ride from Portland. The farm is supposed to contain about one
hundred acres. The buildings consist of a good fariuho.se, three barns, one stable, a new hen house,
and yard, hogpens and sheds. Cuts about fifty tons
of hay and has a good pasture. ▲ fine orchard newly grafted. The « il is loam with clay bottom, and
the farm is in a very high state of cultivation, it
also has a valuable lot of pine timber on it, whioh
will be reserved if desired by the purchaser. Terms
of payment made easy. Apply toELBRIDGE GERRY, JOHN C. GERRY, 167 High St.
Portland, March 14th, 1882. marl6 dAwtfll

it is to raise the

A Florida man tho other day killed a rattlesnake by throwing a glas3 of whiskey in its
face. Now we understand why Oil City hunt”
ere invariably take a quart bottle of whiskey
with them when they go gunning. We had
been told that it was a good rattlesnake antidote, but we never knew how it was used.—
Derrick.

$5,627,021 57

47

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.

the Portland Ok Kecherter R. B

Cabbages
[By Henry Reynolds, M. D ]
The raising of cabbages for cattle food is
worthy of more attention than it has ever
received. Cabbages are very nutritious and
will
an acre of land under good culture
produce a large amount of them. They
keep fresh and green for use in winter
affording fine food at a season when most of
the fodder is dry. A trial was made In
Scotland last year to test the value of an acre
of cabbages for feeding sheep compared with
the value of an acre of turnips. It was
found that the ‘cabbages were worth nearly

_

Total Marine Premiums.

1,587,534

ment.

Mill and Water-Power For Sale.

Farm Stock.

The light running Domestic stands at
head. See it at 12 Elm St.

$4,039,487 10

isbed

manufacturing

L

would be greatly benefitted by light employ;
adapted to their strength, out-doors.
Work in the garden, the care of poultry and
bees and the cultivation of wall fruits are
suitable for women and may be profitable.

Hartford, which is largely in debt, is
itrawberries.—Danbury News.

1881.
Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1881.

OF PORTLAND, MAINE.
IT IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been estab-

section of our country of Vdelpho Wolfe’s

to Let.

ment

turnips.
cabbages than

on Marine Risks from 1st
January 1881, to 31st December,

Premiums

Schiedam Aromatic LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

House to Let.

quite

water borne

soon as

OF PORTLAND, ME.
This circular is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Dealers and Manufacturers of Portland.
The Merchant
and Manufacturer will here find conveniently classified and indexed, general
merchandise and supplies of every description, which are offered to the
Trade by firms whose facilities, experience ana enterprise hare given this City
an honored position among the Wholeale Markets of the conntrv.

BOOKS,
WHY YOU SHOULD INSURE BOOKS,
Blank Rook* and Stationery,
-IN THEBOOKS,
DRESSER. McLELLAN A 00., 47 Exchange
Town Good* and S. S. Supplies
BOOKS,
HOYT, FOGG A DON HAST, 193 Middle at.
UNION MUTUAL

our

directions

Indiana,

than the

This Company will take risks at their offioe, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as

RAILROADS.

Shen,

iailacturiiif \m±

E. S.

Mass.

Every Town, for the beet selling book of the
age, "The Women of Mormonfim”. Address
J. aTsTROUT, Woodford’s, Maine, General agent
mar21d2w*
for Maize and part of N. H.

ONLY.

RISKS

J. W.

WOLFE’S

Steady work,

JOUR. HARNESS MAHERS.

MARINE

AGAINST

INSURE

PORTLAND:

_

5 prioe, pay every Address,
Monday. No boms need apply.
G. B. GODFREY,

men, and many who are confined in-doors

to raise the

OF NEW YORK

CORRESPONDENT.
Fob. 4, 1882.
feb4dlmteodllm&w6w6

Wanted.

Although it is better for women to engage in
farming than to do some other things, yet
it must be admitted that fanning does not
seem to bo appropriate work for them.
Slight work out-doors is beneficial to wo-

$20 more

JT. W. KITTREDGE, Agent,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
If-ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT.^B

dlw*

mU23

it.

for

EM of Life Root Company,

medium sized second
To purchase
hand Safe. Address B, Press Office.

in it.

are

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

a

where it is said 2252
is
far better for them
It
engaged
to be thus engaged than to sit down and
repine at their hard lot or devote their time
to the
following of foolish fashions.
common

.(KM) Battles

Mutual Insurance Co.

WANTED.

scalded and churns more
desirable also to scald the milk in cases
where difficulty is experienced in churn'
ing the cream. Sometimes instead of churning to butter the cream will form or thicken
to
up and the most persistent churning fails
make butter of it. In such cases the milk
should be scalded and the cream kept at a
temperature of 00 degrees a few days before
Women Farmers.
[By Henry Reynolds, M. D.]
Farming by women is becoming

1

aver

■AJNTD

ATLANTIC

jeeodAwly22

having been
readily. It is

ripen

has Maid

Rockland, Me., April 26,1881.
I have sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir of
Life Root, and have never found a ease where it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM. H. KITTREDGE.
Nearly Bead and One Battle Cared Him
Westfield, Mass., Mareh 28,1 1.
J. W. Kittkkdge, Agent Elixir of Life Root.
Dear Sir—Having sullered intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtaining relief. I was induced to try a bottle of your
ELIXEROF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure
to say that one bottle of *it completely oured me. I
recommend it as the only valuable and certain cure
I would add
for kidney troubles I have ever seen
that before taking your medicine I had become so
weak that I was about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like myself may he o
fortunate as to try your valuable medicine.
T. F. MoMAIN.
Truly yours,
Ae a HPBINOJ TONIC AND APPETIZKB IT HAH NO EI)CAL.

mar23dtf

Me.

the cream rises much better for

to

Druggist

house

then set aside in pans for tha cream to rise
When milk is kept in a cold room in winter,

fhurning

Diabetes. Inflammation
of the Bladder, Brtch Dust Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female
Complaints, ana all Diseases
of the Urinary Organs.

Dropsy, Gravel,

Chill though that frozen pall shall seem,
Iia touch no colder can make the dream
That recks not- the sacred dread
Shrouding the city of the dead.
Sooner

J882.

ELIXIR MI BIX! WHOLESALE

I shall not

RAILROADS.

CIRCULAR

FOR

or Later.

Sooner or later the storm shall beat
Over my slumber from head to feet;
Sooner or later the wind shall rave
In the long grasses above my grave.

Nothing

TRADE

INSURANCE

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS.

2,000

NERVOUS

A

Cure

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve asd Bra» TreatDullness, ConTRla spec ilk' for Hysteria,
Nervous Headache. Mental Depression, Ix>se

ment:
iiinnn

_

EUROPE !
Cook’s Urand Excursions leave New York.

April 27th, Juno 8th. and July 1st, 1882. Full
particulars in special Pamphlet, sent free on application. Passage tickets by all Atlantic steamers.
Special facilities for securing good berths. Tourist
tickets for individual travelers in Europe, by all

reduced rates.
Cook’s Exearsiouist, with Maps, by mall 10
THOS. COOK & SON, 201 Broadway, N. Y.
97 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
fobleodlm
C A. BARATTONI, Manager.

1

routes at

cents.

uovl6

d*wly46

